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ABSTRACTI
I The problems of air traffic contr-l, particularly those of

capacity in the terminal area, are examined indicating the need for

i increased airport capacity. Analytical models are formulated express-

ing the capacity of an airport runway as a function of parameters char-

acterizing the airport, the air traffic control system, and the arriving

I airc raft.

I Landing capacity is conside id to be restricted by the mini-

j mum space separation required at the common-path gate and by the

minimum time separation required at the runway. A model is formu-

lated for estimating the landing capacity of a runway used for landings

only which expresses the following syster.- characteristics: 1) minimum

space separation required at the beginning of the common landing path,

2) minimum time separation required at the runway, 3) length of the

common landing path, and 4) the parameters of the landing-velocity dis-

tribution.I
Takc-offs are considered to be interposed between landings

wherever possible and performed as a separate run where necessary.

A model is t. "mulated for estimating the operations capacity of a runway

used for landings and take-offs which expresses the parameters of the



landing model as well as the following- 1) minimum time separation

required between departures, 2) the runway-occupancy time of a land-

ing aircraft, a'd 3) the minimum distance separation required to permit

a departure to be interposed before an arrival. Extensions of these

basic models are indicated, including extension to the investigation of a

multiple- runway air port.

The effect of the various system parameters on capacity is

investigated by means of the models aeveioped. It is shown that landing

capacity is negligibly improved by a reduction in runway time separation

by such techniques as construction of high-speed turnoffs. The greatest

improvement would result from ,-duction of the present 3-mile separa-

tion required at the beginning of the common landing path. A particular

sequencing rule is examined as a potential means of increasing landirg

capacity, and is indicated to bL of little value, although it could appreci-

ably increase operations capacity. Other techniques for improving

landing capacity are investigated. Operations rate is shown to represcnt

a complex interaction of system parameters, and can often be increased

by actions that tend to decrease landing capacity, but which increase the

rate at which take-offs can be interposed between landings. The high-

speed turnoff is shown to contribute to an increase in operat~ons capacity

by removing landings from the runway earlier, thereby providing

increased opportunity for interposing a take-off.
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CHAPTER 1

I INTRODUCTION

I
The air traffic volume in the United States has increased

I markedly frince World War II, and is expected to increase a, an even

j faster rate in coming years. This increased demand has not been accom-

panied by a commensurate increase in the capacity of the ration's airports

Iand air traffic control facilities, and so has led t an increase in the

jnumber and length of dela-ys experienced by aircraft, particularly during

instrumen' weather. The problem is most critical in the terminal areas,

I since most of the delay is experienced while aircraft wait their turns to

I land or to take off.

This investigation is directed at the question of airport capa-

city. The problem has been examined in the past primarily by the tech-

I niques of real-time simulation with human subjects in a simulated

environment, and fast-time digital simulations are currently being

developed. Analytical formulation of this operational problem in terms

I of a system of equations has a number of advantages over simulation.

Once developed, the equations can be solved for any number of conditions

and parameter combinations far more cheaply and quickly than a simula-

tion can be operated. Their simpliciLy often aids in achieving an under-

Istanding of the system operation more reacily than with a complex

i
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simulation. Analytical models can provide complete distributions or true

expected values rather than sampled data. These advantages are generally

associated with a system description that is less realistic than that

possible in a simulation, but the lack of realism need not necessarily b,'

a handicap in the context of the questions being investigated.

The objective of this study is the development of such analyti-

cal models expressing the landing capacity and the operations capacity

(i. e., the rate of landings and take-offs under saturation conditions) of a

runway as a function of the airport and air traffic parameters. With these

models, the effect of the various parameters on airplor. capacity are

examined with a view to understanding the operation of the system and the

effect of the parameters and their interactions on its operation, ultimately

with the goal of learning the most effective means of raising the capacity

of airports in processing arriving and departing air traffic.

1. 1 Outline of the Report

Following this introluction, Chapter 2 contains a brief descrip-

tion of the present air traffic control (ATC) system as it operates in the

United States, particularly in conditions of poor visibility, when the strain

on the system is most severe. This information is presented as an intro-

duction to the reader unfamiliar with ATC and as a background for some of

the assumptions made in the formulations of the analytical models. The



conclusions of some of the major national post-war studies of ATC are

I summarized, and some of the major remaining problems are indicated.

The increasing problems of capacity are presented, and the problems of

the terminal area in particular are discussed, indicating the crucial role

I of the terminals in the present problem.

In Chapter 3, the problem of landings on a single runway is

studied. This problem has practical importance of itself, sin-e many

runways often are used for landings only, but also serves as a necessary

first step in the analysis of the larger problem of a runway u ed for

mixed operations. A model is formulated permitting determination of

the landing capacity of a runway at any aiirport as wll as the distribut i o n

of the ianding-time intervals. Possible extensions of the model are

indicated. The model is used to examine t'e parametric effects on land-

ing capacity, and to estimate the capacity of some typical airports.

Various means of improving landing capacity are considered, and reduc-

tion of space separation along the landing path is shown to be most fruitful.

I The problem of a runway used for both landings and take-offs

is treated in Chapter 4. An analytical model is developed that relates

operations capacity to the eight principal parameters affecting it. Exten-

I sions to this basic model are for.-mulated, indicating how the basic model

may be applied to situations excluded by the assumptions. Operations



capacity is shown to be affected by a complex interaction of the system

Darameters, and it can often be increased by steps that tend to decrease

landing capacity.

In Chapter 5, the results cf the analyses are discussed to

indicate the relative effectiveness of various techniques for i.lcreasing

airport capacity. The limitations of these results due to model assump-

tion are indicated, and extensions of the research reported here are

discussed.

t
1. 2 Contributions of the Study [

This study contributes to the solutior. of present and future

prOblec•,,• of airport capacity as well as to the literature of operations

research. The major contribution is to the body of models available to

the operations analyst for studying terminal-area operations -- a classi-

cal problem area which has concerned operations research almost from

its beginning -- by the formulation of new analytical models and exten-

sions which indicate airport performance as a function of system charac-

teristics, and which are widely applicable. In addition to developing these

techniques for analyzing airport problems, they have been applied to

current operations, resulting in specific recommendations for improving

performance.
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CHAPTER 2

j AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

The ATC system exists primarily to permit aircraft to fly in condi-

f tions of minimum visibility without the accompanying large risk of a mid-air

collision. To be of value, this protection must be achieved with a minimum of

inconvenience (primarily in the form of delay) or expense to the user. The

protection is ac,.implished by following the position of each aircraft un( er

control and assigning to it an exclusive volume of airspace. This cushion is

large enough so that, despite the errors in position information, sufficient

time is available for the contrA system to detect potentially dangerous prox-

inaity of two aircraft and to issue appropriate control orders to the aircraft to

remedy the situation.

The ATC system must contain subsystems performing data-

collection tto obtain knowledge of aircraft positions and intended flight paths),

data-processing (to predict poteaitial conflict situations), decision-making

(to select the best means of resolving tha conflicts), and communication (to

inform the pilots of action required to resolve the conflicts). Today, the

data collection is accompli'ihed by radar observation and by radio reports

sent by the pilots when they pass over specified radio transmitters; the data

processing and decision-making is performed manually by controllers using

hand-written records; and communication is performed by voice radio.

5



The controllers clearly haveý a predonninant role in the system's

operation. They are aided by a set of basic principles (e. g., "first-come-

first-served") and by a codified set of "ANC procedures" [ l] which cover

many situations, but much is still left to the controller's judgment. Equip-

ment is now being developed which will aid the controllers in data-processing

but which will continue to entrust all decision-making only to the versatile

and £-lzxible human controllers.

This chapter contains a brief introducti-n to ATC, primarily to

provide some background reference for the analysis that follows and to indi-

cate some of the practical motivation of the problems studied. Following a

brief history of ATC development, the present methods of performing air

traffic control are sumnmarized, and only those detailed rules which are used

in the later analyses are presented. Some previous major studies of ATC

are also summarized. The discussion is concluded with some basic ATC

problems which relate especially to those of system capacity and terminal

operation, and particularly to terrrinal capacity, which forms the subject of

the later analyses.

The numbe-s in square brackets denote the references, which are listed
on pages 201-210.
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2.1 The Present System of ATC

The fundamental rules governing air traffic operation are con-

j tained in Part 60 of the Civil Air Regulations [ 2]. These define two syster.ns

of rules: Visual Flight Rules (VFR), which apply only when visibility is good,

and Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), which apply under poorer %or "instrument")

weather conditions or whenever a pilot requests control under these rules to

obtain additional collision protection. All aircraft must -1y according to IFR

whenever they are:

less than 500 feet vertically under, 1, 000 feet vertically
over, and 2, 000 feet horizontally from any cloud formation;
o • beneath the ceiling when it is less than 1, 000 feet, .....

[ or ] when flight visibility is less than 1 mile . . . [or in
the vicinity of an airport] when the visibility is less than 3
miles. [2, p. 3.)

The VFR rules are based on the "see-and-be-seen" principle, in

which all responsibility for collision avoidance is placed with the pilots. The

IFR rules compensate for the pilots' limited visibility by investing this respon-

sibility in the control system, wthich surrounds each aircraft with a volume of

airspace which may not be violated by any other IFR aircraft.

IFR control is exercised in accordance w~th a promulgated set of

procedures jointly arrived at by military and civilian air authorities [ 1 and

designated as "ANC Procedures." In this section, these procedures are

briefly summarized, partly to indicate some of the operational concepts, but

primarily to serve as a reference for some of the procedural assumptions

that enter into the models of Chapters 3 and 4.



2.1. i Development of ATC

Air Traffic control appeared relatively late in the development of

aviation. The early pilots flew only in clear weather, and worried little about

collision with the few other aircraft operating. As commercial aviation

developed, with the concomitant demand for safe operation in almost all

weather conditions, facilities were created to meet these demands. Radio

equipment was first installed in a control tower in 1930 for airport control,

but it was not until 1935 tk.It any organized control of enroute IFR traffiL was

effected. As stated in a traffic control training manual:

At that time, air carriers operating between Newark,
Cleveland, and Chicago established centers from which
a limited amount of control information could be given
to pilots to provide separation from other traffic. The
following year, Lhe Civil Aeronautics Administration

(CAA) took over the operation. [ 3, p. i. -

Until 1944, till aircraft operating under IFR conditions were

controlled by these Airways Centers from shortly after take-off until final

approach to landing. The control -owers at the airports were responsible for

the control of traffic on the airport itself and for VFR traffic operating below

the clouds. To iemove some of the inefficiencies and delays in this system,

an Approach Control function was then ass'gned to many of the towers to

extend their control beyond their visual limits, and to permit the.mn to coor-

dinate activity on the airport with that in the surrounding airspace. Today,

the enroute IFR separation is effected by Air Route Traffic Control Centers

1.
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(ARTOC), Approach Control in the airport towers directs the movement of

IFR traffic to and from specific fixes in the vicinity of the terminal, and

j Airport Control directs the flow of traffic on the surface and in the visible

portion of the airspace immediately adjacent to the airport.

2.1.2 Instrument Flight Rules

Z. 1.2. 1 Enroute Control

Control during the enrou e portion of a flight (i. e., the entire

flight except that portion in the vicinity of the originaticn and destination

terminals), is effected by means of a network of "airways, " which also serve

I as a navigational route structure, similar to a highway system. The airways

are defined between pairs of radio transmitters, or "fixes, " located through-

out the country. A pilot, before taking off, files a fliglht plan with the ATC

I systum, indicating his intended airway route. From his flight plan, the

I Center (ARTCC) determines his estimated time of arrival (ETA) at each of

his first few fixes. A controller is assigned to each fix, and he maintains a

list of ETA's and scheduled altitudes of all aircraft intending to pass there.

!

I When he is ready to take off, the pilot requests clearance to his

first few fixes. The controller assigned to each of these fixes checks to see

that no conflict with other traffic would be created by the aircraft arriving

there. A conflict would occur if two aircraft have ETA's less than the mini-

f mum separation time (generally 10 minutes) and altitude separation less

!

I
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than 1,000 feet. If no conflict exists, the pilot is cleared to the fix; if a con-

flict does exist, one of the aircraft is delayed, or :s ordered to another

altitude level. In accordance with the first-come -first-served principle, the

pilot with the later ETA receives the control order.

As a pilot passes each of his enroute fixes, he reports his actual

time of arrival, frorn which his ETA's at succeeding fixes are up-dated. He

must then obtain clearance to each successive fix. Conflicts are generally

resolved by holding (flying a specified pattern over the fix or reducing sp-ed

slightly) or altitude changes.

When radar facilities are r railable, the separation standards are

far less severe than those imposed by the ANG requirements, since Lhe posi-

tion information is far more precise. Aircraft may approach as close as

three miles if they are within 40 miles of the radar, five miles if beyond.

This contrasts sharply with 50 miles required of 300-knc., aircraft in the time-

separation (ANC) system, or 100 miles required of 600-knot aircraft. The

capacity improvements to be derived by the installation of radar in enroutce

control are obvious.

Radars, on the other hand, introduce additional problems:

identification of the radar return from an aircraft which does not carry a

oeacon transponder can consume considerable controller and pilot effort;

some targets are not seen on the radar, while spurious returns can clutter



the picture; vectoring aircraft observed on radars can be very time-consuming.

SFurthermore, since radar has not yet reached the reliability of radio, the sys-

I tem, even with radar, tends to operate at a low capacity level so that it can

revert to ANC operation in the event of a radar failure without catastrophic

Ieffects. As these problems are r !solved, the installation of enroute radar will

1 accelerate and the enroute capacity will be appreciably increased beyond cur-

rent levels.

Z. 1. 2. 2 Terminal-A rea Air Traffic rontrolI
Transition between enroute and term.nal control is achieved at the

I"stacks, " or holding fixes, located over some radio facility in the vicinity of

every major terminal. The lower altitudes at the stacks are under the juris-

diction of Approach Control at the airport, while the upper altitudes are con-

j trolled by the Center. Approach Control keeps the Center informed of altitude

availability at the stacks, and the Center clears an aircraft desti.ned for the

airport to the lowest available altitude in one of its stacks. Its further pro-

Igress is then under the direction of Approach Control

I In addition to providing a convenient transition to terminal control,

Sthe stack serves as a buffer storage in which aircraft wai: their turns to land.

If no other aircraft are approaching or waiting to land when an aircraft

arrives in the terminal area, it is cleared to land, a..d follows a standard

procedural maneuver to final approach. If other aircraft are wv'til-g to land,

however, the arriving aircraft is ordlered to the lovwest vacant altitude in the



stack; when an aircraft leaves the bottom of the stack for an approach to the

airport, the remaining aircraft all descend one altitude layer (1, 000 feet) and

.:ontinue to wait their landing turns.

Most major terminals maintain at least two stacks, partly to

accommodate aircraft with different rado equipment, partly to accommodat e

aircraft arriving from different directions, and partly to provide an opportunity

to interleave aircraft from the different stacks while maintaining vertical

separation in the stack and alleviating the limitatiors of aircraft descent rate.

Aircraft are dispatched from the stacec in accordance with a first-

nome -first-served priority rule, specified by the ANC procedures:

2. 1001. Priority: The first aircraft estimated to arrive
over the point from which approaches are commenced will
normally be the first aircraft to approach. Other aircraft
will normally have priority in order of their estimatec

arrival time over such point. [1, p. 11 .

Approach Control directs the aircraft from the stacks to final

approach and the landing is comp:eted with the use of a landing aid, normally

the Instrument Landing System (ILS). The path flown onto final approach is

normally a standard procedural maneuver. When radar control is available,

radar vectoring over short-cut routes is often performed, consistent with

the need to keep workload on the radar operators low in order to recover j
easily from a radar failure and to revert to standard ANC procedures. I

I
I
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Airport Traffic Control (the Tower), operating in the glass-

j enclosed portion of the airport tower, exercises visual control over all opera-

Stions on the airport surface and the immediately adjacent airspace, and

assigns all landing and take-off clearances. In controlling the runway use,

the Tower follows the basic principle that. the runway shall never be occupied

I by more than one aircraft. After Approach Control has cleared an aircraft

for an approach, the pilot must contact the Tower for clearance to land. The

I Tower is in a position to hold departures to give th- priority to the landing

j aircraft, or to order the landing aircraft to go around for a:v.,ther landing

attempt if the runway is occupied and does not permit a landing.I
Since landings are ordinarily given priority over take-offs, a

I long take-off queue often develops because landings have been operated at a

j high rate, and the landing intervals have been too short to interpose the

waiting take-offs. From observations of controllers in operation, it has

I been noted that the Tower, under such circumstances, notifies Approach

Control of the situation, and Approach Control then discontinues the landing

process while the queue of departures is dismissed, or dispatches the

I arrivals from the stack at longer intervals so that more take-offs can be

executed in each landing int-rval.

I
I
!
!
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2. 1.2.2. 1 Separation Standards

An aircraft is not dispatched from the stack unless it is certain

that its predecessor is well ahead of it. Witnout radar, timed approaches

are used in dispatching aircraft. The ANC procedures indicate some of the

considerations involved-

4. 413. The time interval to be used between succesive
approaches shall be determined by the approach controller
and is dependent upon the speed of the aircr ft, existing
weather conditions, the distance from the holding fix to the
airport and type of approach. Under o.timum conditions,
a two-minute interval is the absolute minimum; this interval
being increased as necessary in poorer weather conditions,
or because of high-speed aircraft following slower speed
aircraft. [1, p. 63.]

This two-minute requirement is equivalent to 5 miles at 150 knots, 4 miles

at 120 knots, and 3 miles at 90 knots.

Since most important airports are equipped with radar, the

radar separation is more often used. This separation is specified in a radar

procedures manual as:

1.4. Separation Standards. A minimum of 3 miles separa-
tion shall be maintained between aircraft. . . When radar
separation is utilized more than 40 miles from a radar site,
a minimum of 5 miles is maintained.

1.40. Additional separation shall be provided as required by
the speed variations of aircraft, wind conditions, runway
acceptance rate, or other reasons in order to insure that the !
required separation is maintained or increased as aircraft
progress through the system. [4, p. 4.1

I
I
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Separation is also required at the runway, as specified in the ANC procedures.

3. 141. Sufficient separation shall be effected between
arr-iving aircraft so that the succeeding landing aircraft
on the same runway will not cross the airport boundary*

11, :,.ýcd a _L:_-'i hasJ " •,hcc

the runway-in-use. [1, p. 2 6 .]

It has been determined, in discussions with air traffic controllers,

that no corrective action is ordinarily taken to restore the 3-mile radar sepa-

ration when it has deteriorated on final approach if it is clear that the runway

separation will be maintained.

Standards defining the necessary interval between departures

under ANC procedures are given as:

1 2. 0801. Three-minute separation at the time altitude

levels are crossed if a departure will be flown through
the altitude level of a preceding departure and both
departures propose to follow the same course...

S2. 08010. Two-minute separation at the time courses
diverge if aircraft propose to fly the same course imme-
diately after take-off and then follow different courses,

providing aircraft will follow diverging courses within
5 minutes after t,.ke-off...

2. 08011. One minute separation if aircraft propose to
fly different courses and lateral separation is provided
immediately after take-off. This minimum may be
reduced when aircraft are using parallel runways.

[1, pp. 9, 10.]

I "Airport boundary" was changed to read, "approach end of the runway"
in August, 1959. [5]

I
I
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The restrictions on the runway-in-use are e:xpressed by.

3. 142. Controllers shall not clear a departing aircraft
for take-off until the preceding departing aircraft on the
same runway has crossed the end of that runway, or has
started a turn away from the runway. r1. p. 26.1

Approach control, with its radar capability, also serves as

Departure Control, and normal radar procedures apply, which are often

less inhibiting than ANC procedures. For mixed arrivals and departures,

the ANC procedures specify:

4. 03. Take-off Limitations: An approach controller may,
at his discretion authorize take-off. under the following
conditions:

a) When the arrival is sighted by the controller; or

b) Until the arrival, making a straight-in approach to
the airport, reports leaving a holding-fix located
not less than 4 miles from the airport; or

c) When the arrival, ri.aking a contact [visual]
approach, reports over a visual reporting point
not less than 4 miles from the airport; or

d) When the arrival, in radar contact and positively
identified, is observed to be not less than 2 miles
from tne airport. [ 1, p. 58.]

The above limitations apply tc a departure when it precedes a

landing. They presumably are designed so that the departure has sufficient

time to clear the runway before the landing arrives. When the departure

follows a landi:ng, the ANC procedures require:

3. 143 (2). A departing aircraft w~ll not be cleared for
take-off until the preceding landing aircraft on the same
runway has cleared the runway. [ 1, p. 26.1
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2. 2 Some Previous Studies of ATC Problems

Air traffic control has been the subject of a number of major

national studies since *World War II. These have been directed primarily

at indicating the best configuration of future ATC systems, but have been

necessary largely because of the fragmentation of authority for ATC within

the Federal government.

The first major study was initiated in June, 1947, oy the Radio

Technical Commission for Aeronautics (a government-industry association

concerned with aeronautical use of electronics) at the request of the Air

Coordinating Committee. The goal of the study, undertaken by RTCA's

Special Committee 31, was to:

undertake a study of air traffic control for the purpose of
developing recommendations for the safe control of expand.-
ing air traffic. [ 6, p. 2.1

Many of the questions SC-31 was asked to investigate remain the most

heatedly-argued questions of ATC today, such as:

1) A determination as to whether aircraft operations shall
be based upon utilization oi airways only or of the
entire navigable airspace.

Z) Investigation of the advisability of establishing a maxi-
mum aircraft acceptance rate for landing and take-off
at each airpoit to govern the flow of traffic into any
given airport.
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3) A determination as to whether traffic control shouid
be made applicable to all flight movements and, if so,
whether separate procedures should be established for
unrestricted and restricted visibility weather conditions.
[6, p.2.)

In addition, the still-cirr-nt qucstions of how best to perform scheduling.

flight planning, collision avoidance, and the appropriate division of respon-

sibility between the air and the ground were to be studied.

The study resulted in a comprehensive 15-year plan [ 61, [ 7]

to be enacted in two phases - a transition phase to be completed by 1953 and

an ultimate phase to be completed by 1963 - to provide a Common System of

ATC to be used by both military and civil aviation. The present ATC system,

in most respects, resembles the recommended transition system, except

that the transition is still not complete.

The proposed ultimate system was characterized by considerable

automation of communication, decision-making, and even actual control of

the aircraft. The recommendations were far ahead of their time. The

memory of the phenomena! rate at which electronic equipment was developed

under wartime motivation was still fresh, so the committee recommended

equipment which, even today, has not yet been effectiveiy developed. Most

of the committee had had their experience in military electronics, where

the ability to impose external discipline over the pilots was far greater than

could ever be at.ained with civilian pilots. Implementation of the committee's



recommendations was made even more difficult by the lack of a central avia-

tion authority in the government, and no single one of the many agencies was

sufficiently powerful to withstand the pressures from the interested segments

of aviation, each of which had its own ideas about the best system to develop.

The RTCA study was followed by a much more modest one [8] -8 -

primarily a review of action effected as a result of the RTCA study and a

delineation of the most essential action that could be taken to implement the

Common System -- conducted in 1950 by the Operat.onal Policy Group

(Special Working Croup 5) of the Air Coordinating Committee. The task

assigned the group was the devp.-)pment of "operational policies and pro-

cedures which would permit a safe and orderly Lransition for the Common

System" [ 8, p. ii] which, in the two years since the RTCA study, had pro-

gressed only slightly toward its goal. The group's report noted that:

The group's studies have disclosed that traffic congestion
in a few major terminal areas is the prime cause of
delays, confusion, and disarrangement of traffic through-

out the entire system. Terminal area congestion is
particularly serious during the high percentage of border-
line weather where some traffic is flying on visual flight
rules while other traffic is flying on instrument flight
rules. [8, p. 2.]

The report further pointed out, with respect to the terminal area:

The most critical bottleneck in handling airborne traffic
is found in the terminal area. . . On close scrutiny, it
becomc-, apparent that the traffic handling capacity of the
terminal area determines the over-all capacity of the
entire air traffic control system. [ 8, p. 23. ]
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In the terminal area, the group proposed increased use of radar.

and radar approach and departure procedures as well as additional air/

ground communication facilities, and radar beacons for identification and

echo enhancement. The group also recommended the installation of surface

detection radars for expediting traffic on the airport's surface. Wiih some I

exceptions (e. g., beacons), the group's program which was far more limited I
than that of SC-31, has been largely implemented by this time, at least at t,,e

major airports. I

A somewhat different investigation, oriented more toward the

general public than the aviation community, was undertaken in February, 1952

by the ad hoc President's Airport Commission under James H. Doolittle [ 9].

The study grew out of the several landing accidents that occurred in the winter I
of 1951-5Z, and particularly the two incidents at Elizabeth, N. J., where air-

craft attempting to land at Newark Airport crashed into residential areas with

disastrous loso of life. The study was primarily oriented towards the reduc- i
tion of both the hazard and nuisance imposed on the communities adjacent to

airports. The study served effectively to absorb the public indignation, and

generated a number of recommendations to reduce both the hazard and

nuisance.

By May, 1955, development of the air traffic control system had j
slowed to a da; .,erously low rate, while the number and performance of the

aircraft constituting the air traffic was increasing rapidly. The Bureau of
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the Budget organized a committee under William Harding to determine whether

'"a study of long-range needs for aviation facilities and aids should be under-

taken" [ 10, p. v] and, if one should be initiated, to indicate the scope of such

a study.

The Harding Committee quickly discovered the pressing need for

some rapid action to shore up the nation's air traffic capability. They noted

that:

much of our airspace is already overcrewded and that, in
many important areas, the development of airports, naviga-
Lion aids, and espccially our air traffic control system is
lagging far behind both aeronautical development and the
needs of our mobile population and of our industry. [ 10, p. 1.]

They pointed out that the plight was due, not to lack of scientific capability

for developing a solution to the problem, but in part because of the unexpected

rapid increase in aviation capability and demand, and:

it is also due to the lack of general appreciation of the need
!or a "systems" approach to our aviation facilities develop-
ment. [10, p. 1.]

The committee decried the dilution of administrative responsibility and

authority among the Federal government, pointing out that there were then

75 governmental organizations concerned with aviation faci'ities matters.

The committee strongly urged a study to be performed by a special

assistant to the P-esident who would have authority over all of the many seg-

ments of the government, and who could supersede the parochial interests of

each of the smaller groups.
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Following the re-ommendations of the Harding Committee, witil

added impetus provided by the disastrous mid-air collision of two airliners

over the Grand Canyon on June 30, 1956, President Eisenhower, in a letter

dated rcbruary 10, 1957, appointed Edward P. Curtis as Special Assistant

to the Pre.,ident for aviation fdcLlities planning to make a comprehensive study

of future requirements for aviation facilitics aiod thc most effective means of

meeting these requirements. [11, P. vii.]

In his final report, Curtis summarized the nature of the prezent

problem:

Between the combined demands of civil and military av.ation,
the existing control apparatus is already taxed to saturation
whenever instrument conditions prevail around and between
the principal metropolitan centers. Under such conditions,
the normal flow of air traffic in and out of the New York area,
for example, may iall as much as 60 percent. At the present
time, our aviation facilities are hard-pressed to manage,
within the bounds of prudence, even the fair-weather flow of
traffic now contending for room on the principal routes and
at the metropolitan approaches. They are wholly incalpable,
in their present form of meeting more than a fraction of the
far heavier demands upon our airspace which the national
strategy and the market are certain to impose by 1975 --

the period covered by this report. [ 11, p. 1.1

He noted the lack of progress that has c~aaracterized recent years:

. . . Except for the addition of radar control around major
ai-ports, the air traffic control system now in use i3 , in !
its principal technical particulars, much the same system
that was devised two decades ago to accommodate the growth
in traffic stimulated by the DG-3 -- an airplane that cruised !
at about 160 miles an hour. [11, p. 2 .]

I
I
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While the system has changed negligibly, the demand for assist-

| ance from the system has increased drastically. The Curtis Committee, in

a four-volume final report [12, 13, 14, 15] forecast the traffic requirements

for aviation facilities. In a Systems Engineering Team report [ ib], they

i presented some of the precepts of a future system design, and emphasized

the need for the systems analysis approach to the solution of the problems

facing air traffic control.

Probably the rmost significart practical :'esult of the work of the

Curtis Comnitee was the acceptance of their recommendations for the

I centralization of the ATC system development and operation in the govern-

ment. The Airways Modernization Board was first created by Congress in

August, 1957, with the exclusive authority to:

I develop, modify, test, and evaluate systems, procedures,
facilities, and devices, as well as define the performance
characteristics thereof, to meet the needs for safe and
efficicnt navigation and traffic control of all civil and
mi)itary aviation except for those needs o; military agen-
cies which are peculiar to air warfare and primarily of

military concern, and select such systems, procedures,
facilities, and devices as will best serve such needs and
will promote maximum coordinatlon of air traffic control
and air defense systems. [17, p. 1.1

This was followed one year later by the creation of the Federal Aviation

Agency, which absorbed the AMB and had exclusive authority to:

provide for the safe and efficient use of the airspace
by both civil and military aircraft. [ 18, p. 1.1
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Both the AMB and the FAA were led by E. R. Quesada, a retired Air Force

general.

In these two organizations, for the first time since the develop-

ment of commercial a•"apton, a!! respc,,•,b,•.y foý national ,iviatiun faciilttes

and operating procedures (including all military aviation other than tactical

operations) was lodged in a single Federal organization which had the authority

to impose its decisions on all segments of aviation.

Upon the creation of the FAA, the AMB was incorporated into

the FAA as the Bureau of Research and Development (BRD) now under the

direction of James Anast. The BRD is concerned with the development of

all new navigational and control equipment and -:th all systems analysis and

engineering for air traffic control. The core of the BRD's program has been

the Data Processing Central [ 19, p. 1) equipment to automate many of the

house-keeping tasks of air traffic controllers. Additional research and

development is being conducted in many other areas, most notably in the

development of an automatic data-link for ground-air communications and

in the evaluation of potential avtomatic landing systems that will permit

landing in essentially zero-zero weather conditions.

i
I

I
!
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2. 3 Some Inherent Problems in ATC

Many of the problems hindering the fv.ture development of improved

ATO capacity are inherent in the nature of the air traffic situation in the United

StL~c. We aic,ciss some of these here as a preliminary to a discussion ofI
a

terminal and capacity problems in the next sections.

2. 3. 1 Conflicting Needs of Airspace Users

In th- Federal Aviation Act as well as :" the previous Civil

Aviation Act, Congress declared the national policy concerning air traffic:

Sec. 104. There is hereby recognized and declared to existI in behalf of any citizen of the United States a public right of
freedom of transit through the navigable airspace of the

United States. [ 18]

With this expressed national policy, it is essential that no airspace user be

discriminated against, and since the individual needs of the different airspace

users are so diverse and often conflicting, an action that aids or.e group often

works to the detriment-- and the r,sulting vocal response -- of some other

group.

The airlines constitute one end of the spectrum. They desire the

utmost in protection of their aircraft, which carry many more passengers

and represent considerably greater investments than in the past. The larger

airlines are willing and anxious to equip their aircraft with the most sophis-

ticated and expensive Pquipment to provide increased protection. Since direct

__.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..___________________________
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operating costs are weighed heavily in their decisions, they desire to operate

as closely as possible to straight-line routes between their terminals, but

are ready to adhere to a precisely-determined route which is filed before take-

off. Even this degree of cooperation is qualified, since they need freedom to

detour bad weather.

Military aviation is characterized by a wide variety of mission

types. A sizeable portion of their activity is not of the point-to-point trans-

portation type typical of airline operations. Training flights and test flights

particularly require complete freedom of movement, independence of route

structures, and freedom to change the route at any time during the flight.

Safety, while _.n important consideration as in all flying, is of considerably

less significance than with the air carriers.

General aviation (i. e., all aviation other than military or air

carr'ier) represents the greatest number of flying hours and by far the largest

number of aircraft in the nation. Ic also represents the most diverse interests.

Pleasure-flyij:g aircraft are characterized primarily by their light weight and

minimum investment, with the consequent sensitivity to increases in weight

and cost that might result from requiring additional electronic equipment.

The owners generally are the least skillful pilots, and most of them do not

operate in IFR weather conditions. General aviation also includes business

flying, which itself represents a large range of capability from four-engine
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craft flown by professional pilots for the larger corporations to the single-

engine craft whose operation differs little from pleasure flying, and con-

sequently represents a comparable range of needs. The third component is

commercial flying, which includes such diverse activity as crop dusting,

aerial surveys, and transportation for hire. The fourth major component is

the instructional flying, which is generally performed in VFR weather in

light aircraft, largely by unskilled pilots. Of all the components of aviation,

general aviation is most limited in its skill and its financial re!sources; it

consequently desires a minimum of restriction to its free operation, either

in terms of route of flight or equipment requirements.

When the control of aviation was dispersed among the many

Federal agencies, none of the agencies appeared powerful enough to resist

the pressures of whatever - viation group felt itself wronged by a new regula-

tion, and in order to offend no one, little was done to improve the situation.

With the creation of strong central authority in the Federal Aviation Agency,

the government is in a better position to resist this pressure, which is

already being heavily applied.
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2. 3. 2 Need for Setting Conservative Separation Standards

The ANC separation standards currently in effect were set at

least 10 years ago on the basis of competent experiential judgment. Con-

trollers were asked their opinions regarding appropriate separations,

elementary trials were performed, and the standards were promu]gated to

be highly conservative so as to insure safety. That they were well designed

for safety is attested to by the fact that no coliision has ever occurred

between two aircraft both operating within the IFP system.

Saf.ety is extremely difficult to treat rationally. Only a portion of

the economic cost of an aviation accident is represented by the physical damage

and by insurance claims. Aside from the personal loss sustained by the sur-

vivors of the victims, which is truly immeasurable, significant secondary

economic loss is sustained by aviation. The enraged public reaction that

invariably follows a serious accident (such as the accidents at Elzabeth, N. J.,

the mid-air collision that killed several children in a school-yard in Pacoima,

California, and the Grand Canyon collision) often forces the imposition of j
severely restrictive regulation of flight, which inevitably results in severe I

economic cost. To avoid accidents, then, separation standards must be set

extremely conservatively.

I
I
I
I
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Additionally, the air traffic controllers, on whom blame would be

placed if two aircraft under IFR control collided, must be protected, so that

standards must be set conservatively for their sake. To further protect

himself, the controller often imposes ar, additional safety factor, further

increasing the effective separation.

It is conceivable that highly conservative standards are today

undesirable even from the standpoint of safety. When the den -id on the

system is heavy, large separations increase the delays experienced by air-

craft. To avoid this delay, pilots may violate the rules, or try to operate

outside the separation rules, and possibly create hazardous situations. As

a result of the additional delay, most of which is absorbed in the terminal

areas, the airspace around the terminals, which is already densely filled with

aircraft, becomes even more congested, and may possibly provide greater

opportunity for collision.

Separation standards have been established so that a controller

need remem',er only a few simple rules of thumb which encompass all likely

situations, and he need not perform any calculations. With the advent of com-

puting equipment as an aid to ATC, it is beroming possible to develop more

sophisticated rules that could handle each situation individually.

Since capacity is directly related to separation standards, it would

appear desirable for a thorough investigation to be conducted into the setting

of separation standards most appropriate to today's traffic situation.
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2. 3. 3 Obso' - cence of See-and-Be-Seen Operation

Probably the most critical problem ATc faces today is the rapid

obsolescence of see-and-be-seen collision avoidance now used by aircraft

flying under VFR. In the early days of aviation, the airspace was very

sparsely populated, and aircraft were characterized by speeds well under 200

knots enroute and under 100 knots in the terminal area. in today's operation,

some aircraft operate beyond the speed of sound and at about 200 knots in the

terminal area. In the Thirties, a pilot flying unde-" VFR was continually

searching out the window, primarily for navigational checkpoints, but also

on the lookout for other aircraft. Today, a pilot flying in VFR weather, par-

ticularly if he is flying on an IFR plan, spends much of his time poring over

navigational charts, switching communication channels, switching channels

on his navigation receiver, and watching the aircraft and navigation instruments,

and so has little time to spend "seeing" other aircraft.

On th- uLhC r hand, aircraft speeds have climbed to the point where

little time is available for an aircraft to "be seen, " even if the other pilot is

looking. The Civil Aeronautics Board, in a report on a 1957 collision [ 201,

noted that the two aircraft were closing at a rate such that the pilot of one

would have had only 15 seconds from the time of earliest possible detection

until collision, barely enough time to evade, even if he had been looking in

the ri,-ht place at the right time. Similar arguments have been presented

;n other accident investigation reports [21, 22, 23].

I
!1
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The serious hazard inherent in VFR operation has long

beer, recognized by both the pilots and the Federal regulatory agencies.

j Unfortunately, eliminating VFR would drastically cripple the nation's air

traffic activity. It has been estimated by the CAB [24, p. 150] that the

present air traffic control system has a capacity to handle only about 20%

of the aircraft that fly during VFR weather. Thus, the danger inherent in

see-and-be-seen operation must be accepted as being sufficiently less than

the economic penalty that would result from requiring completely controlled

I operation with today's facilities. The ultimate goal of most planning, however,

is to place all air traffic under some sort of control wherever collision dangers

exist.

I The airlines, to whom safety is more significant than to any other

I component of aviation, now have a policy of conducting almost all their flights

under IFR, even in VFRt weather conditions. In this manner, they are posi-

tively separated from all other IFR aircraft, and thus effectively eliminate

the possibility of another two-air)iner collision similar to the Grand Canyon

disaster of June, 1956 [ 23 ]. That this procedure does not insure protection

is evidenced by the Las Vegas collision of April, 1957 [2 1 ], in which an air-

line flying IFR in VFR weathe" collided with an Air Force jet operating VFR.

To prevent a recurrence of such a situation, and to provide additional pro-

tection in VFR weather, several positive control airways from which VFR

Sare exclhded were established in the 17, 000-22, 000 feet region. The jet

i
I
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airliners are continually monitored by air defense radars, and are thus posi-

tively separated from all other air traffic; such an operation has so far been

possible only because of the relatively small number of such aircraft operating.

The ultimate goal is to provide, to all aircraft desiring it, positive separation

from all other aircraft, regardless of weather conditions.

As a result of this desire for protection, the airlines, as well as

many other segments of aviation, are flying IFR, and must be separated by

IFR standards with the assumption that no pilot visibility is available. It is

obvious that this places an additional burden on the ATC facilities and

increases the problem of system capacity.

2. 3. 4 Introduction of Jet Aircraft

Within the last decade, the performance of aircraft flown by both

the military and air carriers has increased markedly. The flying public's

apparently insatiable demand for more .'Deed as well as the airlines' desire

for increased operating efficiency has resulted in the introduction of first the

turbo-prop and more recently the jet aircraft into the airline fleet. Aircraft

manufacturers [251 are already discussing the possibility of Mach 3. 0 trans-

ports by 1965. The demand for improved performance from military combat

aircraft has similarly forced the development of high-speed vehicles.
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I
In addition to marking the obsolescence of VFR operation, the

introduction of the large number of jet aircraft places additional responsibili-

ties on the ATC system. As pointed out by Stevens [26], jet aircraft are

extremely sensitive to off-design performance and to air traffic delays. Jets

are particularly efficient when operated according to their planned flight pro-

files, which typically involve high-altitude flight at close to an optimum

altitude and then rapid descent into the terminals. The economic penalties

for deviation from these profiles are far more severe than that incurred by

Ipiston aircraft, and requires special cors~ideration in air traffic control,

particularly in current operation, where the airline jets constitute such a

small portion of the operating aircraft. Policy, however, as stated by

Deputy FAA Administrator, James Pyle, in October, 1958 [27, p. 206)

dictates no p-eferential treatment for jet aircraft, although eventual recogni-

tion of this problem Feems inevitable.

2. 4 The Problem of ATC System Capacity

I The demand on the nation's air traffic system is continually

I increasing because both the number and the proportion of airborne aircraft

that can (by equipment and pilot skill) operate within the ATC system are

Sincreasing. In addition, the demand on the ATC system for collision pre-

vention is increasing as a result of the growing awareness of the hazards

inherent in VFR operation.!
!
I
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The recent growth in ai. operations was stated in October, 1958

by Pyle:

Our air traffic control system is handling an average of
22, 400 IFR operations daily. I think that it is significant
to note that this is a 10, 000 per day increase in less than
three years and an incredible jump of 5, 000 a day since
Juiy 1 of this year. [27, p. 216.]

In contrast to this number of IFR operations. Pyle points out that '*there are

an average of 200, 000 flights daily in the United States under VFR conditions

and this number is increasing. " Since the facilities are being taxed by opera-

tions at a rate of 22, 000 per days certainly a ten-fold increase would be

needed to handle today's VFR load if all aircraft are to be controlled. Such

an increase by 197 has been called for by the Curtis Committee [16, p. 1].

In regard to the terminal areas, the Curtis Committee noted that:

While in 1936 there were 5 million take-offs and landings at
the Nation's airports, there are now 65 million and 115
million are forecast in 1975. . We predict the need for a
two-fold increase in ihe capacity of our nation's airports
[by 1975]. [II, pp. 5, 6.]

While these numbers indicate growth over the nation, situations at individual

airports present the situation more specifically:

During peak hours on bisy days in 1956, there were 175
aircraft simultaneously airborne in the New York area
(which is the largest -airline passenger generating area in
the world). It is predicted that by 1975, this number will
grow to 370. Similar statistics for Los Anzies (wnich
generates the largest volume of general a•viation in the
world) show that in 1956 there were 270 aircraft simulta-
neously airborne under similar conditions. In 1975, this
number will have grown to 730. [11, pp. 6,7.]
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The question of capacity has arisen in the proposed plan to expand

the airport facilities in the New York City Area. A study by the Port of New

York Authority [281 estimates the peak-hour movement requirements of the

New York area as 169 movements in 1965 and 200 movements in 1975. The

study estimates present capacity as 70 per hour for the dual instrument run-

ways at Idlewild and 40 per hour for the single instrument runways at LaGuardia

and Newark. On the Lusis of this study, the Authority is proposing to build a

$220, 00, 000 airport in Morris County, N. J., to z. eet the inci easing demand

I The rapid growth in instrument activity at the terminals is illus-

trated by the chart of Figure 2. 1 (from [291) which depicts the rise in number

of instrument approaches at CAA approach control facilities during the 1948-58

period. The rapid growth in the curve in recent years represents the com-

I bined effect of increased traffic, more electronically-equipped aircraft, and

increased inclination to operate under IFR control. The increase in air traffic

activity alone is shown in Figure 2.2 (from data in [30]) which depicts "tiner-

ant (i. e., operations which do not both take-off and then land at the same

airport) aircraft cperations at FAA-controlled airports.

It is thus clear that the demand on the ATC system has been

increasing, and all estimates indicate that it will continue to increase at an

Ieven faster rate as a result of the increased aviation activity and of the

i increased tendency to operate within the control of the ATC system rather

than under the see-and-be-seen VFR system.I
I
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I
With increased load, increased de l ay inevitably follows if

capacity remains fixed. This delay is expensive to the aircraft owners,

j particularly to the air carriers operating jets with their voracious fuel

appetities at low altitudes. The expense to the airlines is compounded by

I the indignation of passengers missing connections or appointments.

As delay becomes intolerable, there is a tendency to violate

or circumvent the traffic rules. The Grand Canyon collision [Z3] resulted

in part from the fact that one of the two aircraft invo!ved had requested

I clearance to the altitude occupied by the other, and failing to receive the

clearance, chose a "VFR cn top" clearance to the same altitude, which the

ARTCC was powerless to refuse, and which, when accompanied by the

limitations of see-and-be-seen, led to the fatal disaster.

Since the ATC system is now operating to capacity much of the

jtim , as evidenced by the frequent delays encountered, the need for

increased system capacity appears clear.

I
!
I
I
I
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2. 5 The Terminal Area Problem

The terminal is the critical bottleneck in ATC operation, from

the viewpoint of both delay and safety -- the two most important operational

performance measures of an ATC system.

A tabulation of mid-air collisions in civil flying from 1948 to

1957 [31) by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) showed that, of 159 collisions

that occurred during the period, only 22 (14%) occurred more than 5 miles

from an airport; of the remainder, 41 (26%) occurred just over the airport,

and an additional 68 (43%) occurred within 2 miles of an airport. Of those

Ahose altitudes were known, all but 13 occurred below 3000 feet. Forty-

three percent of the aircraft involved were in the landing approach or traffic

pattern preparatory to landing, and were within a quarter-mile of the airport

when the collision occurred. Similarly, Air Force statistics indicate that

landings account for 43% of its accidents [32, p. 151]. Clearly, most colli-

sions occur in the vicinity of the terminals.

No measured data on "delays" are available, although a study is

currently under way at Cook Laboratories under FAA sponsorship to measure

aircraft delays in the Chicago area. Some data are available from a simula-

tion developed at IBM [333 of an IFR air traffic control system operating

under ANC rules. The IBM study simulated a situation in wi-ich the landing

rate at each of the New York terminals was set at 30 landings per hour and
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I
a "normal" traffic load 200 aircraft in the New York ARTCC area in Z

I hours (based on observations made by Franklin Instituteý Laboratories [34]

and Airborne Instruments Laboratory [351) was imposed.

In analyzing th,- results of this simulation, it was found by

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory [36] that the "landing delay" (delay in waiting

to enter a stack prior to landing and delay waiting in the stack for a landing

turn) constituted 76% of the total delay time measured in the si-nulation; the

"terminal delay" (landing delay plus delay -waiting for departure clearance

but apart from the interaction effects between landing and departing aircraft)

constituted 89% of the total delay. The landing delays represented 56% of

the totai number of delays experienced, while the terminal delays accounted

for 79% of the delays, so that the large majority of aircraft encountered some

terminal delay. Despite the limited validity of the simulation as an approxi-

mation to the real situation, the indication of these results that the major

bottleneck is the terminal seems convincingly strong.

I
I

I
I
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2. 6 Efforts to Improve Terminal Operation

2. 6. 1 Radar

The single, most effective measure that has been taken in recent

years to improve terminal capacity has been the installation of surveillance

radars at all major terminals. This program is being extended to include the

smaller airports. Radar beacon transceivers are being installed at a nuinber

of the radars to provide positive identification and echo enhancement of beacon

equipped aircraft [37); unfortunately, very few aircraft -- primarily airliners --

are equipped with beacons to provide a return signal.

2. 6. 2 Data Processing Central Equipment

The major development effort being sponsored by the Bureau of

Research and Development of the FAA is the Data Processing Central (DPC)

equipment being developed by the General Precision Laboratory. According

Lo the FAA:

The keystone effort in the initial program to modernize air
traffic control is the data processing central project. Its
purpose is to provide for the development of -. semi-

automatic air traffic control data processing and display
system to replace the existing manual system in all major
high density areas of the nation's airways. . . Delivery

of these equipments will start in May of 1959. [19, p. 1 .]

TYhis program has already slipped! - year so that testing of the first model is

not expected to start until some time in the spring or summei of 1960. The

DPC equipment is essentially a mechanization of the present ATC system,

in which the flight strips will be autcrnatically computed and up-dated as an
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aircraft's ETA's at its fixes change. Thus, the controllers' workload will

probably decrease as they are relieved of much of the routine connected with

the control of aircraft, and it might be possible to control the present volume

of traffic with fewer controllers. But it is important to note that this equip-

ment will change only the data processing techniques, and that all the present

control procedures and sepdIatc~n sta"ndý"rds will be retained. Since system

capacity is limited by these rather than by the speed of the data processing.

the capacity of the system will remain unchanged ev-n after the DPC is

operational in about 1962-63, and the need for increased capacity will still

remain unsatisfied.

The specifications for the DPC include specifications for Transition

and Terminal Equipment [38]. This equipment will probably be the last to be

j developed, and includes display consoles which will aid the terminal controller

in sequencing the landing aircraft and in maintaining appropriate separation

between successive aircraft. The system envisions track-while-scan or

rate-aided tracking (i. e., progression of the tracked blip between radar

scans) dis, _ys which will enable the controller to order the aircraft such

that they arrive at the runway with a uniform spacing (equal to the reciprocal

of the landing rate). The specifications state:

A standard time interval is desired between aircraft touching
down (except when positions in the landing sequence are left
open to permit take-offs). . . this will dictate some non-
uniformity in aircraft spacing at the gate, inasmuch as the
final approach speeds of all types of aircraft cannot be

identical. [38, p.8.]
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It is planned to assign tc •ach aircraft a landing "slot" in one of the uniformly-

spaced intervals. Only a portion of the available slots will be assigned in

order to leave somc slots open for departing aircraft. But once an aircraft

is assigned a slot, it is expected to maintain that slot or to take a wave-off.

The specifications state:

Should the slot ahead or behind this aircraft's assignment
be vacant, either because of being reserved for a take-off
or because there was uo traffic to fill it, this aircraft will
be allowed to move up or fall back in the sequenct, if it
encounters any difficulty in maintainin6 the progress
required to stay with the slot originally assigned it. Fur-
thermore, should an aircraft making a direct approach be
unable to stay with its assigned slot, and the slot into
which it intrudes has been assigned to an aircraft making
an approach from the opposite direction, so that this
second aircraft must follow a "trombone, " then these two
aircraft may possibly be interchanged, wvith the length of
the "trombone" being adjusted to compensate for this
change. Except for these cases, an aircraft that deviates
from its scheduled progress to such a 43egree that its
separation from the aircraft in the adjoining slot is
below standard will be removed from its assigned posi-
tions and re-introduced into the landing sequence at a
later point. [38, pp. 8, 9.]

The specifications call for equiFment designed to "permit sus-

tained arrival and departure rates as high as" 60 arrivals per hour and 60

departures per hour at Idlewild, assuming "separate non-interfering run-

ways. " Otherwise, "the number of movements (arrivals plus departures)

shall be 60/hr." They do note that these arrival rates:

are not -ompatible with the present radar separation rules;
any relaxation in these rules required to achieve the landing
rates indicated will be the Government's responsibility.

[38, p. 16.]
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I
It appear-s probable that, when the slots become small enough to achieve the

i desired landing rates of 60 per hour, the wide variability of aircraft per-

I formance (particularly when a slow aircraft follows a fast one) will make

this modern-day Procruste)s' bed have an excessive number of unnecessary

wave-offs, which will further complicate the traffic situation in addition to

j creating pilot resentment.

S2.6.3 Landing Aids

Landing at an airport under zero-zero visibility and ceiling con-

ditions is today impossible. Based on the particular conditions of terrain and

I landing aids at an airport, landing minimums are established, 200 feet ceiling

j and 1/4 mile visibility representing a lower bound to these. More widespread

installation of ILS, the primary civil landing aid, will bring more airports

closer to these values. The lack of an ILS glide-path indication is partly

I responsible for the crash of an Electra near LaGuardia in February, 1959.

I Studies conducted by United Research, Inc., [39] have evaluated

the economic potential of a landing system that would permit landings in zero-

I zero conditions. The studies, based on economic 'loss due to unreliability

nd insurance costs of property and personal damage, indicate that such a

system would quickly repay the installation costs at most of the major air-

ports, particularly those in the north where weather frequently closes the

airport.

1
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A number of development programs are currently under way to

provide this zero-zero capability [32]. Systems have been developed for the

military by Bell Aircraft and Autonetics to perform automatic landing, and

these, along with a British landing system (BLEU), are currently being

evaluated by the FAA to ascertain their adaptability to the present Common

System. For the more distant future, systems under development by Gifillan

and Airborne Instruments Laboratory are being investigated by the FAA.

Installation of zero-zero landing systems will significantly improve

the ability of the airports to handle traffic under extreme weather conditions.

Those systems which provide accurate range data on the landing aircraft may

also contribute to increasing airport capacity by permitting reduced separations

along the final approach path. But, when weather is above present minimums,

only those systems that permit reduced separation will provide an increase in

capacity.

Installation of additional ILS equipment will provide no increase of

capacity on the runways currently provided with ILS -- those most frequently

used under instrument conditions -- but will increase the capacity of the air-

port when the wind requires use of the newly-instrrimented runways. A com-

mon technique for landing on an uninstrumented runway is to follow the

available ILS until the ground is visible. The pilot then maneuvers over the

field to line up visually with the runway he desires, and completes his landing

visually. ?hus, installation of the additional equipment avoids the need for

this extra time-consuming maneuver and can increase capacity.
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I
2.6.4 Colli-ion Avoidance and Proximity Warning EquipmentI

The electronics industry has directed considerable effort at the

j development of collision-avoidance equipment that can be carried by the air-

craft, thus making it free of any reliance on ground-based control. This

effert has included proximity-warning equ ipment, cooperative collision-

I avoidance systems, and self-contained collision-avoidance systems.

!
I .A , -oximity-warning device, such as irtrared detectors or radar,

I indicates to the pilot the existence and. possibly range and/or bearing -"f all

other aircraft within the detection range of the equipment. Such a device is

I the easiest to build, but there is some question whether it provides sufficient

information to avoid an impending collision, and it requires a set of well-

defined "rules of the road" to be effective [40, p. 50]. In the terminal area

I particularly, the device has limited merit, since the alarm would be ringing

I constantly, and might thus be completely ignored.

A cooperative collision-a voidance system combines electromag-

netic emanations from two aircraft to provide, to each of them, a signal of

I the other's presence and position. (An aircraft equipped with only a trans-

I mitter could inform other aircraft of its presence, but it would receive no

information on the presence or position of the others. ) Since such equipment

is likely to be expensive and heavy, its installation would probably be limited

to the larger aircraft -- primarily the airliners -- which often fly IFR to pro-

tect against each other, and need the protection primarily against the smaller

and the faster aircraft.

I
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A self-contained collision-avoidance system represents the ulti-

mate in protection for the aircraft carrying it. It would indicate to the pilot

(or directly to the autopilot) the opt-mum path for an aircraft to fly to avoid

an impending collision. The equipment would thus require no assistance from

other aircraft or from the ground control system, and would presurnnbly indi-

cate a maneuver only when one is necessary. Efforts at developing such a

device, however, have met with little success. Some of the problems involve

specification of whether a collision course exists whien two aircraft are on

non-linear courses, computation of an optimum avoidance maneuver that does

not create a collision situation with another aircraft, and attainirg sufficient

precision to minimize the false-alax.n rate. The last problem is particularly

pertinent in the terminal area, where many aircraft are crowded into a small

volume of airspace.

Development of effective airborne devices to permit collision-

avoidance by the pilot without reliance on ground facilities appears unlikely

in the near future, so that primary -- if not all -- reliance will continue to

rest on the ground facilities in IFR weather. Many of the aircraft that fly by

VFR -- especially the light private aircraft -- would be the last to install

collision-avoidance devices, so that the development will probably not even

affect them.

I

I
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2. 6. 5 High-Speed TurnoffsI
A major program aimed at increasing terminal capacity is the

I installation of high-speed runway turnoffs. With such a turnoff on a runway,

j the pilot need not slow to essentially zero speed before he leaves the runway,

but rathe:, can leave it while m wving as fast as 60 knots, and thus appreciably

i reduce his runway-occupancy time. Installation of these turnoffs has long been

I promoted, and in a paper giver. in 1954 by the Chairman of the P3rt of New

York Authority, the prevailing concept of their merit was indicated:I
CAA simulation studies show that use of high-speed
turnoffs at [30 miles per hour] can reduce runway
occupancy time to little more than half the present
values. The corresponding increase in landing rate
is obvious. [41, p. 3.]

i Also, in a -'ecent FAA training manual, it is stated that:

The installation of high-speed turnoffs will prove to
be an important factor in the expeditious hb-ndling of
arriving traffic. [42, p. 11.36.5.]

I It appears quite clear thaL the high-speed turnoffs will appreciably

reduce runway-occupancy times, and, since VFR landing rate is essentially a

function of occupancy time, can increase the VFR landing rate. But the more

serious problem is generally the landing rate during IFR conditions, and it

is not at all clear that the turnoffs will improve operations under those con-

ditions.

I
I
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As will be shown in the next chapter, landing rate is far more

sensitive to radar separation standards, and is little affected by even major

reductions in runway occupancy time as long as present radar separations are

maintained. The reduced runway-occupancy time resulting from the high-

speed turnoffs will prove to be of advantage, however, in improving operations

rate, as will be shown in Chapter 4, by permitting more frequent interpositions

of take-offs between landings.

2. 6. 6 Additional Construction

Since it is recognized that the present capacity of the major

terminals is inadequate to meet future demand, the obvious means of increas-

ing capacity by providing additional runway is being actively pursued. Some

airports (e. g , LaGuardia and Los Angeles) are expanding their present

facilities. Btvt, since land in the vicinity of most major airports is now pro-

hibitively expensive because of the encroachment of industry around the air-

port, additional airports are being built. The Dulles Airport near Washington

will soon begin operation, and the P:rt of New York Authority plans to build

one in New Jersey at a cost of $220, 000, 000. In view of the expense of such

expansion, it would appear to be desirable to raise the capacity of existing

facilities to the maximum attainable.

The remainder of this study is directed at the question of airport

capacity. it is evident from the xreceding discussion that capacity is a seri-

ous problem at all major airports, and will become more serious at the
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smaller ones. The capacity is now generally sufficient during VFR operation

because of the close spacing possible under such operation, but is insufficient

j during IFR operation, when the pilot-imposed separations are replaced by the

more conservative ANC or radar separations. The situation is most critical

during periods when the weather is changing from VFR to IFP, and the sky is
!

occupied by the many more aircraft characteristic of VFR conditions. The

investigations conducted here are concerned first with the questions of landing

capacity of a single runway, and then wit.a the operations capacity of a single

runway when that runway is used for both landings and take-offs. The results

of the study permit the potential capacity t., be estimated for any airport for

tLhe conditions characteristic of that airport. This estimate will ordinarily

tend to be high, since the analyses assume that controllers operate to separa-

I tion standards, whereas, in practice, they generally err conservatively. A

more important use of the results of the study is in an investigation of the

Seffect of the various par -neters on capacity measures in order to indicate

how best to improve the capacity.

!
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 3

I ANALYSIS OF THE LANDING CAPACITY OF A RUNWAY

I
In this chapter, the landing capacity of a single runway used only

for landing is analyzed. This problem has practical significance, since run-

ways are often used only for landing, but serves also as a first step in the

larger investigation of the operations capacity of a runway used for landings

and take-offs, and of the still larger problem of multiple runways used simul-

I taneously. Models are developed to study the effect of the various system

parameters on landing capacity and some recommendations for improving

capacity are derived from use of these models.

S3.1 Previous Investigations of the Landing Problem

I Most of the analytical research into the problem of landing air-

I craft has been directed at the estimation of delay measures and queue state

probabilities using queuing models with assumed service-time distributions --

I usually constant -- and Poisson arrival distributions. In contrast to these

f studies of delay for specified service rate, little analysis has been directed

at estimating this service rate or to examine the effect of system param-

I eters on it; landing capacity has been studied analytically only with a model

based on discrete aircraft velocities.

I
I
1 50.
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In addition to the analytical stud es, extensive simulation experi-

ments -- primarily in real time using hurnan operators -- have been con-

ducted by Federal ATC agencies. Effort is currently being directed at

development of fast-time simulation of the landing process on large digital

computers.

3. 1. 1 Analytical Studies

One of the earliest analytical investigations of the landing prob-

lem was the queuing study reported by Bowen and Pearcey [43] in 1948, the

mathematical details of which were presented by Pearcey [44>. They

assumed that aircraft arrive at a single runway with a Poisson distribution

(and justify this assumption with data from the Kingsford-Smith Airport in

Sydney) and that successive aircraft must maintain a fixed time s, 3aration

(t 0). They considered both continuous control (so that two aircraft arriving

closer than t land with a separation exactly equal to t ) and quantized con-

trol (so that, if two aircraft require additional separation, then the second

is held only an integral number of holding times). They developed delay

distributions and showed that the fraction of aircraft delayed is equal to the

runway utilization (P= arrival rate/service rate) and that the mean delay

is / /Z (I -/ ), a result which had bee-. obtained prev'ously by queuing

theorists.

Bell [45] reported on some observations of traffic operation in

the vicinity of London and Northolt airports in England and on the results o'

some theoretical queuing studies similar to those of Bower and Pearcey.
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He summarized measurements of pre-take-off warm-up times, landing

times, runway-occupancy tinnes, delay times, taxi speeds, commrrnunication

times, accuracy in estimation of ETA's, navigation accuracy, height-keeping

accuracy, and geographical density of flying. These measurements pertain

largely to the particular London situation and the aircraft and navigational

j equipment then available, and are of little value for extrapolation to current

operation. In discussing his theo:.etical studies, he noted that arrivals are:

not necessarily Poisson, although oL.servations at London
and Northolt Airports and at Kingsford Smith Airport,

Australia show that it is in fact nearly so. f45, p. 971.]

i Regarding the service time of the runway, he stated that:

I For the purpose of analysis, and considering runway con-
gestion, it must be assumed that an arriving or departing
aircraft occupies the runway for some definite and constant
time, called for convenience the "holding time. " Actually
we know from Figures 1 - 3 that this assumiption is not
strictly valid, and it has been established that the holding
times, in fact, have a distribution to which a Pearson type
III curve can usuall-, be fitted. [45, p. 971.]I

Bell stated that the mathematics becomes "intractible" with a Pearson type
I *

III distribution , so that he developed his theory based on a constant holding

time anaan arbitrary arrival distributiun specified by a set of probabilities,

(ail ,that i aircraft ari've in a unit holding time. He illustrated his model

I by computing delay and queue measures for the Poisson arrival distribution

and ths constant hclding time.

The Pearson type III distribution is a version of the k-Erlang distribution,
which is treated extensively in the recent queuing literature.

I
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Bell also investigated the effect of orderly scheduling of arrivals

(with variability in the arrival tim-e about the scheduled time) and found that

scheduling serves primarily to red-ice the probability of long queues atid long

delays, but has little effect on mean delays until very precise scheduling is

ach eyed.

Pollaczek has used integral equation techniques to develop the

distribution of discrete delays to aircraft arriving at an s-runway airport

with a Poisson arrival distribution and landing with constant and equal landing

times [47] or with landing times having an arbitrary distribution [48]. He

assumed, in these papers, that every s th arrival lands on the same runway;

in a later paper ' .9], he developed the equations for aircraft landing in the

order of their arrival at the airport.

Galliher and Wheeler [50] demonstrated a means of simulating

Poisson arrivals with a time-varyi.ig parameter, also using a constant

holding time. They assumed that the time variation of the arrival rate is

discrete, so that the proc-ess consists of a sequernce of intervals each of

which is equal to the service time and is characterized by a constant Poisson

input. The intervals can be treated in succession, using the output state of

one as the input state of the next.

In addition to the above queuing studies directed specifically at

the airport problem, the large body of literature on queuing theory is

available for determination of delay characteristics.
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In his resume of queuing theory [511, Saaty points out that:

the time required to land (holding time) will be constant

for a given type of airciaft, but if many different types
are stacked, waiting to land, the landing time may be
exponential. [51, p. 19Z.]

I
He thus expresses a hope more than an actuality, since queuing theory

I analysis is far more difficult unless one of his service-time conditions is

met. But, in view of the narrow rarge within which delay vai .es with the

form of the service-time distribution, the actual form of the distributions

I is relatively unimportant for Poisson arrivals and a fixed mean service

time, and the value of this mean service time is the important considera-

tion.

fm t Analytical models of runway landing capacity have recently been

Iformulated at the University of California by Horonjeff et al.[52] for the pur-

pose of optimizing the location of high-spe-.-d runway turnoffs to maximize

landing rate. Their models consider aircraft arriving at the runway with a

constant separation (one model considers the time separation constant while

another considers the distance separation constant) dictated by a specified

arrival rate. They treat runway-occupancy time as a chance variable, and

I indicate its effect on landing rate by causing an arrival to be waved off if the

preceding arrival is still on the runway when it is ready to land, thereby

decreasing the runway acceptance rate below tue arrival rate. Turnoff

I locations that minimize the runway-occupancy time thus serve to maximize

the landing rate by minimizing the wave-off rate. Since the models assume

I
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constant separation at the runway, events along the common landing path are

not considered. These events, however, create a separation that is not con-

stant, since a slow aircraft following a fast one will generally land with a

separation greater than in the reverse situation because of the minimum

separation required at the beginning of the common path. The results of the

California study indicate that the optimum location depends strongly on the

runway-occupancy characteristics of the aircraft using the runway, and on

the number of turnoffs provided.

Additional analytical investigations are currently being conducted

by Jackson, Ottison, and Pardee of Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge under

Project Radir (53]. Their investigations involve an extension of the work

reported in this chapter, primarily by the inclusion of controller error in

gate separation (s ). Results from this investigation have not yet been

published.

3. 1. Z Simulation Investigations

Adler and Fricker [54] investigated queuing delays by simulating

several aircraft arrival distributions and assuming a constant landing time.

They simulated three bounded distributions -- rectangular, triangular, and

parabolic -- of enroute delay imposed upon scheduled uniformly-spaced

arrival times, primarily to investigate various techniques for effecting

enroute flow control of arrivals at the airport.
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Extensive simulation studies of the landing problem have been

I conducted jointly by the former CAA Technical Development Center (TDC)

I and the Franklin Institute Laboratories (FIL). These studies included!

deterministic models, graphical Monte Carlo models, and real-time simu-

lated experiments. In each case, a sample traffic sequence was generated

j with the use of random-number tables based on probabilities of arrival of

three speed classes (slow, medium, fast), an assumed Poisson arrival dis-

tribution, and a distribution of direction of arrival. Three traffic samples

I were thus generated [55].

I The paper studies were extensions of work reported by Philpott

1 [56], which used now-standard Monte Carlo procedures for sampling from a

distribution to select an aircraft's time in the various phases of the landing

operation. Approach speed, on-runway deceleration rates, and taxi speeds

are sampled from independent normal distributions defined for each of three

aircraft types.

I
For each of the nine possible aircraft type pairs, a procedure is

I described for establishing separations prior to landing. Given an aircraft

landing-time distribution, a "tolerance band" of T% (arbitrarily selected)

about the mean landing time is determined such that T% of the distribution

lies within this band. Separation betwee.i successive aircraft at the entrance

I to the common path is then selected so that no separation violations occur if

both aircraft remain within the tolerance band. [Unfortunately, since he uses

I
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a two-stage division of the landing process (gate to wave-off point, and wave-

off point to runway exit) And uses the tolerance bands in both phases, T is

not usable in a probability statement, and generally has little physical signif-

icance.] The separation required at the gate between any pair of aircraft

types (speed class) is such that, for the assumed value of T, the first aircraft

at the slow end of its tolerance band will not conflict with the second aircraft

at the fast end of its tolerance band. Having established these c.'iteria, a

sequence of landa;igs is then generated. The namber of wave-offs that occur

because an c.rcraft was outside the tolerance band is then dzt'ermined by

selecting a random number for each aircraft; T% arrive within the tolerance

band, [(100 - T) / 2] %0 arrive early, and [(100 - T) / 2] % arrive late.

Philpott illustrated the method for the 0% tolerance band, so he

indicates only the effect of sequences of successive late and early arrivals,

where the wave-off requirement is obvious. For T > 0, a sequence in which

one of the pair is on time would presumably not result in any wave-offs.

Philpott presents the results of the computation for the range of

tolerance bands, and notes that, as T decreases, the aircraft are spaced at

closer separation, but result in a larger percentage of wave-offs because of

variation in aircraft performance; as T increases, the separation required

is larger and fewer wave-offs result. The value of T that gives the maxi-

mum acceptance rate is then used.

_____________
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The paper has a number of technical errors (e.g., a strange dis-

crete approximation to the normal distribution, incorrect compounding of

distributions) and suffers from incomplete description. The independent

normal distributions for times in successive phases of the landing might

better have been correlated. The requirement for choosing F. T value, with

no physical meaning to the quantity, leaves much to br desired in the method,

as does the associated method for determining separation, which has little

relation to the system operation. Despite these sl -rtcomings, the paper was

I valuable, since it was the first step in the development of a theoretical means

of estimating runway capacities, and provided the starting point for the

TDC-FIL studies.

I
The team of investigators at FIL and TDC built on Philpott's

i methods, and investigated a number of important questions with their simula-

tion facility ([55], [57], [581 ). Realizing that wave-offs were an infrequent

occurrence, they designed a method that would provide the initial separation

they desired without invoking Philpott's tolerance bands. Based on assumed

truncated (at + 2. 5 6) normal distributions of aircraft velocity in each type

class, separations are provided so that a wave-off probability of less than 1%

I exists. It is not indicated how this is determined, but it appears to be by the

empirical cut-and-try method. This separation is added to that required to

maintain a minimum glide-slope separation along the entire common path.

! It is never stated explicitly, but it appears that mean landing interval is

I
I
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3 3

determined from. L • T.. pip where T. is the time between landings
i= l J.= 1 1l ij

when an a;.rcraft type i is at the gate and an aircraft of type j is at the

appropriately-selected separation, and both aircraft fly with the velocity

characteristic of their class. The values pi and p. represent the frequency

with which aircraft of that type (three types are considered? appear at the

runway.

Other than the above analytical computation, the remainder of the

studies are simulation efforts. Two simulation t,chniques are discussed --

"graphical" and "dynamic." A special case of the graphical is the "ideal,"

in which ma'1y details of terminal operation (e. g., altitudle changes) are

ignored to reduce the complexity of the problem. It was noted in most of the

comparisons of the graphical and ideal methods that the results by the two

methods were very similar, so that the additional complexity was generally

superfluous. In the graphical method, aircraft motion is depicted on a

distance-time coordinate system. Using a sample of successive arriving

aircraft generated on the basis of traffic statistics, the path of each aircraft

is plotted on the distance-time plot. For each aircraft, any potential con-

flicts with other aircraft are noted, and are resolved by appropriate delay

(i. e., a constant-distance line or a sinusoidal curve to represent a turn) to

the aircrai', with the later ETA. In this manner, appreciable detail of opera-

ting procedure can be expressed and many aspects of the ATC operation

investigated.

See Figure 4. 2 for an illustration of such a figure.
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The "dynamic" simulation wab a real-time simulation in which

the traffic sample served as a set of flight plans to be presented to trained

concrollers operating in their normal environmental situation, communi-

cating orders and clearances in the normal manner. The aircraft were

represented by human "pilots" operating controls on analogue computing

equipment into which they insert airspeed, rates of turn, climb, or descent,

turn orders, and other important aircraft characteristics. By presenting a

pre-determined traffic script, a reasonably realist-c representation of the

actual operating system was available for observation.

Using their graphical and dynamic simulators, the FIL-TDC

team investigated aircraft delay as a function of a number of combinations of

system parameters. They also investigated landing capacity as a function of

location of the entrance gate, and of two other factors which enter implicitly

through the initial gate sepa-ation: glide-slope wave-off minimum and

existence of speed control along the glide path. The existence of speed con-

trol is represented by a further truncation (at + 1.25 e') of the normal dis-

tribution of velocities within aircraft classes; the velocity distribution and

wave-off minimum combine to produce the initial separation for the class

pair.

jThe simula' on experiments produced many important conclu-

sions regarding terminal operation. These were summarized by Berkowitz,

Fritz, Grubmeyer, and Miller [59]. Among other things, they inferred a

I
I
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need fcr attaiaing closer separation on the landing glide path and advocated

the use of high-speed runway turnoffs to prevent runway wave-offs. These

were supplemented by recommendations regarding stack and airway config-

uration, communication facilities, radar operation and displays, controller

procedures and aid- and navigaticnal facilities.

A fast-time digital simulation of the final approach to landing has

recently been developed by Rosenshine and Rosenbaum [60] at Cornell

Aeronautical Laboratory. Their simulation, an ectension of the Monte Carlo

model oi the Ground Controlled Approach described by Blumstein [61], con-

siders aircraft released from the common-path gate at either pre-assiguied

separation times or at times that just satisfy the separation requirements

and provides landing rates and separation distributions along the common

path. Only preliminary results have been generated with this model.

The simulation efforts, especially of 3erkowitz et al.,contributed

significantly to the body of techniques for examining air traffic problems

without the necessity of performing expensive aircraft operation. With

simulation it became possible to ex-mine, in extensive detail, many of the

characteristics of an ATC situation with varying degrees of realism.

As has been shown in many fields, it is desirable to be able to

investigate systems problems by analysis as well as by simulation. Simula-

tions, while capable of far greater realism than any analytical approaches,
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have the disadvantage that they are only samplings from an actual operation,

so that there is a finite probability, albeit arbitrarily small, that they will

produce erroneous results. In general, in a simulation, many extensive

runs must be performed in order to get statistically reliable results. Per-

forming simulation, while far cheaper than actual physical experimentation,

still requires tedious computation by a number of people in the paper (or

"graphical") simulation and expensive machine programming and running in

th- digital simulation. The "dynamic" or real-time simulation requires

expensive installations and many human operators to perform the roles in

the simulated operation as well as to monitor, record, and analyze the out-

put data.

I Analytical formulations, on the other hand, while requiring more

extensive simplification than simulation, permit the investigation of a large

number of combinations of system configuration inexpensively and with a min-

imum of effort. The structure of the analytical formulation often provides

f valuable insight into the operation of the syrtem, and provides a means for

efficiently searching for an optirnim system configuration.

The desirability of an analytical model was pointed out in the

preface to a report on a symposium on Monte Carlo methods [66]:

I More than one user of [Monte Carlo] techniques has
remarked that enough insight of the physical process
was attained in a Monte Carlo study so that a workable

analytical model could be constructed. Such outcomes
give rise to the observation that good Monte Carlo is

j self-liquidating. [66, pp. viii-ix.]

I
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The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the investigation of

analytical models of runway landing capacity, and to an analysis of the

results and consequent implications for system operation developed with

these models.

3. 2 An Analytical Model of Runway Landing Capacity

In this model, aircraft are considered passing through an

imaginary gate in space and following a common glide path to the runway.

To prevent collision between successive aircraft, a minimum distance sepa-

ration dictated by maximum position uncertainty and by control system

reaction times is required at the gate, and a minimum time separation

dictated by maximum runway-occupancy time is required at the runway.

The distance between the gate and the runway is dictated by the location of

radio aids and by the distance an aircraft requires to stabilize on the final

approach path.

3.2.1 Assumptions

The following assurm~ptions are made in the analysis:

1. Aircraft arrive at the gate independently and in random

sequence.

2. Aircraft land in the order in which they arrive at the

entry gate (i.e., first-come-first-served, and no air-

craft may be pa:sed after it has crossed the gate).
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I
3. Aircraft must maintain a minimum distance separation (so)

at the gate and a minimum time separation (t ) at the runway.

I

14. Aircraft maintain constant velocity from the time they enter

I the gate until they reach the end of the runway.

S5. Aircraft are available to be landed as close to each other as

separation standards permit, (i. e., the capacity situation

is examined).

I Figure 3. 1 illustrates the probie- situation for two aircraft, A1
and A . Aircraft A1, with velocity V1 , has just entered the gate, located a

distance m from the end of the runway. At the same time, aircraft AZ is

I located a distance s (the minimum separation required at the gate) behind

the gate and a distance

n = + s (3.1)
0

from the end of the runway. The time between landing of A1 and A2 must

I exceed a minimum landing separation time to, sufficient to insure that A is

off the runway when A2 lands.

3.2.2 Notationi
We summarize here the notation which will be used in the model.

t
I In general, chanct -,ariables are represented by capital Romz'n letters, and

their mean values by corresponding Greek letters. A subscript "o" is used

!
I
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I
to denote a value set by procedural standards. The important notation is

I defined below:

I V V = the chance variable velocities of successive landing aircraft,

j A2 (the aircraft with V2 ) following A1

a = m-nimum of the landing-velocity Pistribution

b maximum of the landing-velocity distribution

V = mean of the landing-velocity distributionU

R = range of the landing-velocity distribution

0s minimum space separation required at the entrance to the

common landing path

m = distance from the entry gate to the approach end of the

I runway

Sn = m + s 0 = distance of A from the runway when A is at the

o2

entry gate

t = minimum time se.paration between succesdive 1Lnding air-

craft required at the runway

I SAA (t) = landing-time distribution function = Pr fTAA > ti

I TA = a chance variable with mean ZA representing the time

interval betw-.en successive ia.ndings

21X-- 1/ l'AA = landing capacity
AA
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3. Z. 3 General Formulation

There is a function of VI. V (V1 such that, if V2  V (.V1)
during the course of the landing, the original separation of s is altered so

0

that the separation at landing is exactly to . If V > V (V1 ), the time

separation at landing would be less than t if A were allowed to proceed

freely. To avoid this condition, A2 is assumed to be held at the gate for a

time sufficient to permit a landing separation of exactly to If V2 < V (V1 ),

the separation at landing is greater than to, and .s dictated by the original

positions, m and n, and the aircraft velocities.

For any combination of velocities, V1 and V2 , the ti.-ne separation

between landings, TAA? is given by:

T (V12 V n= - -• for V <: V (V) (3.2)AA 2 VzV 2 V 1 2 1

= to for V2 > V (Vl)

The function V is determined from (3. 2) to be:

* nV 1  (3.3)
VlV = VI t +m

0

The velocities of the landing aircraft are random variables, with a joint

frequency distribution f (V1 , V2 ). For any specified m, so, and to, the

average time interval between successive landings, tA is given by:
AA'by

AA J TAA (Vl, V 2 ) f (V1 , V) dV1 dV 2  (3.4)

V VI
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I
3. Z. 3. 1 Discrete Velocity Distribution

The aircraft velocity distribution could be represented by a dis-

crete distribution based on the assumption that all aircraft of the same type

fly with identical speed, and that velocity differences arise from the arrival

of different aircraft types. The integration of equation (3. 4) is then replaced

by a summation. Denoting the relative frequency with which aircraft of

velocity Vi appear at the runway by pi (i = 1, Z, ... , N), and with assump-

tion (1) above, f (Vi, V.) = pi p." Then, the landing time, T AA can be
13

determined from equation (3. 2), and the average landing time for the runway

is given by:

N N

~kT Z Z AA (3.5)
j = 1 i = 1 "

3. 2. 3. 2 Uniform Velocity Distribution

Since aircraft do not fly at discrete speeds, particularly in the

presence of varying wind conditions, it would be desirable to represent the

velocity distribution by a continuous one. Furthermore, it is desirable for

analytical purposes to be able to characterize the velocity distribution by a

small number of parameters, and this is difficult with the particular dis-

crete distributions characteristic of particular airports. Thus, the uniform

distribution, selected because of its analytica! convenience and berause it is

a bounded distribution, is first investigated as a representation of the air-

craft velocity aistribution.

I
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It is now assumed that aircraft velocities are uniformly distri-

buted over the continuous interval [a, b]. Since aircraft are assumed to

arrive at the gate independently and in random sequence,

for a < V, < b; a < V? < b (3. 6)f(V1 , V2 ) = fbora -. . .

2 (b-at

(a J b)

= 0 otherwise

The mean land'ing time, C�- is computed by substi, ting equa-

tions (3. 2) and (3. 6) into (3. 4), and integrating over the appropriate limits.

The limits are defined by the location of the V2 = V (V 1 ) line, which, as can

be seen from equation (3. 3), has positive slope, so that all the possible case-

are covered in Figure 3. 2.

The most common situation is Case A, where V (a) <_ h and

s > bt. . The fi'st inequality implies that some aircraft land with separa-

tion t ; the second expresses a common requirement wherein the separation0

distance iraposed on ar. airplane of velocity V at the runway (V t < bt ) is

z'lways less than that imposed at the gate (s ), and is seen from equation
0#

(3. 3) to be equivalent to requiring that there be a c < b such that V (c) = b.

In Case B, the gate separation is larger than the runway separation for

small V1 and smaller for large V 1 . The cross-over point is V (Ve) =Ve,

or V. = s 0t ; hence, the condition at < s < bt . Case C represents thl•

condition where the gate separation is always less than the runway separa-

tion, and is given by the condition that V (a) < a; from equation (3. 3), this
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is seen to be equivalent to requiring s < ato. [Because of this condition,

and since a < b, it is seen that another possible V curve (extending from

V2 a to V? = b) cannot occur.] Case D represents the condition where

TAA > t for all (VP, V 2 ), so that V (a) > b. In Case E, runway separa-

tion alone dictates landing interval, and TAA = to.

Development of T for the various cases is presented in
AA

Appendix A. The resulting expression for Cases A, B, or C is given by:

(b-a)2  V' (x, y) = (nx + mb) log (x/b) (3.7)
AAe

+ (ma + nb) loge b- n (b- y) loge a

- (ny+ma) log y+(x-y) n log n
e e

-n (x - y) bt (x - a) - at (y - a)
0 0

+ (n/t°) [ (m + Yto) loge (m + yt)

- (m+xtto) loge (m +Xt) ]

where the arguments x and y are given by:

x = Min b, c4

y = Max )a, d}
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I
where c and d are given by:I

mb

C = bt from V (c) = b in Case A

Sma
d = na from V (d) = a in Case Cn - at

0i
For Case D,

O 0 log b

AA b -a e a

In Case E,

IAA

3. 2. 4 Model When Gate Separation Maintained Along Glide Path

The radar separation standards nominally require that air-

Scraft maintain their initial separation (s ) along the entire glide path. In

I the model formulated, however, it was asstmed that an initial separation

at the gate co'ld be reduced as long as runway separation (t ) is main-
0

I tained. This assumption was made to express the interaction between

j runway and gate separations, and was based on discussion with control-

lers who indicated that they would not generally interfere with a situation

in which space separations were being violated, but where it was clear

that runway separation would be maintained.

I
I
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Landing capacity under the -alternate assumption that s is the0

required separation along the entire glide path can easily be calculated. In

that situation, if s > bt and glide-path separation always exceeds runway0 0

separation, TAA is given by:

TAA s s0/V2 ifV2 > V1

= n/V -M/V if V2 < V1

is then given by-
AA

b b b V,

(b-a) o dV dV+ dV f m d
AA 1 V2 2 1 V2  V1  2

a 1  a a

which, when integrated, gives:

(b - a)Z [b (s + m) - a (s- m) log - _m (b - a)

3. 3 Results of the Landing Capacity Analysis

Landing capacity (I. = 1 / Z' ) was calculated for several values
AA

of so, tot and m for the two velocity distributions. Landing rates with the

continuous distribution were computed for a wide range of values of V and

R. Landing rates with the discrete distribution were calculated for the

specific traffic mixes at the three major New York area airports (Idlewild,

LaGuardia, and Newark).
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I
3. 3. 1 Landing Capacity with the Discrete Velocity DistributionI

In measuring landing capacity at a particular terminal, the

j-relative frequency with which the terminal is used by each of the three

I major classes of aircraft (air carrier, military, and general aviation)

was first determined from CAA data [621.

I
The military traffic constitutes iess than 2% of the volume at each

I

Sof the terminals, and is neglected. General aviat:jn accounts for less than

I10% of the operations at all terminals except LaGuardia, where it is 19%. Due

to lack of specific detailed information, the general aviation component was

Sarbitrarily assumed tobe represented by an Aero Commander class an- by a

I Learstar class aircraft, each arriving with equal probability . The April,

1959 Airline Guide [63] provided the distribution of air-carrier types for the

I terminals. Typical constant approach speeds were assigned to each aircraft

type based on available data [64]. The resulting landing speed distributions

for the three terminals are shown in Table 3. 1 and plotted in Figure 3.3.I
Landing capacity ( 1 is plotted in Figure 3.4 as a function of

Sgate separation is ) for the discrete velocity distributions characteristic of

Idlewild and LaGuardia r The curves are plotted for three values of m

Since general aviation constitutes a relatively minor portion of the
traffic load at these terminals, particularly in IFR conditions, the
results are essentially insensitive to the above assumption.

I • The results for LaGuardia and Newark are essentially identical, so
that only LaGuardia is explicitly discussed.

I
I
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(4. 7, and 10 miles) and two values of t (1 minute, shown dotted, and 1/2

minute, shown solid). In the particular case most typical of current IFR

I operation (s = 3 miles, to = 1 minute, m = 10 miles), a landing rate of

about 38 per hour is predicted for Idlewild and 33 for LaGuardia, values

consistent with experience. The difference between the terminals results

i primarily from the higher average approach speed at Idlewild (130 knots)

in comparison to LaGuardia t117 knots).

The strong influence of s on landing rate is clearly shown by

the figures. Gate location trn) has an effect of less than Z0% over the range

considered. When s is 3 miles, a change in t from 1 minute to 1/2

minute has a negligible effect on landing rate, and to affects 3 by only about

A0-Z0% even when s is reduced to 2 miles. Only if it were possible to0

reduce s close to 1 mile would a reduction of t from 1 minute to I/Z minute

have a significant effect on landing rate, and the effect would be greater at

Idlewild where the faster aircraft could take greater advantage of the reduc-

tion. But a major improvement in current operatiorn evidently requires first

a reduction in s .

13.3.2 Landing Capacity with the Uniform Distribution

The landing capacity is examined under the assumption that the

landing velocity is distributed uniformly over [a, b], with mean velociL;

SV = (b + a) /Z and range R = b - -A.

I
i
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Figure 3. 5 depicts " as a function of gate location for two average

approach speeds, 110 and 130 knots. The three groups of curves on each

graph represent three s values; the curves within a group correspond to0

cha-iges in to (t 0 1 minute is shown dotted) and in R.

Comparing the two graphs, it is noted that increasing V results

in a higher landing rate, primarily because of the shorter time required to

close the s separation. In other respects, the graphs depi.:t similar0

relationships.

Examining the graph forV= 110, it is noted that -A varies widely,

ranging from 55 to 25 landings per hour over the range of parameter values

considered. The top group of curves represents perhaps an ultimate achieve-

ment in separation standards -- 2 miles at the gate and 1/2 minute at the run-

way. In this case, the landing capacity is 55 landings per hour if m = 0, i.e.,

the gate is at the runway; these results contrast sharply with the potential of

120 landings per hour based on runway separation alone.

The landing capacity drops as the gate is displaced from the run-

way. The decrease depends critically on the velocity zange. It is largest

when there is a large spread in aircraft velocity, dropping 22% to a landing

rate of 42 per hour if the gate is at ten miles and aircraft velocities are dis-

tributed ove" the 80-140 knot range. However, if a velocity range of only

100-120 knots can be achieved, by speed control or by segregation, the

landing rate is affectiveiy maii.tained for all gate locations to ten miles.
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The remainder •f the graph presents the landing capacity attain-

able with a gate separation of 3 and 4 miles, and with t vakes of 1/ Zand 10

minute. For these larger values of so, the effect of t is negligible: landing
0

rate is increased by no more than 2 landings per hour when t is reduced
9 0

from 1 minute to 1/ 2 minute. Clearly, in this range, the most significant

parameter is s .0

It can be seen from Figure 3. 5 that, if the s separation is fixed,0

a high landing rate may be maint.-ined by reduci,.g the spread of velocities of

the aircraft arriving at a single runway (for example, by assigrr.nent of air-

craft to different runways based on their performance) or by locating the

gate close to the runway (i. e., shortening the common glide path) and that

either approach, by itself serves the purpose. This results from the fact

that while an increase in either parameter tends to create greater opportun-

ities for long landing intervals, R by providing faster aircraft to be followed

by slower ones and m by providing a longer opportunity for the interval

between a fast and a slow aircraft to open, each requires the environment

provided by the other to exert its influence.

This interaction between m and R is illustrated more explicitly

in the "carpet plot" of Figuie 3.6. When either m or R is small (the top

of thý figure), the landing capacity is about 35 landings per hour and is

essentially ind ,)endent of the other. As both become larger, however, the

landing rate drops rapidly.
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The interaction between V, so and to is shown more explicitly

in Figure 3. 7. which depicts the landing rate as a function of aircratt

velocity for the limiting case of R = 0. When s = 3 or 4 miles, for no

velocity in the range of interest (90 - 150 knots) does a landing separation

(t ) below one minute affect landing rates. It is only when the initial 1,ate

separation (s ) is cut below 2. 5 miles that a decrease in landi.ag separation

below 1 minute provides any contribution, and then only at the extreme

velocities; a gate separation less than 1.25 miles is necessary to derive

any benefit from a reduction of t below 1/2 minute.
0

The effect of velocity distribution on landing rate is shown in

Figure 3. 8. The landing rate is determined for typical parameters (so = 3

miles, t = 1 minute, m = 6 and 10 miles) representing current IFR opera-0

tion. The landing rate clearly increases with mean velocity (since less

time is required to close the initial s separation) and decreases with0

velocity range (since TAA is bounded by t from below, but by (n/a - m/b)AA o

from above, and a larger spread results in a higher upper bound), Com-

paring the two graphs, which differ in gate location (m), it is noted, as in

Figure 3. 6, that decreasing m inhibits the degradation in landing rate

caused by .elocity range.
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3. 4 Effect of Velocity Distribution on Landing CapacityI
To examine the sensitivity of landing capacity to velocity

I distribution, mean landing rates computed for the New York terminals were

Scompared with those for the equivalent uniform distribution (i. e. , one having

the same mean and variance) for several parametric combinations. This

I comparison is presented in Table 3. 2, and the results by the two methods

i are seen to agree to well within 1. 5% in all the cases. Basea on this evi-

dence, and on additional evidence presented in Appendix E for a larger

I sample of velocity distributions with more recent data, it appears probable

fthat the uniform distribution satisfactorily represents the approach speed

distribution, at least for the determination of landing capacity.I
3. 5 Estimation of Landing Capacity of an Individual AirportI

The general results based on the uniform distribution may be

I used to estimate the landing rate for any airport. It is first necessary to

estimate the mean (V) and standard deviation (6-V) of the approach speeds

for the aircraft mix at the terminal. Knowing the aircraft velocity and

frequency information for the airport (as in Table 3. 1), V and are

calculated from:

i- Vp. P 2 -V)z (3.8;I - i~

i
]
!
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TABLE 3.2

COMPARISON OF LANDING RATES USING

DISCRETE AND EQUIVALENT UNIFORM DISTRIBU;TIONS

Landing Rate

LaGuardia Idlewild

V = 117 knots V = 130 knots

Parameters R R 52 knots R = 48 knots

m s t
0 0

(miles) (miles) (min.) Discrete Uniform Tiscrete Uniform

4 2 1/2 56.0 56.0 62.7 63.1

1 49.1 49.0 53.3 53.6

3 1/2 38.2 38.3 42.6 42.8

1 37.4 37.5 41.8 41.9

10 2 1/2 47.2 47.9 54.8 55.5

1 41.5 41.3 46.3 46.5

3 1/2 36.0 36.1 40.8 41.2

1 33.3 33.6 37.9 38.2
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where pi is the relative frequency with which aircraft with approach speed
N

V. appear, (i 1, 2, ... , N) expressed as a fraction such that pi 1.

j The cquivalent velocity range for the uniform distribution is determined from:

IR tl= \f -1-Z (3.9)

With this information, the average landing rate for the airport may then be

read from Figure 3.8 (or similar curves for other parameter values), using

V to specify the abscissa and R to interpolate bet-veen the lines of constant

I range.

Since V is the more significant parameter, the calculation of

IV may often be avoided by assuming R to be between 30 and 60 knots, a

j range that probably holds for most major terminals. The landing rate can

then probably be estimated to within 10%.1

The velocities used in the above analysis are around speed

(equal to air speed in a condition of zer.o wind). In any computation of V,

only the zero-wind condition would be calculated, and the landing rate for

any particular wind velocity Vw may be found by entering Figure 3.8 with

(V - V ) in place of V.

I
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The model provides an estimate of the landing capacity when

the separation standards, s and to, are exactly maintained. Controllers

maintain them with error, however, which is usually biased toward greater

separation to insure safety, so that the capacity thus computed represents

a high estimate. A more conservative estimate using other typical s0

and t values can easily be computed.0

3. 6 Increasing Landing Capacity

The results of the analysis indicate a number of means of

improving the landing capacity of a runway by operating on the parame-

ters of the system. With gate separation (s ) in excess of three miles as

at present, little can be gained by reducing runway separation (t ) by

techniques such as high-speed turnoffs. Landing rate might be increased

by increasing mean landing speed (V), but V is dictated by the -'nix of

aircraft and pilot procedure, and ATC generally has little control over

either. It might be possible, however, to set a minimum landing speed

for the major runways.

If either the gate is close to the runway or a homogeneous

class of aircraft operate at the airport, reducing either m or R pro-

vides little advantage. If both are large, however, potential for improve-

ment exists. Gate location can be no closer than the distance corre-
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U
sponding to the minimum time required by pilots to stabilize their aircraft

j on the final approach path. But since its location is often dictated by the

location of radio facilities (e.g., the outer nrarker) rather than by a

mininmum path length, it can often be drawn closer to the runway.

!
While little can be done to alter the mix arriving at an airport,

I some improvement might result from a reduction in the velocity range of

aircraft arriving at a particular runway achieved by segrec, tiz.g the air-

craft by speed class onto separate runways. Such an action at a large

I airport would typically involve removal of the smaller aircraft from the

major runways, thereby reducing the demand on these runways, but also

increasing their capacity to handle the larger aircraft which are limited

I to the larger runways. The segregation procedures would, of course,

make these runways available to the smaller aircraft whenever no queue

cf laiger aircraft is waiting, thus avoiding the incongruous and unintended

I situaticn of a queue of smaller aircraft waiting to use the minor runway

I while the major one is unoccupied. A segregation decision would also

have to take into account the relative demand for the two classes of

I service.

13.6. 1 Reducing Gate Separation (so)

Since landing capacity is most seriously limited by tie present

gate separation of 3 mile!,, the most significant improvement could be

acnieved by reducing so. The space separatioz. must be large enough to

oi
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compeusate for the errors with which the aircraft's position and velocity are

known by the control system and to ajlow sufficient reaction time (recogni-

tion of a dangerous situation by the controller and relay of a control message

to Dne or both pilots) to correct an imminently dangerous situation.

If it is desired that aircraft shall never be permitted to come

closer to each other than some minimum distance, do, then the minimum

separation between two aircraft (with velocities V1 and V2 ) which a con-

troller may tolerate is some larger value, Stain, given by:

Smin ER + (V 2 - V 1 ) (Td + Tr) + d (3.10)

where: ER = radar error in locating one aircraft relative to

another

Td controller time delay, representing the time between

the existence of a separation of S min and the issuance

of a control order to one of the aircraft

'I = pilot-aircraft response time, representing the time

between receipt of a control order by a pilot and a

response by the aircraft correcting the hazardous

situation.

Thus if the error in estimating separation is E in the time (Td + Tr)

between development of the situation and its correction, the separation will

have closed from Srnin to do. A safety factor must then be imposed on0-
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this S min to account for the variability of the terms in the equation, and to

make the probability of a violation of d sufficiently small. The distributions

of the chance variables in equation (3. 10) must be known in order to establish

a safety factor rationally.I
Whatever safety factor is chosen, and whatever the distributions

Sof the variables in equation (3. 10), the necessary separation depends on

the individual aircraft being separated; in particular, less separation is

required when a slow aircraft is behind a fast one than in the reverse situa-

tion. The present value of 3 miles was set about 10 years ago as an easy

value to use, and one that contains a sufficient margin o; safety so that it

would be satisfactory in all cases. When terminals were less congested

Ithan they are today, this excessive caution was desirable. But with the

current congestion, it is important that the landing rate be increased, and

this can best be done by a reconsideration of the optimum value of s 0

Until computer aids become available, any rule must be opera-

Stionally convenient to implement. It is possible to improve acceptan.ce

Irate by adopting a two-level rule on gate separation, e.g., let s be the

separation if VZ > VI, but use the separation s 0 (where s 0 < s ) if

i V2 < V I The resulting landing interval, 'A, can be determined from

jequation (3.4) by an appropriate, change in the values of TAA.

I
I
I"
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3. 6. 2 Sequencing of Landing Aircraft

It has been assumed in the analysis that aircraft are landed in

the random order in which they arrive. It is to be expected that any order-

ing of the landings with a view towards maximizing landing rate would

improve landing capacity. Such an improvement would, of course, come

at the expense of one of the most sacred of ATC principles -- first-c(ome-

first-served -- and may thus be untenable from a practical standpoint.

A thorough investigation of sequencing doctrines would require

consideration of the statistics of arrival time intervals and sequences, which

is beyond the scope of this study. It is possible, however, to indicate some

Lpper bounds on the benefits to be gained from certain sequencing procedures

by assuming an infinite source of aircraft waiting to land and considering

that an aircraft optimally suited to the sequencing doctrine can be selected

whenever desired, while bearing in mina the requirements posed by distri-

bution of aircraft types.

It is convenient to refer first to the discrele model of aircraft

arrivals, in which it is considered that M different types of aircraft arrive

at the airport with landing velocity Vi (i = 1, 2, ... , M) with relative

probabilities pi . A commonly-suggested sequencing plan involves grouping

aircraft of like speeds, thus removing, to some extent, the effect of

velocity variation. A lending sequence based on this consideration would

involve k1 landings by aircraft with velocity 71, followed by k2 landings
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I
by aircraft with velocity V2 , and so on, followed .inally by kM landings by

jaircraft with velocity V after which the sequence would begin again. The

time between each pair of landings by aircraft of the same type is given by

Max C ; so/Vij , while the time between the last of type i and the first of

I type,. + 1) is given by Max It ; n/Vi + - m/V'il . If the, secluence is

cyclical (so that M + I = 1), and k. is made proportional to pi (i. e., ki = piN)

to satisfy aircraft availabiiity considerations, then the time for one cycle of

i le sequence of N landings is given by:

M M+ 1
T- = V- (p.N-l) Max S /V + Maxt; '-c _tso 0 J. Vi-Ii=1 i= r)

jThe first Eum in equation (3.11) represents the intra-type time,
*

and is a function only of the average length of the run of identical-type

landings (which is N/M). The second sum represents the inter-type time,

I and is a Junction only of the sequence of +ypes. It is thus noted that, for any

specified sequence of types, the average time per landing ( I/N) decreases

as N increases (since the first sum is proportional to N whereas the second

j sum is fixed), implying that long runs of .-dentical-type landings are desirable.

In the limit, the inter-type time becomes negligible, and the landing rate is

maximized for this sequencing rule. Such a result, while emphasizing the

i
Throughout this paper, "run" is used to mean an uninterrupted sequence
of similar events; aircraft on a runway perform a landing "roll" or
take-off "roll.I

I
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value of the concept of "run-of-types" sequencing, has linmited operational

meaning since the length of a run is dictated by the availability of aircraft

of a particular type, and is necessarily short.

The problem of determining an optimum sequence of types to

minimize the second term of equation (3. 11) is identical to the "traveling -

salesman" problem, which has been treated extensively in the literature.

The traveling-salesman problem is basically one of finding a cyclical

M x M permutation matrix, X, such that, for some given M x M "cost"
M

matrix, C, the sum x ij cij is a minimum. The "traveling-
1i,j=l 1

salesman" appelation de-'ves from the form of the problem in which a

salesman must tour M cities whose separations are represented by the

elements of the C matrix (which is symmetrical in this case) such that

the total distance covered is a minimum. The solution to the problem

then defines the order of touring the cities. Most attempts at general

formulation of a solution involve a linear programming formulation, but

the solution of the linear programming problem may provide a pe rmuta- 1.
tion which loops before it cycles through all M elements. The general

approach to recovering from this situation is to impose additional

restrictions in Lhe linear program to pre±vent the loops. No simple,

universally-applicable solution has yet appeared.

*The author is grateful to Professor R. Conway for calling this simi- I
larity to his attention. I
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I
In examining the optimum sequence of types to minimize the

second term of equation (3.11), we consider first the case where there is

lno imitation due to to. Then, the total time for any sequence is given by

so 1/V;, and the total time is independent of sequence

Imposing the t restriction introduces an additional time penalty! °
cj... (t - n/V. + m/Vi) for all those pairs (i, j) where V. > V (Vi). Thus,

we note that. if qome sequence exists such that the t restriction is n'.ver

impc_-ed, then that sequence is an optimum sequence.

We rank the aircraft in order of their velocities such that

V1 < V < ... < VM, and define the "INF" (next-fastest) Eequencing rule

Sto state that A. lands before A. if and only if V. < V.. We can show1 3 1 3

that, if a sequence exists that has no to restrictions, then the NF

sequence is such a sequence. We assume first that, for some j,
S* ().* (V)*

V. > V (V). Then V > V (V.)for i=j+ 1, ... , M sinceV is

an increasing function of V. Thus, in the seqaenL.- without t restric-
o

tions, A. must be followed by A where k < j. But V. > V (V.)>3!k'
V (V* k so that Ak will be followed by a t restriction. This last prob-

ko

lem can be avoided only by using a sequence which is the reverse of the NF

sequence, but then AM follows Al, and V M > V (VI). Thus, if there is

This result can be extended to th2 traveling-salesman problem in gen-

eral: If cij = f (Yi) + g (Yj), where Y is a cnaracteristic of the
element, and f and g are any functions, then the total time for the
cycle is independent of the sequence.

I
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a t restriction in the NF sequence, then there can be no sequence wichout0

such a restriction. Consequently, the existence of an unrestricted

sequence implies that the NF sequence is such a sequence.

When no sequence exists without the t restriction, then the0

"cost" of a sequence is the sum of the t penalties incurred with the0

sequence. Thus, solution of the traveling-salesman problem with a C

matrix that has as elements:

c.. = Max t - n/V. + m/V.; 0• (i j i) (3. 12)13• Ito j oi

c.. = __ii

provides an optimum sequence. The C matrix thus defined is character-

ized by the conditions that c.. < c.. if j < j 2 and c. > c.. if
U1 -- j 1l1J -- 121

i1 < iV, i.e., the penalties increase as one moves up or to the right in

the matrix. The NF sequence is seen to constitute the slant (i. e., the

elements directly above the main diagonal and the element in the last row

and first column) of the C matrix. (If the slant contains all zeros, then

the NF sequence is seen to be optimum with no t restriction . )
0

If c. + > 0 and c + > 0, then by application of
I, i + 1,i+

equation (3. 12), it can be shown that:

ci+ + + ci+ I, i+ 2 = c., i+ 2 + (t- "s o/Vi+ 1) (3.13)
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Thus, in the most common case, Case A of Figure 3.2, where s > Vi t

for all i, the penalty in an element directly above the slant is greater

than the sum of the two adjacent slant elements. (If one of the two slant

elements is zero, then the conclusion simply follows from the monotonicity

of the c.ij.) Similarly, any element above the slant exceeds the sum of the

I two :!ements directly below and to the left of it. Then, we may describe
seune A.l' A.Z A,-11.'.~z

any sequence (AV, 1 , ) by (1, A; , .. A.

A ... ) where j< < ... < <m" For this sequenceZ.c. = c 1 . +J m 1 J1cj

il2 + + c ., since c* 0 below the main diagonal. We define

*m-1 m
c ij = c. + I ci+ + .+. + c.jl for the subsequence (i, j)

in the NF sequence. The.i, it follows from (3. 13) and the fact that

s > t V. that c.. < c.. for all i and j, so that the NF sequence is0 0 1 LJ -- IJ

I optimum in C. se A.

It can similarly be shown by expansion of equation (3. 12) that

when there are positive entries below the main diagonal,I
cii + cjk <c_ Cik + ckj (3. 14)

when i < j < k, so that the NF sequence can also be shown to be optimal

in these cases.

I
i

I!
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As an indication of the improvement that results from NF-sequencing, the ten types of aircraft shown in Table 3. 1 at Idlewild were
considered to be sequenced by alternative rules of random sequencing and
of NF-sequencing. For t = I minute and s = 3 miles, the advantage of
NF sequencing is 31% whea rn = 7 miles and 16% when m = 10 miles.
Decreasing a, to, or m would reduce the savings correspondingly.

The extremes of NF sequencing may ' e examined by consid-
ering that a large enough number of aircraft types exist so that the distri-
bution of types may be approximated by a continuous one. Then, it is
possible to get an infinitely long NF sequence without ever experiencing
the t limitation i; the parameters follow Case A; the landing rate isthen approximately V/s, the value attained without the to limitation, and
the best that can be achieved with the given velocity distribution and gate
separatior. While thisprocess provides the longest NF sequence, it is
also of interest to examine the shortest NF sequence that has no t

o
limitation. This is the one in which each landing of velocity V1 is fol-

lowed bl, a landing of velocity V* (V1 ), denoted by "V* -sequencing.I Underthis procedure, every landi.-z but the last in a sequence is followed by a t
interval, a situation that intuitively appears desirable.
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I
We will investigate in detail only the most common case wherei *

s 0> bt (Case A of Figure 3.2). The V - sequencing rule is uniquely0 0

defined in Case A untii a landing of velocity V > c [where V (c) = b]

occurs. Since V (V) > V for all V, V - sequencing obviously cannot then

I continue. It is then necessary to select a new initial velocity and commence

| *
another V - sequence.

We define a "V - cycle of length Q" to be a sequence of QI#
landings initiated by a landing with velocity V 1  V1 , followed by one of

velocity V *2 V (V1) which, in turn, is followed by one of velocity

V 3 V (V 2 and so on, up to V. , such that each landing is followed

by one of the exact velocity to provide a landing interval of exactly t after

starting with a space separation of s, and such that c < V < b.

The values of Vk (k = Z, Q) are all functions of V'r as

i follows:

J , nV1

V t 1V1 (3.15)

oli
2

0 1

n n V 1I V3  =2
t V 1 (m + n) + m

Io
!3

3 V1

4 2 2 3t VI(n2 +mn +mZ)m

Io
I
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and, in general,

n V1 (3.16)

- (k 1, 2, ... , k - 1)

o +1 m + m

j= 0

a generalization that can easily be proven by induction. The sum enclosed

in brackets in the denominator can be shown, by division, to be

(nk _ mk)/ (n - m), so that

k j
mk (3.17)

Vk+ I n V1 + -t V)

The requirement that V _< b bounds k from above, and
a0-

rlog ( Vi)( bt~ (3. 18)

Q (V log e (mn) +1~

where the square brackets represent "the greatest integer in."

We now define u k such that, if V I=u uk then a V -cycle of

length k can occur with Vk b. Thus, Uk~ V < implies that a

V *-cycle of length k can occur. We note that ul b. From e-quation

(3. 17), with Vk= b$ u is found to be: I° I-
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Uk k- (3. 19)

o bt+s

IFigure 3.9 illustrates Q as a function of V for m = 4, 10

1miles, s = 3, 4 miles, to = 0.5, 1 minute, and b = 120, 150 knots for

V >1_ 70 knots. The function has discrete jumps at the uk valhes. It is

I noted that, for small m and small b, the cycles are short. The longest

cycle, of length 8, occurs when m = 10,S = 3, to =1, b = 150, and a = 70.

In general, 0 (and thus the opportunity for V - sequencing) increases with

Sto, .... , •,• • •,.•- a or u s

!0

The time (TQ) to complete a V - cycle of length Q initiated by

a landing of velocity V1 is (Q - 1) t plus the idle time before the beginning
0

j of the next cycle (with a landing of velocity V 1 ), and is given by:

ST (Q- 1)t + n/V; -m/VQ (V1 ) (3. 20)

I In this time, Q landings are performed, Su that the landing rate, ý-., for

1 the cycle is

Q = ITQ (3.21)
0 Q

1 It can easily be shown that it is desirable to maximize the length of a

V -cycle, and therefore, to start it with a slow aircraft. There is no

advantage, however, in reducing V 1 below uQ (where u. + 1 < a) since

Ii
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no additional length is thereby added to the cycle, and the general speed

Ireduction increases the time for the cycle. Thus, an upper bound to the

landing rate attainable under V -sequencing if V' V1 is that obtained
*

when V =u (and V = b). The landing rate ( can then be deter-Q Q

mined from equations (3. Z0) and (3.21). Table 3.3 lists this upper bound

for one velocity distribution (a = 90, b = 150), and provides a comparison

with q , the landing capacity under random sequencing. It is noted thatI *

(except for the one case where Q = 1, so that "V -sequencing" is meaning-

less) the capacity is improved from 5% to 20% by V - sequencit.g.

To examine the effects of velocity variation, another rule on

V is examined. It is now assumed that V = V = a, so that V V (a).

Thus, the length Q of each sequence is unchanged, but the average velocity

of the sequence is reduced below the maximum value used in computing /..

The resulting landing rate under this assumption ( • •) is also presented!Q
in Table 3. 3 for comparison. It is seen here that in a majority of the cases

I ii< < <'i
Q ,< A. Only in the last three cases, where V (a) is very close

to b (and the two V -sequencing alternatives are very similar), is ? > .

i Table 3.3 also illustrates the landing rate with an infinite-

length NF sequence, and this is seen to exceed random scquencing by less

i than 18%, and then only when in is large. Some improvement is found in

all cases.

I
I
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I
*

The landing rates under the two V - sequencing rules and under

I random sequencing are depicted graphically in Figure 3. 10 as a function of

£ "Q, the length of the sequence tor the case. The longer sequences are seen

to occur with the larger values of m. The improvement over random

sequencing provided by optimum V -sequencing (Q) is indicated by the

Slength of the solid line for each case; the dotted lines indicate the decrement

of sequencing for A .'Is expected, the greater improvement occurs with

the longer sequences.I •
V - sequencing implies an infinite supply of aircraft waiting

to be landed, a selection of V 1 by some process, which then defines the

remaining (Q-l) aircraft in the sequence. The selection of V1 must meet

the requirements of the distribution of arriving aircraft velocities, so

that the selection of slow V1 is more probable, since fast aircraft are

included in every V sequence.

praThe sequencing concepts considered here are not presented as

practical means of sequencing aircraft for landing. Rather, they are pre-

j sented to indicate, by consideration of optimum situations, the potential

improvement in landing capacity that might be achieved by sequencing.

If such an improvement were large, then it would be desirable to

1 study sequencing further; if small, even under the ideal conditions con-

I sidered, then it might be adjudged relatively ineffective. It was noted

above that the over-all improvement is not large, and that, with

V -sequencing, even small variations from the optimum sequence

I
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resulted in a degradation of landing capacity below that obtained with ran-

I dorm sequencing (based on first-come-first-served). The failure of

| *
V -sequencing to provide significant improvement results from the fact

that, although aircraft are dispatched to land with small separations by

following each landing with one slightly faster, finally the fastest aircraft

j in the sequence must be followed by a slow one, introcucing a long landing

interval and thereby dissipating the advantage gained by the sequence of

t -intervals. If this long interval could be used for take-offs, then
0I *

V -sequencing could .ffectively improve operations rate; for improving

landing rate, however, it appear .elatively unpromising. NF-sequencing,

which m.ore typically represents the maximum improvement that might

Iresult from sequencirg, was seen to provide an increase of less than 20%/6.

1 3.7 Queuing Considerations

I Analytical investigation of landing delay has generally been

based on application of the standard steady-state queuing theory models,

1 such as those presented by Bowen and Pearcey [43] and Bell [45].

Be.kowitz and Fritz [58] point out that such models are inadequate because

they treat the equilibr:um condition where arrival rate may not exceedI
service rate, whereas the important problems in ATC occ,,r when arrival

rate does exceed service rate. To correct this, they use the matrix of

queue state transition probabilities to investigate the transient build-up of

I
I
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delay, and find that, for Poisson arrivals and for fixed arrival and service

rates, the average delay increases approximately linearly with time of

arrival after the start of service.

Despite these valid objections to the use uf the steady-state

models for estimation of actual delay that might be experienced with a

system, these models are valuable and effective tools for comparing dif-

ferent systems on the basis of relative delay, and -*or investigating queue

characteristics as a function of system parameters.

3.7.1 Queue Relationships

In all investigations of landing queues, the distribution of

arriving aircraft has been assumed to follow the Poisson law. This

assumption has been based on observatio-is taken at airports and reported

by Bowen and Pearcey [431, Bell [45), and Berkowitz and Doering [55].

It has been shown by Kendall* [46, p. 155) that if arrivals to

a queue are Poisson with average arrival rate • , and if the service time

has any distribution with mean I /( and variance 2s and if arrivals

are served in order of their arrival, then the average waiting time in the

queue is given by:

W +W = (l+5 I {'ZI

q 2 7 Q1-9) s

Kendall credits Pollaczek [651 with the original development of this
formula.
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where = / . < 1. We introduce a quantity

k I/ 2  7Z i.?

U (the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation of the service-ti-ne distribu-

tion) where k - k if the service tinie has a k-Erlang distribution.

In terms of k s W is given by:

- ks +1Sw = S(3.2z4)
q 2 ;k (I- ) k s

It is seen from equation (3. 23) that k 1 when the service time has the

exponential distribution ( 6-s = ./ ), and that k = S when the

service time is constant ( 6-s = 0). It is seen from equation (3. Z2) that

j average delay is a minimum when service time is constant and the servicing

operation is "well organized"; when service time is "random, " and has the

exponential distribution, the average delay is twice the minimum. With

I this intuitive characterization of the service process, the quantity k s

I serves as an indication of the degree oi "order" of the service process.

Figure 3. 11 illustrates mean queue delay in units of mean service time

I(i.e., W 7q ) as a function of runway utilization ( t ) for k = 1, Z,andq s

Ic> . It is noted from equation (3. 24) and Figure 3.11 that the average

delay rapidly approaches the value for constant service time as k

1 increases.

I
I
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I
The average queue length, Lq, is given by 6t Wq, or:

-2 (k + 1)
L - s (335q z (G - to kIs

I This relationship is plotted in Figure 3. 12 as a function of / for

k = 1, 2, and c-D . Curves similar to those for / Wq are obtained,

except that a sharper knee occurs.!
These equations are derived on the basis of a standard queuing

I situation, in which a single server is occupied with a single customer for

j some service time while the others wait their turn to receive service. A

runway does not operate in exactly that manner, since several aircraft may

be descending to a landing simultaneously. It may be considered, how-ver,

I that the runway is "serving" only the single aircraft closest to a landing, and

service is completed at touchdown, so that the service time is then the time

I between landings. The delay W is then the average difference between an
q

j aircraft's potencial landing time and the later one to which it may be dis-

placed because of congestion. The mear. queue length L then represents

the average number of delayed aircraft waiting or landing but not being

j "served. "

!
!
I
I
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3. 7. 2 Landing-Time Distribution

Siace the assumption of Poisson arrivals seems consistent with

LhtC avalidble data, it is necessary to determine only the mcan and variance

of the landing-time distribution to permit an examination of delay charac-

teristics with equations (3. Z4)and (3.25) (or Figures 3.11 and 3.12). The

I mean landing time is given by equation (3. 7). To compute the variance,

Ithe entire distribution of landing time (TAA) must be derived.

We start with the assumption that V and V2 are independently,

identically, and uniformly distributed with joint density function as given

I by equation (3. 6). We c..,ange to time variables by letting:

T 1 = mr/V1 and T 2 = n/V2 (3.26)

I As shown in Appendix B, T and T are found to have a joint density

I function:

(t1, t mn m/b<t < r/a (3.27)

g 21 t2 -)~ 2 t2 2 2 - I1- /

n/b < t? < n/a

(b • a)

-0 elsewhere

I
!
i
I
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Then, for t > to, the landing-time distribution is given by:

SAA (t) = Pr TAA--> t Pr T 2 > T 1 +t] (3.28)

wi lie, for t = t0, the finite probability that the landing interval is t is

given by:

Pr LTAA = t -Pr tT 2 > T 1 + to (3.29)

The resulting distribution function is developed in Appendix B and is given by:

SAA t c.0 < t < t j =1 (3.30)

SAA It t ' < t < so/b} =

I2  
t (rb - an) + t2 (b 2 +2a . ab) + an log (m + at) (n - bt)

t o -b-a)2 e mn

SA it s S/b <_t <_ s0/at n -a..._t + mn lg m+a
S(b-a) t2 (-a)2 e rn + bt

SAA t < t < n rn tb(n-at)atmAA a -- -- a b t2 (b-a)2

- mn log [ (n -at) (m + bt) / rnn]j

a b--< t _< =0

where:

= m
t Max ft n a
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To investigate the sensitivity of the landing-time distribution

to the assumption of a uniform velocity distribution, the alternate discrete-

jvelocity assumption is examined: all aircraft of type i iaihd with identical

velocity V. and appear at random with probability pi" The discreteI

landing-time distribution is then given by:

I
Pr fTAA = T ij p (V.) p (V.) (i, = 1, 2, ... , n) (3. 31)I A

where T is given by equation (3. 2).I ii

Using the statistics for LaGuardia and Idlewild Airports of

ITable 3.1, the discrete distributions are plotted in Figure 3.13 for typical

I values of the system parameters. These are compared with the landing-

time distributions based on equivalent uniform velocity distrib-itions having

I the same mean and variance. The correspondence is seen to be reasonably

I satisfactor-, so that it appears that the entire distribution as well as the

mean of the landing time is reasonably insensitive to the form of the

I velocity distribution. Further evidence supporting this possibility is pre-

I sented in Appendix E.

I Using the distribution function of equation (3. 30), the variance

was computed by numerical integration of:

I

I

I

I
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3. 7. 3 Parametric Investigation of Queue CharacteristicsI
As can be seen from equations '(3. Z4) and (3. 25), all the

-nformapt;o regarding queue characteristics for a fixed arrival rate is

contained in k and in r . The parametric effects on k represent anSs s

interaction of the effects on 7? and on LI" 2

Figure 3.14 illustrates the effe'.ts of rr., so, and to on 'A

z0

Oýs ,and k for the uniform velocity distribution characteristic of

z .
Idlevild (V = 130 knots, R = 48 knots). It is seen that C' increases

with s and m (since longer landing-time intervals occur) and decreaseso

as t increases (since the discrete jump at t which represents a constant
0 o

22landing interval is larger). Since k is more sensitive tc 6- than to ?,
s s

it varies with t and inversely as m. Gate se'aration (s ) interazts with

the other parameters, as can be noted most strikingly on the first graph,

where m = 7 miles; it is seen k increases vith s for t = 0.5, has a

minimum point at s = 3. 3 for t - 1.0, and varies inversely as s when

t = 1.5.
t
0

The effects of V and R on k are indicated on Figure 3. 15.5

It is noted that increasing average speed o - reducing speed variation

increases ks, primarily by reducing the long time intervals.

I
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Knowing the value of k for a set of parameters, equations (3. 24)s

and (3. 25) can be used to estimate the average delay W and the averageq

queue length L . These results are indicated on Figure 3. 16 for the trafficq

mix at Idlewild based on an assumed arrival rate of 20 aircraft per hour.

Since the value for in the cases shown is well below 1. 0 (and thus on the

flat portion of the L - /1curve), L is seen to vary less with parametric
q q

changes (and consequent changes in ?t ) than does W . The queue measures

generally reflect the variation in landing capacity. Delay incurred with

greater arrival rates would be more sensitive to parametric changes char-

acteristic of larger values of 6 1

1
!
I

1
!
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF THE OPERA FIOiS CAPACITY

OF A IlUNWAY USED FOR LANDINGS AND TAKE-OFFS

The previous chapter treats the problem of a runway used

only for landings. It is more common for a runway to be used for both

landings and talce-offs. The capacity in such a situaticn is exa:nined in

tihis chapter by the formulation of an analytical model for estimating

runway operations rate, The effects of the various system parameters

on ope:ations capacity is examined, and means of improving performance

are investigated.

4. 1 Previous Investigations of Mixed Operations

I In contrast to the relatively large number of investigators who

I have studied the landing problem, only one other analytical effort dealing

with mixed operations has been found. Galliher -recently reported [67] on

Ssome work currently in progress at Airborne Instruments Laborator-

junder FAA contract. He is studying queuing models in which a singbe

server (the runway) serves two arrival queues (landings and take-offs).

He reports that he is considering the following alterne-tive disciplines:

I .An "operation" is a landing or a take-off.

1 123
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I. First-come/First-served discipline queuing model
2. Head-of-the-line queuing discipline model
3. Pre-emptive priority discipline queuing model
4. Simulation model which permits dual servicing on

final approach, i.e. , arriving aircraft too widely
spaced on final may have a take-off inserted
betwixt arriving aircraft

5. Nonstationary analytic model with First-come/
First-served queuing discipline, either random or
nonrandom input, and featuring in addition non-

stationary service time, if desired. [67, p. 4.)

In [67], Galliher presents the queuing formulas (developed

elsewhere in the literature) for the first three models, but they all suffer

from the disadvantage which led him to the simulation formulation of the

fourth model, namely, that they use the parameters of the distributions

of the landing and take-off service times independently, and do not consider

the possibility of interposing take-offs between the landings. The formulas

consequently indicate longer delays than are experienced, since they do not

recognize that the single server can be serving both a landing and a take-off

simultaneously. In private conversations, Galliher has indicated that he

is also investigating -- L analytical formulation of the fourth model.

A relatively minor portion of the Franklin Institute - CAA

Technical Development Center simulation effort has been devoted to mixed

operations. Anderson and Vickers [57, pp. 24-6) used elementary

"graphical" simulation of a situation characterized by constant take-off

and constant landing intervals, and concluded that alternating operations

1L
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yields a higher operations rate than running sequences of the same operation

(based on assumptions of identical a~rcraft, 3 miles arrival separation, 1

minute departure separation, and take-offs permitted only if an arrival is

beyond Z miles from the runway).

Berkowitz and Fritz [58] studied mixed operations in their real-

time ("dynamic") simulation investigations. They report:

i It was found that the average separation • ime between
two successive landings was about 120 seconds. When
a take-off intervened, the separation ' tween the land-
ings was about 140 seconds. The avei.ge runway
separation between two successive take-offs was 65
seconds. On the basis of these figures, it seems
obvious that the most efficient method for intermixing
landings and take-offs when there is a backlog of both
is to alternate them; a t'ke-off requires 65 seconds

when following another take-off but acids only Z0
seconds when interspersed between two landings. This
alternating procedure resulted in a singl,ý-runway capac-

ity of 50 to 55 operations per hour. [58, p. 50.]

I It is not clear from their discussion whether the 140 seconds resulted

I from the interposition of the take-off, or whether it is merely that those

landing intervals into which a take-off could be interposed were naturally

I longer. The conclusion does appear, however, to be intuitively reasonable.

!
I
I
I
I
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4. 2 The Basic Analytical Model of Runway Operations Capacity

The model developed here for operations capacity is an exten-

sion of the model for landing capacity. In mixing operations on a runway,

the practice at most airports is to perform the landings as close together

as gate (s ) and runway (t ) separation standards permit. Controllers

attempt to interpose departures between the landings whenever possible,

but give the landing aircraft priority. In general, the rules require that

an arriving aircraft be beyond some minimum range (r0) from the runway

in order to interpose a take-off before it; otherwise, the departing air-

craft must be held until the landing aircraft has cleared the runway. If

too long a take-off queue develops, then the landings may be temporarily

halted while the queue is dispatched by a run of take-offs, with a minimum

time interval (t oD) maintained between successive departures.

A model is formulated expressing these restrictions, and pro-

viding an estimate Gf runway operations rate. This estimate probably

represents an upper limit of performance since controllers tend to increase

salety by erring conservatively in observig these standards.

4.2.1 Assumptions

In this model, the following assumptions, represented sche-

matically in Figure 4. 1, are made:
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1. Landing aircraft arrive at the gate independently and in

random sequence.

2. Aircraft land in the order in which they arrive at the entry

gate (i.e., first-come-first-served, and no aircraft may

be passed after it has crossed the gate).

3. Landing aircraft must maintain a minimum distance

separation (s ) at the gate and a minimum time separa-

tion (t ) at the runway.

4. Landing aircraft maintain constant velocity from the time

they enter the gate until they reach the approach end of

the runway.

5. Successive departing aircraft must maintain a minimum

time separation (t oD).

6. A departing aircraft may be dispatched only if a preceding
landing aircraft has cleared the runway (a time TV after

L

landing), and a following landing aircraft is further than

some minimum distance (r ) from the approach end of the

runway.

7. A departing aircraft can take off (if so ordered) as soon as

a preceding landing aircraft has cleared the runway.

8. Aircraft are available for either landing or take-off as

frequently as separation standards permit (i. e., the capac-

ity situation is examined.)
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4. Z. 2 Notation

We summarize here the notation which will be used in this model

I in addition to that introduced in Section 3. 2. 2. The letters "A" and "D" are

I used here to signify arrivals and departures, respectively. The important

additional notation is defined below:

r minimum distance (from the approach end of the

runway) of a landing aircraft '-o permit interposing

a take-off before the landing

t oD = minimum time separation required between suc-

cessive take-offs

L = runway-occupancy time of a landing aircraft, assumed

I constant

k R /~t o

T DD time interval between successive take-offs; when take-

1, ffs are not affected by landings, TDD = toD

I TAD time interval between the touchdown of a landing and

the beginning of the roll of a following take-off; by

assumption (7), TAD L

ITDA - a chance variable with mean value representing
DADA rpeetn

I the time interval between the beginning of a take-off

roll and the touchdown of a following landingI
I
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conditional expected value of the landing interval givenI

that a departure was interposed between the two

landings

= operations capacity (landings and take-offs per hour)

"NA total number of landings in a sequence of N operations

"ND = total number of take-offs in a sequence of N operations

6.) = Min number of runs of take-offs; number of runs of

landings] in a sequence of N operations

= 2 W /N = reciprocal of the average length of a run in

a sequence of N operations (0 < £0 < 1)

2D = expected number of take-offs that can be interposed

betvween a pair of landings without affecting the landi .g

operation

qk = probability of interposing at least k take-offs between

a pair of landings

qp = probability of interposing a take-off in a landing

interval if none had been interposed in the previous

interval

q p = probal ility of interposing a take-off in a landing

interval .I one or more had been interposed in the

previous inteval
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4. 2. 3 Time for a Sequence of N Operations

The time required to perform any sequence of operations

I depends, in general, on the structure of the sequence. Consider a particu-

lar sequence S of N operations consisting of NA landings and ND take-offs

(N= NA + ND), with S = [a 0 , al, ... , aNj

where a. = D if the ith operation is a take-off

- A if the ith operation is . landing

Since the time for the sequence is based on the inter-operation times, we

must specify a 0 , the last operation prior t. the sequence. We specify

a 0 0 a . Without loss of generality, let a0 = aN = A. A run of lengthL

is a sub-sequence of L identical elements. A cycle C. in the sequence S

is a run of D's of length h. followed by a run of A's of length k.

(1 < h. < ND; I < k. < NA). The sequence S then consists of an initial

sub-sequence, B01 of A's (a = A followed by a run of k0 A's), (0 < k0  A NA

followed by a saccession of WV1 cycles, i.e., S = • B 0, C1 , Cz, ... , C .

The expectation of the time to complete a cycle, V'C. is given by:

J

Z'= +ZV (h 1 +Z'- +VZ (k.- 1)(41I C. AD DD hj I) DA AAJ (413

Z= 4 t (h -l) + Z- + ?- (k -I
L oD jDA AA

i
i

,
I " -
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The average time to complete the sub-sequence B 0 is given by:

u = k Z_(4.2)
B 0 0 AA
%0

The average time to complete the sequence S, ZN' is thus given by:

(4.3)

4)D

Z k. + tODZ h}) +(v, +Z- t V
AA +> k oDDA L toD AA

N + t N +e-tWD +t- - )AA A OD D DA L oD AA

and letting &W 2 IO/N (so that W0 is the reciprocal of the average length of

a run, 0 < WV < 1 ) the average fime p--r operatioa, f-is.
M

VN N D+ (Z (4.4)
NA + t D +? _I- t -t V

M N AA N oD N + 2 DA L aD AA

When NA = ND = N/2, which must be the case over the long period, (4. 4)

becomes:

+ + (4.5)
SM (•AA+ tAoD) +W( DA L oD AA.(

We note that only £0 is availablh as a variable of choice if we

desire to minimize the total time for the sequence. Thus. if

ZD + Z' > to + Z- A (4.6)
DA L oD AA' 46
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&) 'hould be made as small as possible (approaching zero) by alternating

long runs of landings with long runs of take-offs. If inequality (4. 6) is

I reversed, then it is desired to make W unity and to alternate operations.

If both inequalit.as hold, the choice is irrm.aterial.I
These results show that when the "switchover time, "

V + T , is smaller than the "long-run time," V + t then
L DA AA oD'

operations should be alternated as often as possible. The actual length

of runs in practice will, of course, depend on the availability of aircraft

for service.

4. 2. 4 Interposition of Take-Offs

1 4.2.4.1 Operations Rate with Interposition

I During runs of landings, the time interval between successive

landings is often sufficiently long to permit the interposition of one or

more departures, thus reducing , .e number of take-offs that must be

run as a group. If the average interposition rate is )VD' then only

[ ND - V D (NA - a)) of the ND departures consume any time, and the

time for the sequence of NA landings and ND take-offs becomes:

This result is a special case of results already developed in study of
single-stage production, where the process here treats ,vo "products,"
arrivals and departures.

I
|
I
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(4.7)

ZN qA ZAA D D A oD L DAoD D AA

if 2) < NDINA, and

V = N (4.8
N A AA (4.8)

if 2) > NDINA, in which case all take-offs can be accommodated without
D

ever disrupting the landings. This results in a revision of the rule of

equation (4. 6) to encourage longer runs to provide more opportunity for

interposition.

If = N = N/Z then the operations rate**-Aýis N/V and

D A N'

is g iven by:

(4.9)

+ t. i &(I j/')J + W( + if 1) < 1

t zif. V >
AAD

It should be noted here that, with interposition,
dO< Min {NA, ND- D D NAA]

While an operations rate -,"<(ND' N ) can be computed for any com-bination (N , NA), the one we use A6 characterize a runway is the

steady-state one4•ased on an equal number of landings and take-offs.
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I
The common operational situation is characterized by a long run

of landings (albeit with interposition of departures which do not affect the

I landing schedule nor interrupt the run) followed by a long run of the waiting

take-offs. This is represented by small values of () , :o we treat in the

basic model only the iimiting case, = 0.

4. 2. 4. 2 Interposition Rate

It is now necessary to determine V t( arrive at the operations
D

* rate. Figure 4. 2 depicts longitudinal distance from the approach end of

the runway as a function of time for the successive aircraft using the runway.

It can be seen from Figure 4. 2 and assumptions (5) and (6) that, in order to

interpose a take-off (DI) in the interval beiween the landing of A1 and A 2 ,

the following two requirements must be satisfied:

1 1. r requirement : The preceding landing aircraft (A1 )
o

must be off the runway, and the succeeding landing air-

craft (A2 ) must be beyond r when the departure (D 1 ) is

ready to roll at a time VL after A touches down.
L I

1 2. toD requirement: a time interval of at least toD must

fhave elapsed since the last take-off (D 0 ).

The r requirement assures thaL the landing interval is long0

enough to permit an inte:posed take-off; the toD requirement relates the

current situation to the last previous interposition.

I
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The toD requirement enters only if there was an interposition

in the previous interval (between A. and AI) and we assume that an inter-

j position in the second previous interval (before A0 ) would not be inhibiting.

For an interposition to have any effect two intervals later, it would be

necessary that toD exceed (r /b + t + V ), the minimum possible time
oD0 0 L

j between two successive interpositions that are separated by two landings.

Since no values oftoD larger than two minutes are considered, this

situation is not likely to occ,,r.

4. 2.4. 2.1 Interposition Probabilities

I To determine the probability of interposing a take-off in a

landing interval, we define the following probabilities:

Sq I = probability that at least one interposition occurs in

an interval

Iq5 = conditional probability that at leasE orne interposition

I occurs in an interval, given that there was no inter-

position in the previous interval (i. e., the r

requirement is met;

Sqp P = conditional probability that at least one interposition

I occurs in an interval, given that '-ere w?.s inter-

pcsition in the previous interval (i.e., both the r

and toD requirements are met); thus, q.D < qar

|
!
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A stochastic process can be di-ined on the suzcessive landing

intervals with states "interpositiui. occurs (I)" and "interpost;•-- does not

occur (I)". This process is M'rkovian, since the state depends only on

the previous interval, a-±~ h Lhe L1a5itiOn matrix:

I

S qp 1 -qP

I qi-q

Each state is recurrent (since the chain is finite) and aperiodic (even if

q = 0 since IT ly, I Y I I, etc., are pos.ible even if I I is not), and

therefore ergodic. It then follows, as shown by Feller [68, p. 3251, that

a limiting probability q 1 exists, and is given by:

q= q:q (1 - qI) + qPq1  (4.10)

Solving (4. 10) for q, gives:

q =qg / (I + +q• - qP), (4.11)

leaving only qf and qP to be determined.

We see that (4. 11) has tLe properties intuitively exected. If

the toD requirement is always satisfied when the r criterion is satisfied,O

then qP = qg, and ql = qg. If qP = 0, i.e., interposition is never

possible in successive intervals, then q-- 0.5 if qjy is )arge, and

q qP if q:F is small and the situation calling for successive inte?-

positions rarely occurs.
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As can be noted in Figure 4. 2, the r requirement in the0

A - A2 landing interval may be stated as

T >V f + ro/V (4. 1Z)
AA L 0 2

Ore'narilI , to permit an interposition, TA A must be larger than t_,

T = n/V2 - m/V1 > to, (4.13)

so that q• is given by:

q -- Pr ~(n- r) V2 -i/V 1 > (4.14)

It is often possible to interpose more than one take-off between

a pair of landings. If more than one take-off can be interposed, the toD

requirement is automatically satisfied, so that the probability of interposing

k take-off s in a landing interval is given by:

(4. 15)

q = Pr Vo - m >f + (k-1) t (k= 2, ... , K)

k I(V 2  V 1  L+(l oD}

where K is the maximum possible number of interpositions dictated by

the maximum landing interval, and is given by:

K = [(I/toD) ý (n-ro)/a - m/b- 'L + 1]

where the square brackets represent "the greatest integer in. "

I
1
I
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if we denote the distribution function of equation (3. 30) by

SAA (t imn, n, to) then we note that:

S= SAA ( mL i n-ro0$ 0) (4. 16)

qk = C + ok-1) tD M o 0) =2, ..1K K) (4.17)

The toD requirement applies only when an interposition had

occurred in the previous interval. The requirement may be stated as:

AD o 2- oD (4.18)

where TD A represents the time between the beginning of the last previ-

ous departure (D0 ) and the touchdown of the following landing (A 1 ). The

requirement of (4. 18) is necessary to assure that the (Al, A 2 ) interval is

long enough so that the interposed departure inay begin before A2 reaches

r 0, and that a time toD has elapsed since the previous departure.

Estimation of the probability of satisfying (4.18) requires some

information on the value (or distribution) of TDA. It is assumed for this

basic model that the last previous interposition occurred as early as
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i
possible in the previous interval, i.e., a time f after A lands.

L 0

With this assumption,

T = T
D 0A I A 0A 1 L

and the toD requirement becomes:

T + TAA ro/V > t(4.19)
AA AA o 2 L oD

!I
where T is the landing time separation in the previous (A0 , A1 )

AA

* interval.

Exact evaluation of the probability of satisfying equation (4. 19)

requires a cumbersome triple integration over the three velocities

involved. This is circumvented by replacing T/ by V, its conditional

expected value given that the r requirement has been satisfied. (The0

expression for is derived in Appendix C.) With this substitution, the
I5

toD requirement becomes:

This assumption minimizes the toD restriction, and thus provides an
upper bound on qp. It is perfectly satisfied when there had been no
interposition in the second previous interval, since the departure in the
previous interval (D0 ) would have had no reason to wait longer than ZVL
after the landing of A0 ; such a situation is probable when toD is large.
If toD is small, then the toD requirement is easily met, interposition
is controlled by the ro requirement, and the assumption is appropriate;
this is always the case if toD <_ lL + ro/b. Section 4. 3. 4 contains
the development for an alternative assumption that the interposition in
the previous interval occurs as late as possible, thereby providing a
lower bound on qp

1
I
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r
T V = (n- rt)/V -rm/V > I + (to-i) (4.20)

AA V 2  o 2 1 L oD I

This is similar to the r requirement in equation (4. 14), and differs only0

by inclusion of the term in parentheses on the right side of the above

inequality. Thus, if V > tD, then the tD requirement is satisfied a
I --- o'O

fortiori when the r requirement is satisfied, and

qP = q (4.21)

If 'r < t then the t requirement is the more severe, qp < qT,
I oD' oD

and:

= S Z' +, / m, n-r 0) (4.22)q SAA (•L + tD -Iro

We are now able to compute 2)D" Equations (4. 21) or %4. 22)

provide qp and (4. 16) provides qg, and these are substituted into (4. 11)

to provide qg. Equation (4. 17) is used to compute qk (k = 2, ... , K).

Since the q's represent probabilities of at least k interpositions,

(q - qk+l provides the probability of exactly k interpositions, and V

the expected number of interpositions, is given by:

K K

)l = k(qI-qk 1 ) = = q (4.23)
k=a I k= 1 (4.

Operations .-ate IA. can now be computed from (4. 9).
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4.2. 4. 2. 2 Interposition Probabilities When a < r / (t - V)< b
o L

The case of interposition where TAA > t was just considered.

It is also possible, although not probable, for the r requirement to be
0

satisfied wihen T A= to, making the requirement of reltion (4. 1):

Vz > r/ (t-VL)* (4.24)

This case represents the situation where t is sufficiently large to permit0

interposing a landing if V2 is fast enough so that it arrives at r late in

the t intErval, and consumes only a small portion of the interval in its0

passage from r to the runway. The necessary condition for this case
0

(denoted as Case II) is:

r / (t - r) < b (4. Z5)

The inequality In equation (4. 14) may be rewritten as:

(n - r ) V1

m < V (V.) (4.26)
1 L

and the r requirement is satisfied if V2 satisfies the conditions of

relations (4. 24), (4.26), or both.

Expressions for q P and ZI for this case are derived in

Appendix D. With these, the remainder of the analysis is identical to

that of the previous section.

Since to is the maximum runway occupancy time plus a safety factor,
(t -0 L) > 0.
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4 3 Extensions of the Basic Operations Capacity Model

The model outlined above provides a means for adequately

estimating the operations capacity of a runway, and all later numerical

computations are performed with it. Extensions to it are desirable --

particularly in the removal of some of the limiting assumptions -- and

several are treated in this section.

4.3. 1 Treatment of TDD and TAD as Discrete chance Variables

In the basic model, the time betwe,.i take-offs T DD) and the I

interval between touchdown of a landing and the beginning of a following I
take-off roll (TAD) have been treated as constants t oDand CL They may

also be treated as chance variables, and both can probably best be approxi-

mated by discrete distributions. i
The on-runway landing time, TAD, may be considered a function

of the runway exit used by the landing aircraft and, for a limited group of

aircraft types, may be considered to be relatively independent of aircraft !

type. Thus, assuming that a runway has w exits with associated occupanc,

times and probability of utilization pL. (i = 1. 2, ... , w), then a value

of qk. (k = 1, 2. ... , K) must be computed for each t and the final set

of qk s to be used in equation (4. 23) is given by: I

q q'L % (k : l, 2, ... ,K) (4.27)

I

S-.
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Similarly, TDD may assume several values. Since the separa-

tion standards speciiy one, two, or three minutes separation between suc-

cessive departures depending on the distance they fly before their courses

diverge, a discrete distribution is also indicated here. Thus, TDD may

take t•le values toD. (j = 1, 2, 3) with associated probabilities D
3 3

reflecting the course structure of traffic from the tb-rminal. The values

of PD should also reflect deviations from the first-come -first-served
.1

priority rule; thus, if policy dictates that whenever two aircraft following

identical departure courses for more than five minutes - requiring three-

minute separation - arrive for take-off successively, a departure to a

different course shall be interposed between them, then pD 0.

I We might then assume that TAD and TDD are independent,

Iand that each is independent of the landing interval TAA. The independence

of T and T and of T and T follows from the independence of
AD DD AA DI)

the departure and arrival sequences. The independence of TAD and o7

T TA follows from the selection of runway exit independent uf landing speed

(an assumption that clearly breaks down over a wide performance range).

I Then, letting:

q Pr interposing k landings TDD tD.;TAD (4.28)

ijk /Dtersinj (428

I (i= 1, 2, ... , w; j= 1, 2, 3; k= 1, 2, ... , K)

I
i
I
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we find the set of qkis from:

3 w
q -- q (k 1, 2, K) (4.29)

qk -- -= L. PD. ijk "'(429

A rnnre i-el:t . .and o, complex - model would express

the correlation that exists between runway-occupancy time, TAD, and air-

craft type as represented by V1 in T AA. This corresponderce would be

expressed in equations (4. 14), (4. 15), an-1 (4. 20) bý replacing ZL by TAD, '

and using the joint distribution of V1 and TAD to find the values of qk' I

4. 3. 2 Operations Rate for &) > 0 1
In the basic model, only the case of We = 0 was considered.

While this reasonably represents the typical operational situation (charac-

terized by long planned runs of operations), the normal situation is more I
generally characterized by some value of W) > 0 where the runs are finite.

Analysis of this situation involves the inter-operation-type times, TAD

and T DA.* Accepting TAD= L as a satisfactory representation, Z-DA

remains to be determined. If it can be assunmed that: I

1. the time duration of a run of take-offs is always greater

than the maximum landing interval (n/a - m/b), I

I

I
!-
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2. the controller can dispatch the first landing of the next run

I from the stack with sufficient precision so that it arrives

Sat r just as the last departure begins its take-off roll

(thereby operating to the limit of the separation standards),

then:

SDA r 0o/V1 (4.30)

Iwhere V 1 is the velocity of the first arrival after t'.e run of take-offs.

Assuming V1 to have the uniform distribution over [a, b], we find that DA'

the expected value of TDA' is:

0= r (1 ) (4.31)

DA b-a e

Substituting this value into equation (4. 9) provides the operations rate for

any value of (O .

I Assumption (2) above can easily be modified by substituting any

Sgreater value !or r to represent the controller's inability to perfectly

position the landing aircraft.

Assumption (1) is imposed to prevent the interaction between

the last of a run of landings and the first of a following run. Ignoring the

I effect of the interaction and retaining assumption (2) above, the time between

touchdown of these two landings when separated by a run of h departures is

given by:

I
I
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t + (h- I) t + r /V (4. 3)
L oD ol1

Thus, a sufficient condition on the minimum length of a run of take-offs for

assumption (1) to bold is determined by making the maximum time between

landings (ria - m/b) less than the time of (4. 32), and is give. by:

h> - + i (4.33)
-- oD -a

Using typical daLd (m = 7, so = 3, r° = 2, a = 90, b = 150, toD =1), a run

of at least three take-offs between every run of landings (not considering

interposed take-offs as a "run") is seen to be sufficient to assure the

validity of th, assumption.

I
If the assumption is not satisfied, then it is necessary, in the

application of equation (4. 9), to specify the relative frequency (ph) of all

runs of take-offs having length less than h , where h is defined as the

least integer greater than the right side of (4. 33).

For each such run length, a mean time C must be deter-
DAh

mined accounting for the interaction between successive runs of landings.

The interaction exists when V (the last landing of the previous run) is

fast and V is slow, so that imposition of gate separation results in a long

landing interval. Specifically, interaction occurs when:

"L + ro0/V + (h-1) t D < n/VI -m/Vn (4.34)

I-
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which can be described by:

(n - ro) V
V1 < 0 n (4.35)I m+ V nt h

. nh

whe :e:

th = L + (h - 1) toD (4.36)iL

Equation (4. 35) is of the same form as that fcr V in equation (4. 26) so that

j the methods of Appendix C for determining may be used to determine
*I

"'DA h(h= 1, 2, ... , h - 1). Then, for any specified value of W and

associated ph' equation (4. 9) for operations rate is used with Z-V / sub-

Sstituted for h D A ' w ere :

ZDA'

-h I h' 1
DA- Ph +>111(4.37)

h=D h DA + DA
h1h h}1

where D is the value given by equation (4.31).
DA

It is to be noted that - /is the value of Z" to be used inSDA DA

equation (4. 6) for the selection of an optimum run-length doctrine.

4. 3.3 Interposition of Landings between Take-Offs

Although it has less operational meaning than its converse,

it is possible to consider the interposition of landings between take-offs

during runs of take-offs. We assume initially that long runs are performed.
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Letting )]A represent the expected number of landings that can be inLer-

posed between a pair of take-offs, and using Y as defined previously, we

find that the time for the sequence of N operations (comprising NA landings

and ND take-offs) depends on the interposition rates as follows:

i. ii 2" N. > N. andY . N. < N. (i = A or D; i i j), then
j 3 1 3 1 .

all i's can be accommodated between the j's and need not be run separately,

so that:

"'N N . (4.38)

2. If 0 < 2/. < N./N. for i= Aand D (iU j), then runs of

both operations must be scheduled. NA landings and ND take-offs must be
performed. But since VA N landings can be interposed within the runs of

p D

take- eff s, they require no time, and only (NA - )AND) landings must be

scheduled. Sinca take-offs can be interposed among these landings, it is

necessary to schedule only

N - PD(N -2) N)=N~l V 2 N (4.39)
DD A A•D D • I + )D A DA

take-offs. But this reduces the number of l7.ndings that can be interposed,

so that:

N -) Vf N (I+2 N A D -D DA 2iN (N NJ N) (1 + (4.40)

landings must be scheduled. Continuing this process, the factor that appears

as (0 + )• 2)A) in expressions (4. 39) and (4. 40)becomes the geometric series:
D A
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S+ ( V) +( ) (4. 41)

/

The time to perform the sequence of N operations with 1) cycles thcn

becomes:

/ý F /4 oDS= [(N - 1) A - V,)(N -1,I ]

A YD

+ [ (NA-W(N to' ZAA +
(ND -~ 1 ')A -/W + L DA

Operations rate is NI ' and can easily be determined for any NA and
N'

ND, and for NA = ND = N/2 in particular.

An analysis similar to that for the take-off interposition is

required to determine the landing interposition rate 2 ) D Since .t is

desired to interpose the landings without affecting tle take-offs, it is

necessary, for landing interposition to be possible, that:

t > + r 0ib (4.43)

where the right side of the inequality represen's the minimum time a

landing aircraft might "claim" the runway (including its claim during its

flight from r 0o
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The necessary condition for being able to interpose h landings

in a take-off interval is:

toD > ZL + r /b + t (h-1) (4.44)

and is rar(:ly met for h > 1, so that only the case of a single .nterposition

is considered. It is first assumed that a controller has sufficiently precise

control to deliver the arriving aircraft to r at the moment the departing air-o

craft begins its take-off roll (consistent with landi. g separation standards). I

With these assumptions, the occurrence of interposition in an

interval depends only on the aircraft desiring to land in that interval and on

the time of the last previous interposition. Since there is no interaction

between arrivals separated by more than (n/a - m/b), only the previous

k [n/a-in/b +1 (4.45)

L toD

]
take-off intervals need be considered, for an interposition in an interval

previous to the k*th would have no effect. The square brackets in (4.45) I

represent "the greatest integer in. " I

I
[
I

!
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I
We now define the following probabilities:

SPk = Pr interposition occurs in an interval /the last

previous interposition occurred in the kth previous

interval (k= 1, 2, k , k + 1)

q k =1 - P k

P = Pr interposition occurs in an interval

As with take-off interposition, a Markov process can here be defined on

the successive take-off intervals, this time with (k + 1) ergodic states,

where the process is in state k if the last previous interposition had

occurred in the kth previous interval. This process has the transition

matrix:

p kj Pk (k 1 .. , k + 1; j - 1) (4.46)

-qk(k=I, ... , k ;j k+ 1)
|k

q k* + 1 (k k + 1; j k + I)

- 0 otherwise

The probability of an interposition, PA1, is the probability that the
1#

-rocess is in state 1. Letting Uk (k = 1, 2. k + 1) be the steady

•tate probability that the system is in state k, then P is given by:

(k + 1) represents all intervals prior to the k

I
I
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k + 1

P Pk Uk (4.47)

1 k=
k= 1

whe re:

UI Al (4.48)

Uk = P (t qA) (k 2,

k

U k* + 1I- PA1 q• i +U Uk* + 1 q k* +1

Uk*+l ~p k*

Sqi

= i ;1(
PA I q k* + 1

Letting:

Uk = AkPA 

(4.49)

where A is the factor in parentheses in (4. 48), and using the condition

that:

k +1
U= -P - T U (4.50)

2A k1 k=3

I-
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we find from equation (4. 47).

P,
P.' (4.51)

A1  k +1

(P2 " Pl_ Ak (Pz - Pk)

k= 3

It is now necessary to determine only tle pk values. As in the

take-off situation, two requirements must be met:

roA requirement: the landin-g arrivin6 at r when the
o r 0

first departure begins its roll, must be

off the runway by a time toD later in

order not to interrupt the take-off opera-

tions

TAA requirement: tutficient separation must have been pro-

vided from the last previous landing.

The r oA requir-ement refers only to the velocity of the landing to be inter-

posed, and is given by:

L r0 VI < toD (4.2)

or:

V > r/ (t -") when T < (4.53)
1 o oD L L oD (.3
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The TAA requirement depends on when the last previous landing occurred.

If the last previous landing (A 0 ) was in the kth previous take-off interval,

then interposition is possible only if :

TAA= Max {n/V1 - m/V0 ;to < (k- I) LoD (4.54)

These requirements are depicted ;n the time-coordinate illustration of

Figure 4.3, where T 1 = n/V 1 and To = m/V 0* A landing can be inter-

posed only when T and T fall into the cross-hatched area and thus

satisfy both the requirements. The probability of interposing a landing, pk'7

is given by:

Pk f (t 0o t 1 ) dt0 dt (4.55)

Ck

where the integration is performed over the cross-hatched area, C and

Ehe density function f (to, t 1 ) is given by equation (3. 27).

It can be seen from Figure 4. 3 that, when:

(k - 1) tD < (n!ro) (tD - ZL) - m/a (4.56)

satisfaction of the r requirement implies satisfaction of the TAA require-

ment a fortiori, while, when :

(k- i) tD > (n/ro) (tD - t) -m/b (4.57)

the reverse implication holds.
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Equation (4.55) may be used to compute the set of pk' which,

with (4. 48) and (4. 49) n.iay be -ubstituted into (4. 51) to compute PA
1

Since only one interposition is permitted,

) - P1 (4.58)
A A 1

4. 3. 4 Conservative Estimate of q

In computing qp, the probability of being able to perform an

interposition when one was performed in the previous landing interval, it

was assumed that the interposition in the previous interval occurred as

early as possible in that interval. Such an assumption tends to produce a

high estimate of 22D' since it minimizes the effect of the toD requirement

in the following interval.

An alcernative assumption that the inte:position occurred as

late as possible in the previous interval would provide a lower bound to qP,

Under this alternative, the departure in the previous interval would begin

its take-off roll at the time A1 is at r , a time r /V1 before A lands.

In this case, the toD requirement becomcs:

ro /V1 + TAA r o/V2 1oD (4.59)

while the r requirement remains as in expression (4. 12).
0
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I
We now transform to time coordinates, where:

I T2 = n/V2 and T1 = mV1 V4.60)

so that:

STAA =Max T2  TI; to (4.61)

In the case where TAA > top the toD requirement then becomes:
I >,

Tn 1,, to +10) T7 (4.62)

I and the r requirement becomes:

T, > . + T ( (4.63)
0- n - r0I

These requ;rements are depicted in (TI, T 2 ) space in Figure 4.4, along

Iwith the requirement that T2 - T 1 > t . It is noted from expressions

(4. 62) and (4. 63) that the boundaries of the inequalities have slopes that

are respectively less tnan and greater than unity. The probability qp is

f given by the integration over the cross-hatched region of Figure 4. 4,

using the density function of equation (3. 27). If the boundaries do not

intersect in the region of positive probability, then one requirement

I implies the other a fortiori.

I
I
I
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It may also be possible for one or both of the requirements to

be satisfied when TAA = t . In that case, the appropriate boundary wouldAA o

cross the line T2 - T 1 = to. The probabilities in this case are found by

letting TAA = t in expressions (4. 12) and (4. 59). The r requirement

then becomes:

(t -- )n
T2 < L (4. 64)2- r

0

and the toD requirement becomes.

T2 > n-- T1 - - t (4.65)
- m (toD - to)

0

Figure 4. 5 illu3trates the situation where b( h requirements

can 1e satisfied when T7 = to. (The case where only one can be so satis-
*AA o

fied is :.aercly a special case )f this more general one. i The regions

defining the requirements are indicated by hatched lines.

Each requirement individually is seen to be satisfied in the

entire T 1 , T 2 - space except for a wedge-shaped portion surrounding the

line T - T = to. The corners of the wedges may easily be obtained
2

from the equations for the boundaries. They both lie on the line

"1'1 - T1 = t . The point labeled (1), the miniriu-m value of (T 1 , T 2 ) for2 1 o

wh.ich the r requirement is .limiting is:

I

I
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I

(n-r n (t ,
/

and th- point labeled 2Z). the maximum value of (TI, T ) for which the

t tD requirement is limiting is:

nmn t oD - m to (n-r) mn toD

s r s rS0 0 0 /

1 4.3.5 Operation of Multiple Runways

While the models developed explicitly treat only single run-

ways, .t is possible to extend them to apply to some muitiple-runway situa-

I tions. Major airports often operate with two equivalent parallel runways

sufficiently separated (3000 feet separation is currently required) so that

I they can be used independently. This case can be trea.-cd with the

methods already developed.

The decision must first be .nade on the distribution of the

traffic load between tnt t.:,r runways. In general, to minimize delay, it

is a desirable policy to divide the load %:n terms of time) equally among

the two runways, since delay is a convex fvnction (i. e., non-negative

second derivative) of runway utilization in all normal queuing situations.

If the load is divided unequally, the additional delay incurred by the addi-

tional utilization on one runway would exceed the delay avoided by

decreasing the utilization on the other.

i
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If the policy on length of runs :alled for by relation (4. 6)

dictates large 4 and short runs, then frequent alternation of operations

would be performed on both runways, and the runways would be operated i

similarly at a rate per runway equal to that for a single runway. If the

policy calls for small 04) and long runs, then it would probably be expedi-

tious to schedule on one runway only the single operation that requires

the greater time (thereby creatibug the case of W = 0), interposing as

many of the other operatior - as possible, and per~orm;ng the remainder I
of the operations on the other runway.

Considering that only take-offs are interposed, and that N A

landings and ND take-offs must be performed, then the operation per-

formed on the first runway (RI) is the one requiring the longer time

N (i = A or D), where N.' is given by:

N.i = (Ni -"-)= (N. - /) (i j) (4.66)

Without loss of generality, we may assume that:1

N' / 1 > N / r (4. 67)A AA D DD

so that R1is devoted primarily to landings. Ther, to equalize the time I

load on the two runways, N Al landings are assigned to the first runway

(making possible the interposition of 1JD NA! take-offs on that runway) I

-uch that:
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I
Al AA D 'DAl D A A I oD ~ .8

(N NAl AA DA L

The right side of (4. 68) expressing the time consumed by ;he (N A - Al

I landings and (ND - "-I NA1 ) take-offs performed on R 2 follows directly

from equation (4. 7). Solving for N4A1 gives:

N t + N Z_ + to/( + ZL)l oD A AA DA L (69)

AA

Letting = N = N/2, the time to perform the N operations is N (A'

TA= D= AlI AA'
so that the average operations :ate per runway is given by:

=( -I/D) toD + ZAA] + j(" +' ) (4. 70)

I which is identical to the operations rate for the single runway, an expected

result since neiLher runiway hinders the other.I
If opera tonal conditions -re such that interposition is not possi-

I hie -n R and all take-offs (as well as additional landings) must be per-

formed on R 2 , then the average operations rate per runway is found to be:

I
!
!
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which is less than that for the single runway by the exti-a term in the

numerator because of the interposed take-offs lost from RI.

When two runways are not parallel, they are often used by

performing take-offs on one and landings on the other. Since operations

on one inhibit those on the other, their combined operations capacity is

less than that for two independent runways. The operations capacity may

be estimated using the relations for a single runway, expressing the

Effect of landings on one as an inhibition of take-offs on tae other. An

equivalent runway-occupancy time, C-" represents the time the landing

aircraft delays a waiting departure. In the case of the single ru!nway,

this is the entire runway-occupancy time. If the runways do not intersect,

but their extended centerline.' intersect on the windward side of the air-

port (as in Figure 4. 6), then it may be desired to hold the take-off as long

as the landing is still on the runway (and ZL = "L) or at least for some

lesser tinie until the arrival is committed to a landing. If the centerlines

intersect on the leeward side, and if it is desired to hold the take-off until

the arrival crosses the runway, then L = 0; if the departure may be 3ent

as soon es the arrival crosses the intersection, or some other point short J
of the runway, then - / would :ake an appropriate negative value. If the

I

i.
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I
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runways physically inte-sect, then L would be the time for the landing

aircraft to cross the intersection point. The values of •?jso determined I
may be used in place of L in the models developed in this chapter to i
estimate the operations capacity of intersecting runways operated in this

manner. I

4. 4 Results of the Operations Capacity Analysis I
4. 4. 1 Parametric Analysis I

Using the basic model described in Section 4. 2, computations

were performed to investigate the effect of system parameters on inter-

position rate (;-D ) and operations rate ( k). Results were computed j
for all combinations of the following parameters at the indicated levels.

1. mean velocity of the landing aircraft (V) (100, 120 knots)

2. range of the landing-velocity distribution (R) (40, 60 knots) I
3. length of the common landing path (m) (4, 10 miles) j
4. minimum distance separation at the common path gate

(s ) (2, 3, 4 miles) I
5. minimum time separation between landings at the runway I

(t ) (0.5, 1.0 minutes)

6. ratio of :unway-occupancy time (Z ) to t (ki
L 0kR)

(0.5, 1.0) 1
7. minimum take-off time sepz ration (tD) (1, 2 minutes) I

I-
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I
8. closest location of a landing to permit interposing a take-

I off (r ) (2, 4 miles)

All the results of these computations are tabulated in Appendix F. Some

illustrative examples are discussed in this section to indicat- some of the

parametric effects.

Both m and R influence system performance similarly.

Increasing either increases the variation in the landing time, particularly

by introducing long landing int.-rvals. Thus, to reduce the number of

cases discussed, these two parameteŽrs may be considered together. Of

the m, R combinations studied, two are presented here: Case Max

(in = 10 miles, R = 60 knots), the combination that produces maximum

landing interval variation, and Case Min (m = 4 miles, R = 40 knots), the

combination that produces minimum landing interval variation.

4. 4. 1. 1 Effects on Interposition Rate (D)

In Figure 4.7, interposition rate is plotted agarinst s for0

the case whe r-e tD 1 minute and r = 2 mile!- (typical of -'adar require-

mevs). It is seen that 2Y increases with s since the resulting longerD o

landing interval provides additional opportunity for interposition.

When r = 4 miles, only combinations with t = 0. 5 minutes were
calculated.

I

________________________________________________ ________
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Simila.iy, 6D decreases as T and 'r increase. The two graphs of
!ýD L

Figure 4. 7 compare the effect of variation in landing interval, and it is

noted that larger variation (Case Max) provides more opportunity for

interposition. The cases presented consider t < 1 t and no"0 -- oD'I
effect of t is noted; large t values would increase 2,D by "ncreasing

ooD

the landing interval. Increasing r reduces the slope of the curves and

moves their abscissa intercept to the right. InLreasing toD reduces the

slope of the curves. A high-speed turn-off on the -unway would reduce

LVL' and inclreasp the interposition rate.

We note that, with the exception of to (which has little eifect

on either rate) all the factors that affect landing rate have an opposite

effect on interposition rate. These conflicting effects are resolved in

operations rate, in which the complex interactions among the system

parameters are most significant.I
4. 4. 1. 2 Effects on Operations Rate (/A"I

Operations rate is plotted against s in Figure 4. 8 for the

case of V 100 knots, t = 0. 5 minutes, and r = 4 miles. By corn-

paring Case Max with Case Min, we note that, when s = 2 miles, Case

Min yields a higher operations rate than Case Max. As s increases,

however, the effect of interposition rate on operations rate man'fests

itself. In Case Min, 0 for all s less than some value between 3
0
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and 4 miles, consequently, 1'54 drops rapidly as s increases, reflecting0

the landing rate penalty. In Case Max, however, interposition is possible

even for s = 2 miles. so that the decline in landing rate is partially com-0

pensated by on increase in 22, and the degradation with s is less severe.
D w

We note that, for 3 < s < 4. a higher operations rate is achieved in Case
-0-

Max than in Case Min, so that the apparently undesirable variation in

landing velocity becom - desirable when it can be utilized to achieve

greater interposition.

The effects of the other p. rameters may be roughly estimated.

Runway occupancy time ( V affects operations rate through its effect on
L

interposition rate, and variation in f'L fromn 0. 25 to 0. 50 minutes is seen

to affect operations rate by about 5% in the cases shown (L has no effect

when V = 0, e.g., for s < 3 in Case Min). In the cases shown, halvingD 0-

toD from 2 to 1 minute increase ý -erz tions rate by about 50%, while

increasing mean landing speed from 100 to 120 knots improves operations

rate by about 10%.

An even more striking effect is nonted in Figure 4. 9 in which

operations rate is plotted again*- s for the case of r = 2 miles, the

other parameters remaining the same as in Figure 4. 8. The upper

right portion of each graph is the function

( S0 2 ý (S 0

I
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I
depicting the situations where '. > I in which case the operations rate

D -
is twice the landir-- rate, and follows the typical decrease of landing r,.-t

with s . It is seen that, in some cases (e. g., t oD r .unutes, Case

Min) the advantage of interposicion is sufficiently great that operatioius

rate increases with s . In Case Max, where toD = 2 minutes, we note

that the effects of s on landing rate and on interposition rate cancal, and

operations rate is essentially independent of s .Io
4. 4. 2 Operations Capacity at Idlewild and LaGuardia

The operations capacity model may be used to study the effect

j of the various parameters at individual airports based on the traffix mix

characteristic of that airport. The results of such an investigation might

be an indication of the most effective direction for obtaining improved

operations rate or an indication of an optimum combination of parameters.

Values of landing rate, interposition rate, and operations rate were com-

puted for all rombinations of the following parameters at the indicated

levels for the specific V and R characteristic of Idlewild and LaGuard'a

I airports:

1. length of the comr.non landing path (m) (4, 7, 10 miles)

1 2. required distance separation at the common path gate (s)

S(2, 3, 4 miles)

3. required time separation at the runway (t ) (0.5, 1.0,

1.5 minutes)

!
!
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4. ratio of runway-occupanicy time to to (k R) (0. 5,0.75. 1. 3)

5. take-off time separation (t D) (i, 2 minutes)

6. closest location of a landing to permit interposing a

t,:e-off (r ) (2, 4 miles)

The results are tabulated in Appendix G, and some of the highlights are

discussed here.

Figure 4. 10 illustrates the landing rate- at LazUtardia for the

case where ro = 4. Because of the severity of the r restriction, inter- I
position is rarely possible, and operations rate is limited primarily by

the take-off interval, ta. Runway characteristics (t and k have I
'oD 0 R)hv

relatively little effect on operations rate. The effect of s is slightly I
greater when t = 1 minute than when taD = 2 minutes since, in the

latter case, operations rate is more tightly restricted by taD while the

effect of s on landing rate is more readily reflected in operations rate

when t is small.
oD

Figure 4. 11 illustrates the operations rate at Idleawild when

r = 2 miles, a value more representative of operation at radar-equipped I0

airports, and indicates the variety of the parameter interactions in deter- j
mining operations rate. When taD = 1 minute, it is noted that increases

in s 0 are advantageous when runway occupancy time is shorter than t0 0

(the solid curves), whereas it is disadvantageous when the landing I

I
!-
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aircraft occupies the runway during the entire t interva, (the dashed
0

curves). Thus, increasing the opportunity for interposition by in'reasing

s is desirable only when the interposition can be used effectively and

when the increased interposition rate is sufficiently great to compensate

I for the reduction in landing rate. When toD 2 minutes, interposition

is sufficiently effective to result in an increase in operations rate with s

in almost all cr ses.I
Figure 4. 1Z illustrates the data of Table 4.1. which indicates

I the effects of the various time separations on landing and operations

rates at Idlewild and LaGuardia. The values of rI m, s and kR are

fixed at the typical values indicated. It is noted thai reduction of either
I

t or t over the ranges indicated provide appreciable improvement
0 o

jin potential operations capacity of the runway. Reducing t from 1.5 to

0.5 increases -' by 40 - 43%, while a reduction in t from 1.0 to 0. 5

increasesA h 17 - lc,%. in contrast, it is noted that compdraole

1 reductions ir t increase landing capacity by 17 - Zl% and 11 - 14%
0

respectively. It thus appears that operations capacity can be appreciably

Sincreased by installation of high-sp.eed t;.rncffs which would reduce t andT'
L

jalthough no such comparable incre-..se is obtained in . nding capacity. The

improve-rent results from the additional opportunity provided for inter-

ouos;ng take-offs betveen landings v.hen the landing aircraft can be removed

from the runvav eariier.

Irnta

I

_____________________ ___________________________
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TABLE 4.1

RUNWAY PERFORMANCE MEASURES AT IDLEWILD AND

LAGUARDIA FOR SEVERAL VALUES OF to AND toD

m s 7 miles kK 'r A/t a.75
R L o

r U 2 rmies a a 3 miles

Terminal t0 (mLn) toD (min) ?(landLngs/hr.) XD (operations/hr.)

1 42,.4 •.61 66,.5

.5
Sif •.50 49,.7

1 40.1 .•30 54,.6

Idlewild 1
1 .5 .30 41.4

1 35.1 .•13 46.6

1.5
2 .13 34.8

1 37.5 .7 71 63.5

2 of . 58 49.3

1 35.6 .4Z 52.9
LaGuardia 1

2 .37 40.7

1 32.0 .22 45.3
1.5 ....-..

2 .21 34.8

V z 129. 8knots R a 47.8 knots

s 116..7 knots R a 51.4knotsV



Reduction in take-off separation provides a similarly large

increase in operctions rate - halving teD Increases ,' by Z9 - 34%.

This might be accomplished by sequencing oL departures to assure that

sepirate routes are followeI by successive aircraft or by maintaining

close -adar control on the departure ruutes.

It is noted that the difference in the aircraft characteristics

of the two airports affect operations capacity less 'han they affec, the

linding capacity, primarily as a result of the cancellation of the opposite

effects on 2'D and A . For similar reasons, changes In m would

have little effect on operations rate. The effect of ro, not indicated in

Figure 4. 12 wnuld be large, but only the radar case of r 0 2 miles is

presented since all major terminals are radar-equipped.

In addition to an indication of relative effects, %he data may

be used to roughly estimate che absolute value of operations capacity.

Using a value of to slightly greater than I minute and a value of toD of

about 1.5 minutes, an operations capacity of 40-45 operations per hour

is noted, consistent with current experience although slightly higher

since it is assumed that the separation standards are exactly adhered to.



CHAPTER 5

CONC LUSIONS

The investigations reported herein make it possible to delin-

eate some of the significant factors affecting airport capacity, and to

draw some conclusions regarding potential means for increasing that

capacity. These are reported in this chapter. Since the applicability of

these conclusions is limited by the extent to which 'he physical situation

being studied is realistically represented by the assumptions of the

model, some of the major assumptions are discussed to indicate the

extent of the models' limitations for general applicability. The chapter is

concluded with some discussion of the directions in which this research

may be extended.

The capacity of a runway and the factors affecting capacity

depend on whether that runway is used for only a single operation or for

both landings and take-offs. It appears that when interposition is possible

the operations rate for the airport is maximized when operations can be

mixed on the runways in use, thereby retainitig the advantages resulting

from interposition.

183
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It is Also necessary, In operating the runway, to decide whether

long runs of landlilgs and take-offs should be performed (with interposition

wherever possible) or whether operations should be alternated by inten-

tionally spacing the landings so that a take-off can be inserted in every

landing interval. Such a decision can be made based on the criterion of

relation (4, 6) and the variations of it discussed in Chapter 4. It can often

be expected that the decision will dictate intentional alternation of opera-

tiont., but this is not always the case. When the take-off interposition

rate is high, more may be lost by intentionally handicapping the landing

rate to provide alternation of operations than if the take-offs that could

n.•t be interposed were performed as a separate run.

5. 1 Improving Landing Capacity

When considerations dictate the use of a sLngle runway for

landings only, then it Is desired to maximize the landing capacity of that

runway. This can most effectively be achieved by a reduction in the dis-

tance separation req•uired at the beginning of the common landing path (So).

The current separation standard of 3 msles should be examined to deter-

mine whether it can be reduced without endange•ing safety; it might be

possible to reduce s0 in only those cases where a slow aircraft follows

a fast one, thereby reducing the extremely long landing intervals, Separa-

tion might be reduced by increasing the effective precision of radar

observation either through more frequent observation of relative aircraft

positions or through more precise radars.



Landing rate could be npprecinbly increased by increasing the

mean of the landinR velocity (V), or by decreasing Its spread (R). But,

by tradition and policy, little manipulation Is possible with these paramr-

aters. It would probably be difficult to convince pilots to fly faster than

they desire, since they generally want as long a time as possible for the

transition (after breaking out of the clouds) from instrument to visual

flying before touchdown. It might be possible to sp. ad up the slow air-

craft, which deteriorate landing capacity most seriously, and which are

probably most capable of operating at higher speeds since they already

have the longest transitior. time. Requiring all aircraft using the airport

to adhere to some pre-determined minimum speed is an alternative tech-

nique for changing V and R.

If R is large, then advantage would accrue from shortening

the length of the common landing path (m). This might be achievecd by

relocation of a radio facility (e. g., the outer marker) which all aircraft

must overfly or by a change in standard procedures, keeping these

changes consistent with the minimum distance required for stabilization

on the final approach.

The minimum landing separation (t ) represents the maxi-

mum runway-occupancy time that might be expected, and could be

decreased by construction of high-speed turnoffs. The landing capacity



ndvantl.K. that would result from such construlction appears to b, relatively

sm:all when t has a value of I minute considered typical of current opera,-0

tion and the required gate separation is 3 miles. Where larger to values

eximt or when the gate separatiun is reduced, the advantage would be

correspondingly greater,

Based on a preliminary examination, sequencing of arrivals

in an order other than first-come-first-served appears to oa:er little

advantage in terms of landing capacity, particularly since substantial gain

would be required to overcome the traditional resistance to priorities.

5. 2 Increasing Operations Capacity

When landings and take-offs are performed on separate runways,

or when the two typ,,s of operation are otherwise performed independently,

the operations rate is improved by improving either hidividually, and the

conclusiono of the previous section would all apply, in addition to techniques

for reducing the time interval between take-offs.

The more common situatLon is the one in which a runway is

used for both operations, and it is pousible to intterpose take-offs between

landings. All parameters that affec.t landing rate (except t ) affect landing

rato and interposition rate oppositely, so that the effects of any parameter

on operations rate depend strongly on the values of the other parameters.
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Consequently, the situation must be examined individually for each case to

determine these effects. Under certain circumstances, for instance, oven

an increase of gate separation, which would adversely affect landing rate,

may Increase operations rate by providing greater opportunity for inter-

position of take-offs. The data of Appendices F and Vl may be used to

cover many cases of Interest.

Operations capacity is significantly affected by the location of

re, the point outside of which a landing aircraft must be to permit inter-

posing a take-off before the landing. If r0 is large, then interposition will

rarely be possible if landings are run as close as possible, and separate

runs of take-offs must be conducted. Since r0 is determined largely by

the runway-occupancy time of the departing aircraft, it is possible that

high-speed turn-ons might provide some advantage if they could appreciably

reduce the time of the take-off roll. Since the take-off must be held until

the runway is clear, however, this possibility appears to be limited.

Furthermore, the turn-on may introduce other operational problems (e. g.,

steering difficulties) during the high-speed run on the turn-on. In those

cases where r 0 4 milen (I. e., airports not equipped with radar), theo

reduction of r0 to 2 miles is another of the many au,,antages associated

with the introduction of radar.



The Operations rate Is clral y affected by the minimum time

interval between successive take-offs. These values are currently set by

operational procedures, which should be re-examined to determine if these

separations may also be reduced without comoromising safety. Radar

departure control provides opporttnity for closing the departure separa-

tions. Where ANC separations of 1, 2, or 3 minutes (babud on respective

courses) are requirrjd, the first-come-first-served separation should be

over-ruled when two aircra'l. ,saving identical courses arrive successively;

an aircraft intending to operate on a different course should be interposed

between the two.

Reduction of runway occupancy time by techniques such as

high-speed turnoff, while of little merit for raising landing capacity, can

appreciably increase operations capacity when the runway is used for

mixed operations by clearing the landing aircraft from the runway earlier,

thus providing greater opportunity for interposition of a take-off. Prob-

lems of long time for dissipation of turbulence behind some aircraft must

be considered in evaluating the minimum interval between operations on

the same runway.

Sequencing procedures, which also appear to provide little

advantage in a landing-only situation, might contribute appreciably to

operations capacity. The long landing intervals that appear to 'Inevitably

develop when some of the landing intervals are made short can be used

for interposition of take-offs, thus making the procedures practical.



'}. 3 Li.nmtationr of the MOdCVIS

In the practice of operatic rs research, it has been found that

system models are valuable devices I )- obtaining an understanding of the

operation of a system and as researc: i devices for performing some pre-

liminary investigations into the systni rils operation without the expensu

and difficulty of interfering with an cpe rating system or constructing a

designed system. A "system model" ii, basically a mathematical repre-

sentation of the relationships among t ii paramecers characterizing the

system. Formulation of a model req-. res first a specification of a set

of postulates or assumptions regardirng the manner in which the system

operates, and then involves mathema :I:al manipulation of these primary

relationships. A certain minimum scit of assumptions is necessary to

provide a starting point for the analy.iiii; additional assumptions are

imposed for analytical convenience arid to make the analysis tractable, or

to emphasiz'3 in the model specific ineractions in the system which are of

particular interest.

The ability to extrapolate to the real world the results derived

with the model is obviously limited by the extent to which the model's

assumptions represent the real world. The assumptions are always an

idealized abstraction of reality, and are never exactly satisfied in any

complex operating system, particularly when human behavior is involved.

It is thus necessary for anyone contemplating application of a model, or
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thu conclusions drawn from a model, to critically examinif the correspond-

ence between the real world he is studying and abstract world of the model,

and to determine the affect of their differences on the decisions to be made.

He must decide whether the assumptions of the mouel are adequately satis-

fLed and the results may be applied, perhaps with some slight modification,

or whether the modal Is inapplicable and an alternative formulation is

necessary to describe his particular situation.

In this mection, some of the more important assumptions of the

models developed in this study are discussed. The discussion indicates

the reasons for some of these assumptions, the extent to which they may

differ from reality, and the author's opinion of the effects of these differ-

ances on the major conclusions derived from the models. Modification of

the models to conform more closely to reality are indicated.

5. 3. 1 Use of the Rectangular Velocity Distribution

Most of the numerical results generated in this study have

been based on the assumption of a uniform velocity distribution of arriving

aircraft. The actual velocity distribution is ndsver exactly uniform, nor

does it follow the discrete distribution considered here as an alternative.

Rather, the true distr!bution is probably a continuous one that resembles

the discrete distribution with variation about the specified velocity of the

aircraft types.
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The velocity distribution enters in thiy determination of landing

capacity, quauliag delay mealures, and interposition rate. It has been

shown (in Appendix E and in Section 3.4) that the difference in landing capa-

city between the uniform and the discrete distributions for a reasonable

sample of distributions and system parameter values is very smlall, so that

it appears probable that conclusions derived using the uniform distribution

would hold for the actual distribution.

Inthe queuing analysis, the f'rst two m.ments oj the landing-

time distribution enter the mean delay and queue length equations. The first

moment (mean landing time) has been shown to be relatively independent of

the form of the distribution. The second moment would probably also be

relatively independent of the distribution forms, since both the first and

second moments of the velocity distribution are equated in forming the

uniform distribution. Consequently, the author believep that the delay

estimates xre sensitive to the first two moments of the velocity distribu-

tion and relatively insensitive to its form.

The entire landing-time distribution is used only in the estima-

tion of interposition rate, and then only at a few points (rarely are more

than three points used). It can be seen from the data presented in Appendix

E and in Section 3. 7. 2 that, while the agreement Is not as striking an with

mean landi , rtte, the landing-time distribution with the uniform and
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disc reto distributions agree reasonably well, the probability SAA rarely

differing by as much as 0. 1. Percentage errors are greatest In the right

tail, but the absolute differences are the more important, and these rarely

exceed 0. 05 In the tall, so that a relatively small error is introduced into

the computatIon of interposition rate. A better fit might be obtained by

fitting a three-parameter family of distributions, such as the triangular

distribution, In which the third parameter would provide a measure of

skewness of the distribution.

On the basis of these considerations, the author believes that

the results are relatively insensitive to the assumption of the uniform

velocity distribution, and would be little changed if the actual distribution

were known and used. The results are sensitive, however, to the mean

and, to a lesser extent, the variance of the actual velocity distribution, as

can be seen from the parametric investigations, so that it is Important

that these be known correctly.

The slight errors caused by the use of the uniform distribution

are, In practice, compensated by the convenience of characterizing the

velocity distribution by two physically.,meaninglul parameters as well as

the analytical convenience of working with the uniform distribution,



S. 3. 2 Runway-Occupancy Time Asoumption

Runway-occupancy time is represented In tho operations capa-

city model by its mean value, Z1 Jrn reality, runway occupancy time

varies stochastically about this mean value, and depends on the runway

exit used, on the aircraft type, and on individual differences among pilots.

A more realistic representation of runway-occupancy ti'me would be as a

discrete chance variable, as suggested in Section 4. 3. 1, in vhich the run-

way exit used would be the chance variable, and tht runway occupancy time

would be fixed for each exit. An even bettor representation would involve

use of the Joint distribution f (Vl, TAD) of aircraft landing velocity and

runway-occupancy time to determine the indicated probabilities in equations

(4. 14), (4. 15), and (4. 20). The analysis would then require the determina-

tion of the joint distributions (which would probably be done empirically)

and integration over these distributions (which would probably be performed

numerically).

These changes would affect the results of only the operations

capacity analysis and would probably tend to reduce the interposition and

operations rates. The very short lending intervals (where inter-osition

does not occur in the present model) are associated with the situation in

which a slow aircraft is the first of the pair (AI). These slow aircraft

generally have short runway-occupancy times, but the reduction below the
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average would probably do little to improve interposition rate since the

landing interval is small and a reduction even to zero runway-occupancy

time may noL permit an interposition. The long intervals, on the other

hand, occur when AI is a fast aircraft, which is likely to have a long

runway-occupancy time. Since interposition generally can occur in the

long interval, the increase in the runway-occupancy time may occasionally I
prevent an interposition. Thus, a bias appears towards reducing the

interposition rates when the joint distribution of V1 and TAD is intro-

duced. Tihc author conjectures that the effect of this change is not large,

particularly in examination of parametric effects, since it would probably

serve occasionall), to eliminate at most a single interposition in a long

landing interval.

5. 3. 3 Representation of the Controller 1
In formulating a model of any system in which human perform- -

ance plays a major role, representation of the human operators is gener-

ally the most difficult and the least val;A nortion of the model. In the

models developed here, the intertion is to represent the controller

basically by the set of standards by which he *cpposedly operates. He is

considered to perform with perfect judgment in ordering aircraft onto the I
common landing path with appropriate spacing; he is considered able to I
place A2 exactly s miles behind A1 [when V 2 _< V (V 1 ) or, when

V 2 > V (V 1 ), an exactly-computed distance depending on the values of

I
I
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V 1nd V2 such that the time separation between the landings is exactly

I t . The capacity thus determined represents an ideal performance, and0

represer.ts an upper bound to attainable performance when the standards

are obeyed. At many airports, the controllers tend to operate conserva-
I
I tively and to install additional separation to account for theil errors, and

I their rates would be lower than those shown here. Often, however, partic-

ularly at the larger airports at times of peak demand, the controllers tend

I to aim for specified separations, but to tolerate s,parat;.)ns that go below

the standards if it appears certain that no dangerous situation is likely to

develop. It may even be that, under saturation conditions, the controllers

I actually aim for a separation less than the standards, since they recognize

the conservatism in the standards and are faced with the immediate prob-

lem of moving a large number of waiting aircraft onto and off the runways.1
Most other anal;yses of the landing problem consider the effect

of wave-offs as reducing the landing rate. A landing aircraft is waved off

if it appears that the runway will be occupied (generally by the preceding

arrival) when it would touch down. If t represents the true maximum1 0

runway-occupancy time, and if t separation 1- always maintained0

/ between successive landings, then there is no wave-off problem. In

specifying values for to0 however, it more precisely represents a prac-

tical maximum, which is occasionally exceeded, and the controller often

I may violate to. Thus, the actual landing rate would be lower by the effect

Io

I
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of the waved-off aircraft which do not land but which consume time in the

landing sequence. If a wave-off rate is known, this may be expressed

easily in the models. Otherwise, one may be computed using the joint dis-

tribution of landing separation and runway-occupancy time, which would

have to be determined experimertally under saturation conditions.

5. 3. 4 Computation of Operations Capacity

Computations using the operations capacity mode, were per-

formed only for the case of () = 0. Section 4. 3. 2 indicates the analytical

procedure for dealing with the case of LW > 0, and requires specification

of the frequency of certain short run lengths. In conversations, con- I
trollers have indicated that they do attempt to space the landings as close

together as possible, allowing take-offs to be interposed wherever possible,

and that it is not until a reasonably long queue of take-offs has developed

that the Tower asks Approach Control to discontinue the landings while the

take-offs are dispatched. The alternate procedure of requiring a greater

spacing between landings to allow more frequent take-off interposition is

also used, however; it might be studied with the .'= 0 model by using 1

an increased value of s0 !

The assumption is made that interpositions in the second-

previous landing interval would not affect an interposition. This assump- 1
tion can be violated (and then only with small probability) in only a small

!
I.



number of possible situations in which parameters assume extreme values

I and which are ot lictle practical concern. These cases could be treated

I with the techniques for the k-state Markov process developed in Section

4.3.3.

The most complex process investigated here is the one of

interposing take-offs between landings when both the toD requirement and

the r requirement must be satisfied, i.e. , a take-off had been inter-

posed in the previous interval. Consequently, the assur.iptions made in

computing qP, most of which were made for analytical con-enience, are

the most tenuous ones in the models. Further investigation is thus

probably warranted in applying the model to those situations where inter-

position of take-offs is frequently limited by the need for maintaining

separation between departures.

The assumptions that the take-off in the previous interval

occurred as early as possible tended to over-estimate qp and, con-

sequently, ) )D" Use of the more conservative assumption of Section

4. 3. 4 could provide an under-estimate of qi-. (If results with the two

differ only slightly, then the choice of assumption is immaterial. ) Sub-

I stitution of the more conservative assumption would reduce operations

capacity, and by reducing interposition rate, might make less attractive

those parameter changes which tend to increase operations capacity

I through increases in interposit.on rate. This effect results from the

I
I
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I
increasing slope of the curve of operations rate as a function of inter-

position rate. A more complete. analysis would require determination and I
use of the actual distribution of TDA.

5.4 Extensions of the Research I

This study has produced an analytical tool which can be used g
to study quantitatively an area that has produced much emotional debate --

the landing and operations capacity of airports and means for improving I
them. With this toolit is possible for anyone who accepts the inherent I
assumptions to insert his own numbers to determine the capacity resulting

from those v.lues. Less easily, he might change some of the assumptions [

while keeping the basic framework of the model. I

Extension of the research reported herein might be aimed in

two primary directions: application of the models (with the extensions

indicated, if necessary) to specific operational situations at individual |

airports, and theoretical extensions of the model. I
Application would require data gathering in the specific situa-

tion being studied to obtain estimates of the parameters needed in the

model. The model aids in this respect by i,.dicating the important data

to be collected. In the process of gathering the data, the assumpt, ns

inherent in the model should be examined to ascertain whether they apply
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i
to the particular situation being studied; if not, variations ia the model

I might be necessary. The model could then be used to determine the air-

I port's capacity, which would be compared to the peak demands predicted

for the future to determine if capacity must be increased to meet demand.

I Some alternative techniques for raising capacity could be evaluated with

I the model.

f The model could also be used in the current fast-time ATC

simulation efforts. The analytical formulation helps to delineate some of

[ the most significalit factors in terminal operation, which should be

expressed in the simulation. In a simulation of the enroute system, in

which the terminals are expressed only in terms of their operations rates.

t the model may be included in the simulation to compute the capacities of

the individual airports.

Theoretical extension lies in a more complete formulation of

the model to provide better estimates of capacity under varying conditions

I and in the use of the service rates derived with the model in queuing

studies to determine delay measures. The landing capacity model should

be extended to a consideration of the effect of controller error in spacing

I the aircraft at the runway gate, and to consider the effect of these spacing

[errors and stochastic runway-occupancy time on the reduction in landing

rate through wave-offs. The operations capacity model should beI
I
I
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I
extended along the lines indicated in Section 4. 3. Computation of qp,

particularly for large values of toD' could be improved by determining

the distribution of TDA for the last interposition in the previous interval. I

Expression of T and T particularly the latter, as chance varia..±es

would provide a more complete model of operations capacity. Computa-

tions should be performed with values of 0- > 0. More complete examina-I

tion should be given to the problem of multiple runm ",s. Q--euing models

with a single server (the runway), mult'ple queues (landings and take-offs),

and appropriate priority rules concerning the interaction of the queues, I
particularly the interposition of take-offs between landings, would have to

be defined to arrive at estimates of delay, thereby permitting an econc•, ic 1
assessment of improvements in capacity.

i
I
I
!
I
1
1
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF MEAN LANDING INTERVAL AA

Referring to Figure 3.2, we consider first Case A, where

s > b t . Since
0 0

V (V 1 ) = nV 1 / (m + V1 t) , (A-i)

*

there is some c (a < c < b) such that V (c) = b. The value of c is

t1 -x given by:

c = rob/ (n - b to) (A-Z)
0

Using equation (3.2) for TAA (VI, V2 ) and equation (3.6) for f (VI, V2 ),

and substituting these into equation (3. 4) yields the following integral:

2 = dV V (V 1 )

AA (b -a) = V (n/V2 - m/V) d V (A-3)

a a

b b c b

+ d d f d (n/V -m/V)dV+ 2 d VIf t dV 2

c a a V (V1)

!I

I
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Performing the integration with elementary methods ".esults in:

(b - a)2 AA (nc + rmb) log (c/b) (A-4)

I IJ 'L iuge e uid)

+ (c - a) n loge n- (n - t b) (c - a)

+ (n/t) [ (m +a t ) loge (m +a t) - (m+ c to) loge (m + c t)]

In Case B, where a t < s < b to, the integral becomes:

b *(VI)

(b AA 1 d V, (n/V 2 -m/VI d V2

a a

I
b b

dV 1  f todVZ (A-5) [

a v(V) 1

which, when integrated, yielt.s: I

(b - a) 2  (A = ma + nb) log (b/a) (A-6) I
+ (b- a) n loge n - (b - a) (n- t b)

+ (n/to 0 (m + a to0) log e (m + a to 0 (m + b to) log e (m. + b to 0

I
I
I
I.
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In Case C, where so< a t. there is some d (a < d< b)

such that V (d) = a, which is given by

jd = ma/ (n - a tj. (A-7)
.V

is then given by:
AA

b V (V 1)

(b - a) = (b - a)z t + d V1 (n/V? - m/V - to) d V2 (A-8)
d 

a

which integrates to:

S(b - a) 27 i = n (bb - d) loge (n/a) + (nb+ma) loge b (A-9)

-(nd+ma) loge d- (b- d) (n- a t )I e o

+(b- a)2 t +n-n [ (m+dt )log (m+dt

0 t- 0 e 0)o

(m+bto) loge (m +bt )

All three of the above cases can be covered in a single equation

(b - a)2 Z" (x, y) = (nx + mb) log (x/b) (A-10)AA e

+ (ma+ nb) loge b - n (b- y) loge a

-(ny+ ma) loge y + (x- y) n logen

-n (x - y) - b t (x - a) - a t (y - a)

+ (n/t) [ (m+ yto )loge- m+yt0 (m +xto) loge (m +xt)]

I
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I
where the arguments x and y are given by:

x = Min Ib, Ct (A-il)

. .... :. .. f A-!Z)

In Case D where V (a) > b, then T > t foy all (Vl, V2 ), i
AA 0o

and •A is given by: I

b U

(b - a)~ 2 faid1V, (n/V, -mr/V) d IV? (A- 13)I

a aI

which integrates to: I

= 0 log. -

AA b-a - aI

In Case E, where V• (b) < a, then T t I
Ao a AA

for all (VI, Vz). I

I
I
I
I
I
I



APPENDIX B

jDERIVATION OF LANDING-TIME DISTRIBUTION S AA Mt

The time interval between successive landings is .1 rhance

I variabie whose value is given by equation (3. 2). The lar.ding speeds of

successive aircraft are assumed to be independently distributed with

identical uniform distribution given by equation (3. 6). The landing-

I ~time distribution is derived by first transfon-uing to time variables:

T 2 = n/V 2  and T, = rn/IV1 (B- 1)

The Jacobian of the transformation is giver, by:

t M n (B-2)
m 2

tzt

The T's are monotonic (decreasing) functions of the V's, so that the

density function of the T's is given by-

,b < t <Sn/a

f1 (tt 'z _ 2 2 2 m/ <1-Sma B-3
(b -a) t 1

(b a)

=0 elsewhere

215
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The distribution function

SAA (t)= Pr fTAA.> t =Pr [TZ >T, +t_ (B-4)

is the cornpl-'.ent -.f the cu..ulativc distributi,1l I .'£ AiuL . iL can be

determined by integration over the (T 1 , T 2 ) distribution. Figure B-i

illustrates the various possible values of the line T2 - TI = t 0

ir, (tV, tz) - space [with the case designations corresponding to those

shown in Figure 3. 2 for (VI, V2 ) -space]. For any case, the entire

probability below the line is concentrated at the line giving the positive

Pr = t} so that (t) must be computed only for t> to.AA A

The computation is illustrated for Case A, as depicted in

Figure B-2. It is seen that any t < t < (n/a - m/b), is represented

by a 450 line and SAA (t) .s the area above the line, as illustrated by

tie dotted line and shaded area in Figure B-Z. The SAA (t) function

is L.ntinuous but must be defined piecewise. Thus: I
SAAt s /a < t <_ n/a -m/b3 (B-5.1) 1

n/a - t n/a
(-na) dt 1  1 +

S1 1 2
m/b t1 + t

I
!
I
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S AA it So/b <t < Solaj : AA (S0 /a (B-5. 2)

m/a t + s /am f 1o
± rnn I+ " i ~~d t1 dL
(b- a)Z J ,2 2ý 2

miD t + t

I

SA[t ft/t< t < soi /b = SAA (soi/b) ;B-5. 3)

+ m- - t tI + s kb

I -f rnn dtI t 1 s/ 1 dt2

(b -a) 2  t1 t z
m/b n/b

I
in t + s /bIrnn / 1t 0 t

(b- a)x 1  tl1 t

- -t t 1+ t

Using elernentary methods to perforrm the integration

indicated, SAA (t) is determined, for Case A, to be:

I
I

I
I

I
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SAA t/- < t < t 0 t j 1 (B-6.1)

SAA t t 0 t < t < s 0 bJ (B -6. 2)

l [mb - an + t (bb2 + a 2  ab) t +mn log (m + tt) (n - bt

t (b-a)2  mn

I
'I n-at mn r

SAAtI s /bb<t<Soa" = b +2 a2 m • at

A 0 t (b-a) t 2 (b-a) Z loge m- +bt
(B- 6.4) I

- mr loge [ (n - at) (m + bt) / i I

< t < -- 0 (B-6.5) j
SAAta b -- -

I
As can be noted in Figure B-1, the function (B-6.3) is

meaningless for Case B since s < b L . Simn.ilarly in Case C,

(B-6. 3) and (B-6. 4) are meaningless. The distribution is given in !

both of these cases by the valid portion of (B-6), using to as the lower

bound on t in the last portion. In Case D, TAA > n/b - m/a > t , so

that t must be replaced by t' where: !

0 0'

t o Max .t ; n/b- m/al
0 (0I

In Case E, TAA takes the constarnt vallue t0



APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF

The r0 requirement for Interposing a take-off in a landing

interval is given by:

T > 't + re/V (C-I)AA L 0oZ

It is necessary to determine the average linding interval givenIt I,

that the r requirement is satisfied. We consider first only the case0

(Case I) where

re/ (to -•)> b (C-2)

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for:

T n m > t (C-3)"A"7-•z' "V• T o

for all (V1 , '2) that permit interposition. In this case, the r0

requirement is:

(n- r)/ V-m/V 1  > (C-4)
0 z L

This is met for:

v2 < (V (vC1 (-5)

where:

(n - ro) V1v (Vl I vI 't- + m (C -6)
1 L
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The V function is of the same form as V , and could occur in the

corresponding five cases shown in Figure 3. 2. The desired f- is

the expected value of (ni/VZ - rn/V 1 ) in the region below and to the

right of the appropriate curve. In Case ID, CL = AA'nd in

Case IE, i = t . In the remaining cases, •2I is determined
I AA o 1

by integration. Thus, in Case IA,

e V(V) b b

f Vn dm V + f dn V 21 J 2 v 1 + dV 1  1 V a
a a e a

e V (V1 ) b b

d V d V + d VI d 2

a e a

(C -7)

where V (e) = b. The denominator in (C-7) is the normalizing

factor equal to q; of equation (4. 17). The integrations are performed

by elementary methods, and yield, for the numerator N 1 :

NI ne loge [ (n - ro e/a ]-na loge (n -r) (C-8)

m (n -r e + n-
SnG (e)+nG(a)) 0 log 1( m)

L

+ ma loge (e/a) + n (b-e) loge (b/a) m (b-a) loge (b/e)

where G (x)- x + m) / ] log 'r x + m)
L L e L
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I
The denominator integrates to:

q n0 L - a] e-a] (C-9)

rn (n - r o g L e + m
/2 l2ge 'C•L a + m b )(b-a
" oL

Similar expressions can be derived lor Cases IB and IC.

All three cases can be covered by the general expression:

Z1 (x, y) = N (x, y) / qj (x, y) (C-10)

where:

(n - r ) x (n-r )y
(x, y) = nx log - ny ge a (C- 1)e a

m (n - r)x+
- nG (x) + nG (y) ._ log L

"L (L

+malog x +n(b-x) log - bm(b-a)loge y e a e x

q (x a x-y log L (C-12)
-) ((x Aa) m n-L) +m

L

+ (b - x) (b - a)
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where: 

I

y = MaxJ e, ' (
y = M ax a, f

e n-bm (from V (e) b)

o L

a m
n-r - (from V (f) =a)n-r -a '.

0 L

Thus, in Case IA, = V (e, a)

in Case 1B, 'I = • (b, a)

in Case IC, f)I

I

I
I
I
I

I.
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OF qg ANDI WHEN a <r /(t - )< b

The expression for 6in Case I [b < r /(to-) A]
0 00 L

is developed in Appendix C. If A < a, then q- I and A'- A"

In Case II (a < A < b), interposition can occur in two ways by (V1 , V )

being in either of the shaded regions of Figure D-1 represented by

the inequalities:

(n - ro) V 1
Vz <- v -L +m = V (V 1 ) (D-1)

1 L

V > r / (to- ) _ A (D-Z)

It is necessary to find the size of the shaded regions (for q ) and the

expected value of T in the shaded regions (for E-).
AA I

Both equalities are just satisfied at:

/% nm r
v, -- V = - -(D- 3)

n (to - T ) - r t 0S L o oo

,~A

We notice that V (V) A, and, by differentiation, that:

-/ A c/A
V (V) > V (V) > 0 (D-4)

2 Z25
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SATISFIES D-I

SATISFIES D-2

........ ....... ...... .. .. ...... ........... ............. ....... .... ..... ...

.. . .. . . ..

H .........
.......... ___________________________.

_______ _______ __..............._ I
_ _ __.._ __..._ _ __.

a. b .. ........

FIGURE D-i

THE q0 REQUIREMENT WHEN acro/(to-r~k bI
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Thus, since there is a single intersection,

* A - A
V (V) = V (V) (D-5)

,: A
V (V1 ) < V (VI) for V < V (D-6)

AV (Vl) < V (V1 ) for V < V1

/I A

If V > b or if V < a, then the two r requirements are0

non-overlapping. Then q; is given by:

qg= q Pl- + A / (b- a) (D-7)

where qfl is the value given in Appendtx C for Case I. The value of

TC is given by:
I

N + Z (A, b) (b - a)
Z I AA (D-8)

where N is the numerator of T for Case I, and where VAA (A, b)
I I AA

is the value of P computed for a = A.

Consideration of the various situations possible when

A *
a < V < b is aided by reference to the cases of V in v'igure 3. 2.

When V follows Case A, the requirements (D-4, 5, 6) and the

impossibility of the case V (a) < a and V (b)> b permit a V
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I
function only at Case A' [i.e., V (V 1 ) > V 1 ) for a < V < b]. When

V follows Case B, the V function may be any of Cases A, B, or C.

When V is Case C, then only Case C is possible for V. If V is of I
Case D, then Case I (of Appendix C) is applicable. If V is of Case E

and a < A < b, then interposition is possible only by meeting the r 0o

requirement (D-2) and =q = A / (b-a) ard "ZIi= to

The computation of in Case II for a < V < b and V

in Cases A, B, or C is similar to that performec in Appendix C for

Case I. We illustrate the process for V of Case A or B and V of

Case C, as depicted in Figure D-2. We compute N i and q• by I
integration over the shaded area: !

A

V A

N2 (b -1 ft dV (D-9)

a V (V 1 )

V V (V)/ V V (V)

"-7_1 _ M d V + d V1n V d V
a 7'dV 1  a 72

* 1
The cases of V appear su iUar in V , V - space to those for V
with the co%.1tions Lndt'ng dtscribed in terms of s - r and t-L
instead of s ind t0 L

0 0 1I
I
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A
V V(V

Aqj3 (b - a) (b -A) + (o-V) (A - a) + fd V I iVz (D- 10)

f a

Integrating, and generalizing for all Case I1 situations, yields:

= N1 (x, y)/ q (x, y) (D- 11)

where:

An AN (x, y = (b -a) n ( G1 (-G (x}) M

AA 1~-r 1

"xlog a -L e log

eraogX -({ ! V - y) to - t (A-a) (y-a)

o o 11e a

q(x. y) = (b - A) (b - a) + (b - V) (A - a)

(n-r ) - I
L Z

1'

+ ma loge~ x ý _) (V ) t0 t (A a) y -I
00l
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where

( o .m t s + m)

0~' (5)120o log L mtoL

The arguments x and y take the values

x , Max la, 3
y " Max a, dt

where £• am .. .(from V (f).a)

am *

d n am (from (d) a)n- t
0

Thus, if

VI isCaseAorBand 7 isCase A cr B, ZduZi(, a)

V is Case B and V is Case C, "" a)

V l, Case C and to Case, C• ( . d)



APPENDIX E

INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DISCRETE

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS AND THEIR UNIFORM EQUIVALENTS

This appendix provides further discussion of the general

relationship between the discrete velocity distributions and the corre-

sponding uniform distributions having identical mean and variance. The

most recent data available on aircraft performance characteristics and

on the distribution of aircraft types at several airports is used.

Distributions of only air carrier aircraft are considered

since airline aircraft constitute the largest proportion of the traffic at

major airports during IFR weather, and since data on the distribution

of types of air carrier arrivals are most readily available. Data were

obtained for the following seven airports:

I. Washington National (DCA)

2. Newark (EWR)

3. New York International Idlewild (IDL)

4. Los Angeles International (LAX)

S. LaGuardia (LOA)

6. Chicago Midway (MDW)

7. Chicago O'Hare (ORD)

732
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Th9 distribution of alrcraft types arriving at each of these airports was

determined from the March 15, 1960 Airline Ouide [691. These distri-

butions are presented in Table E-., For each aircraft type, the speed

along the glide path (also shown 'n Table Z-1) 'vas determined from a

recent report prepared for the FAA by Fairchild Corporationi [70 ), and

from supplementary available information. The resulting velocity

distributions (based on an assumption that the landing speeds of all air-

craft of a given type are equal to the specified val.,e) at the seven air-

ports are presented in Tuble E-2 and depicted in Figure E-l.

Using these data, the characteristics of the equivalent uni-

form distributions were determined, and are tabulated at the bottom of

Table E-2. Landing rates were determitied for each of the airports

under the alternative assumptions of uniform and discrete velocity dis-

tributior. The resulting landing rates at each airport for several paranm-

etet values are shown in Table E.3; the correlation between the two

velocity distributions is depicted in Figure E-2, where the solid lines

enclosing all the points but one represent deviations corresponding to

differences of + A%. The average r'bsolute difference in all 56 points

is only 0. 26 landings per hour, representing an error of about 0. 6%.

The maximum difference is 0. 93, or 2. 4%. The fit here is seen to be

exceptionally good, and to be retained despite the differences 'n the

shape of the original discrete distributions.
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TABLE E-1

DISTRIBUTION OF AIRCRAFT TYPES ARRIVING AT AIRPORTS

(Data from March 15, 1960 Airline Guide)- i.. .l.... . - ..... -
Aircraft Velocity

Type (knots) DCA EWR IDL LAX LOA MDW ORD

Boeing 707 135 25 32 20

Britannia 135 2

Stratocruiser 120 1 1

i19

Constellation 130 43 24 22 .3 42 53 4

Comet 125 1

Convair 115 23 29 9 13 14 39 22

DC-3 o95 i 10 5 14 69 6

DC-4 110 16 6 6 6

DC-6 130 28 13 18 33 40 45 14

DC -6B 130 20 8 31 40 6 18 11

DC-7 125 21 5 13 24 24 11

DC-7B 125 26 18 9 4 8 4

DC-7C 130 14 12 2 8

DC-S 145 12 13 15

r-27 100 3 11 5

Electra 145 42 18 38 8 47 50 2

Martin 404 10 44 22 8 6 13 16 2

Viscount 1'25 55 1 25 23 1 43 467
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TABLE E-2

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS AT AIRPORTS

(Data from March 15, 1960 Airline Guide)

Velocity DCA EWR IDL LAX LOA MDW ORD
(knots) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

95 4.29 5.81 0 2.33 6.39 17.78 4.84

100 0.86 0 0 5. 12 0 1.29 0

110 17.14 12.79 6.09 2.79 5.94 5.67 6.45

115 6.57 16.86 3.91 u.05 6.39 10.05 17.74

120 0 0 0.44 0 0 0.26 0

125 29.14 27.91 20.00 13.49 19.64 20.10 17.74

130 30.00 26.16 36.08 45.57 40.18 31.96 23.39

135 0 0 11.74 14.88 0 0 16.13

145 12.00 10.47 21.74 9.77 21.46 12.89 13.71

V (knots) 124.2 123.1 131.0 127.7 127.9 121.7 126.3

R (knots) 41.6 41.4 32.8 38.4 44.4 53.6 42.6

a (knots) 103.4 102.4 114.6 108.5 105.7 94.9 105.0

b (knots) 145.0 143.8 147.4 146.9 150.1 148.5 147.6
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As would be expected, the fit over the entire distribution is

less exct than in only the mean. Thes.' data are shown in Figures

E-3. i - E-3. 7 for the cases of m = 7 and 10 miles, so 3 miles, and

t - 0. 5 minutes. (The -ur',es for larger t values -an be determined
0 0

merely hy> displac'ng the discrete jump to the t value desi:'ed. ) Here0

again, despite the basic differences in the discrete distributions, the

fit using the uniform distribution seems to be reasonably satisfactory.

Consideration of the two-point discrete distribution aids in

examining the extent of the correspondence between the landing rates

based on the aniform and discrete distributions. We consider that there

are two aircraft types of velocities v1 and v., which occur with proba-

bilities p and (1 - p). The mean (V) and range (R) of the distribution

are given by:

V vI p + v2 (0 - p) (E-l)

2 2 2
R = l =12 (v - p (1 -0p) (E-2)

or, for a fixed V and R:

vI V - R K (E-3)

v = V + R'/K (E-4)
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where R' * R/ /'-Z

K • u i -I-.p)/p

Ignoring at first the t reutriction, we note that:G

(E.S)

0 (-p)
m PP p oP+•'AA" . 1 jl " vI v 2

Making substitutions for %I and v 2 from equations (E-3) and (E-4), it is

found after manipulation, that:

s (Vy+R/)

0. 0 (E-6%
AA (vZ R w) r + R'V

where:

\fj7F(l )-(-7
2 P-I

Further manipulation yields:
(E-8)

Vu0 0

AA (1)3v ~(1 )7 +

where:

)'uR//V R/ Rh12 V (E -9)
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The di;tribution's moment@ higher than the secerd affect

AA only through t. We note from equation (E-7) that the function,

"(P), is zero for p v 0, drops rapidly to - O- at p a V S, becomes

+ 0, at p a 0. 5+, and then returns to zero at p n 1.0; in the vicinity of

p a 0. 1 0 P.

It is necessary to rewtrict our consideration to values of p at

least greater than ý , since smaller ones would lead to unrealistically

low values of vn. We note, from examination of maximum R and mini-

mum V values, that ý < 0. 2 in all practical cases, and that a more

typical value is I z 0.1. Figure E-4 illustrates the second factor of

equation (E-8) plotted as a function of p for these two values of I . It

is seen that, in the typical case, even the second moment of the velocity

distribution affects the landing time by only 1% (the 1 - ) 2 term), and

the perturbation due to r, is negligible for all reasonable values of p.

Even in the extreme case, the exaggerated effects of both and r
influence the mean landing ti'ne by less than 6%, while the effect of r
in the reasonable range of p (from 0. 3 to 0. 8) Is less than 1%.

The to limitation would affect the above conclusion slightly.

If s V > t for V = vV, v., then the t restriction could apply only in

the case of A following A1* AA is then given by:
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I
1

(E-10)I
= 0 + p (1-p) Max 0; t n + m

"AA 1 ?

I where the second term represents the "t penalty," i.e., the addition

to the mean landing time that results from the t restriction. When

t = 1 min.,V = 10 knots, R= 12iV1 = 41.6 rnots, the t penalty
0 0

jtakes the following values as a function of p:

S.104 minutes when p = 0. 1

.085 minutes when p = 0. 5

S.069 minutes when p = 0.9

These values are also small compared to a typical value of s/V =

11.5 minutes.

f The investigations discussed in this appendix indicate the

relative insensitivity of the landing capacity to the assumed form of the

Slanding-velocity distribution other than that represented by the first two

I moments of that distribution, thereby justifying the use of the analytically-

convenient rectangular distribution as an approximation to the real dis-
S~tribution.

I

I
I
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I
APPENDIX F

RUNWAY PERFORMANCE MEASURES AS A FUNCTION OF
V, Ip, r. , r. to R r0D 1 o

LANDING RATES (A ), INTERPOSITION RATES (V0 ), AND OPERATIONS RATES (u)

V I00 KNOTS R = oKNOTS

m t0  AR 4 tO AD = 2 MILES do = 3 MILES 4•=4 MILES

--------------------- A ) r A I AZ-(MILES MILES IM,. W'"I (I. (o(.p)h I (op h CtA) _0 (oph)

2, 0.5 0.5 1 '8.8 0.28 61.4 32.9 0.87 61.3 214.8 1.1e6 419.5
2 0.25 '14.0 0.77 52.6 I.CO ',9.5

i - I I /.- I 1 0.2 5.9 o.., 4., 1.22 19.5

I 2 l o.12 o0.1 4 0.Sb 1 8.8 0.92 16.6
I .0 0.5 1 45. 0.12 54I.3 32.? 0.61 63.8 24.7 1.22 , 9.3

-4 2 0.12 38.8 0.56848.411 C.92 '16.4
2.0 I 0 51.'14 0.22 '15.7 [ 0.72 '14.2
j 2 ,i0 36.0 o0.21 3.2 0.64 38.1

,.5 0.5 1 37.S 0.03 '16.7 31.2 0.38 ,,7.0 2,4.6 0.98 '8.6
- i 1 0.03 33.8 0.38 37.8 0.80 o!2.1

1.0 1 0 '16.21 J 0.02 '12.4 0.30 38.2

j 2 + 0 33.3 + 0.02 32.0 0 0.30 31.2
20 0.6 0.5 1 143.0 0.53 64 .3 31.7 0.98 82.6 2'2.5 2.50 '19.0

2 I 0.11 •6.8 -0.70 '6.3 0.99 '16,.7
1 1 0.39 60.0 I 0.79 57.0 2.2 1149.0

2 0.31 43.1 i 0.58 ,I1.0 * 0.87 o 4.4
2.0 0.5 1 ±38.3 0.39 55.0 30.2 0.79, 54.5 24.0 1.28 '18.0I~ 0 .31 11.7 0.i 2.l .5 4o3,.5

.0 10.19 50.6 0.147 '17.6 0.88 '15.91 2 i ' 0 o.,8 37.3 i0.36 36.7 0.63 37.1
,.5 o. 2 1 32.8 0.28 '17.1 27.9 0.62 '7.3 23.2 1.08 '16.4

2 0.24 35.8 0.46 37.1 - 0.75 38.8
,.0 1 1 0.08 33.7 I 0.25 32.4 0.42 39.9

2. -ii+0.08 31.76 0.2'1 32.2 0.55 131.9

4 0.5 0.5 2 48.8. 0 53.8 32.9 0 %2.51 24.7 0.28 38.1

1 2 J 0 37.2 0 32., 0.28 I1.0
I 12.0 0 53.8 0 '2.5 0-.2 36.4

21 0 37.2 1 0 31.41 0.12 28.7
t0 0.5 0.5 1 3.0 0.06 51.3 3.7 0.221 44.9 24.5 0.53 I12.0

2 0.06- 36.6 0 0.201 34.3 0.4 1 33.0

1.0 1 0.02 50.6 10 .1 41 3.6 j 0.39 39.2

0.02 3S.9 0.1l 33.2 0.32 A 32.4

I
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LANDING RATES (A ), INTERPOSITION RATES (VD ), AND OPERATIONS RATES (p) I
V 100 KNuiS R = 60 KNOTS

4, AR 4- . A. =2 41LES .-, o 3 WILES .• = M:NILES I
(MILES MILES HIM. HM

HI. (Ip) D (oph) Utph) PI (oph) Uph) (oph)

2 16 0.5 0.56 1 45.9 0.36 61.7 32.1 0.90 60.8, 24.2 1.4816 11.6
0.3• '15.7 0.70 50 1.01 4' '.S

1.0 I 0.22 57.5 0.68, 54.7 1.25 418.6

1 2 1 0.22 39.1 0.65 3.4 0 .89 !44.6 I
"1.0 o.s 1 '1.3 0.22 53.8 31.2 0.63 53.1 2,,.1 1.25 118.2

- - L I 2 0.22 37.41 0.55 '2.5 I 0.9 '11.3
' - 1 .0 I 1 0.06 50.2 0 6i.1 0.79 l1."

2 0.06 35.6 $ 0.30 36.1 , 0.60 36.5
1.5 0.5 , 3 ,.9 0.13 '61.3 29.1 0. ,,8 ,16.5 23.6 1.02 '17.23. 7. I9_1 2 0 0.13 31#.7 0.41 37.0 0.76 139.11

1.0 1I 0 111.2 0.13 410.9 0.111 38.8
S 2 ,, 0 ,32.3 0.,3 36.51 0.36 31.11

10 0.5 0.5 I 36.9 0.76 34.2 28.7 ,1.18 67. 23.0 1.67 116.0"" l i 2 0.52 A16q.11 0.77 1 7.0 1.04 46.0

1.0 I 0.62 59.9 1.01 57.3 6.17 I16.0

2__ 0 1_. 1 .7 37 1 0.93 113.7
6.0 0.5 1 32.9 0.S2 54.6 26.9 1.01 63.7 22.2 1.,,7 11.3

S2 0.113 I'10.1 0.67 11.5 1 0.93 1142.S
01. 1 ,11 49.7 0.72 ,7.7 1. '2 1 ". 3 I

- 2 0.29 35.9 o.19 36.9 0.72 36.7

1.5 0.5 I 28.8 0.51 '6.6 24.7 0.36 16.7 21.1 1.29 42.2

S 4 2 o0.36 35.6 07 36.5 0.83 37.7
.i " 0.25 42. 1.19 40.9 10.8139.6 I

i 0.19 32. 4 0.34I 32.! 0.611 31.,
'1 0.5 0.5 I 45.9 0 52.0 32.1 0.06 12.7 211.2 0.36 36.5I - I I12 0 36.3 0.00.06 32.0 0.34 131.7

1.. 1.0 1 0 J52.0 0.061 %i..0 0.22 36.9
4 4 4 2 0 0 36.i , 0.0 1 31.2 $ 0.22 29. 1

10 0.5 0.5 1 36.9 0.201 19..'1 28.7 0 '131 115.0 23.0 0.76 112.0

# 1 2 .0.161 36.2 1 0.311 3,,.5 o.S2 33.6
I.C 10.411 118.3 10.331 113.5 0.62 11C.2

1 2 -2 0. .' 4 4. '. 0.25 33.3 0.113 32.6

I
I-
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I
I

I LANDING RATES ( ), INTERPOSITION RATES (-V, ), AND OFI'RATSONS RATES (,i)

V 120 KNOTS R = 40 KNOTS

tom At I 4D A, = 2 IHILES 40 3 11LE - 1LS
(MILES) MILES MIN. MIN. A 0o 1(Ah C •) It ?

ryto(ap) lp) V-_ ____ (ph

0. s 0.20 6 .6 0.78 69.2 30.1 1.26 60.2

4 2 0.1741: 0.56 50.2 _ 1.00 59.4

0. 50 0.04 60.5 0 : 1.02 60.24 0.03 q.oo C ' 5 0 .92 55.

. 0.5 I 52.1 0.04 56.0 39.3 " .NO 59.1 29.7 1.02 59.4

4 2 0.03 38.8 0. 4 0.92 55.1

1.0 0 55.8 0.07 48 .8 1 0.49 47.5

2 0 38.1 r 0.07 35.2 0..19 39.5

o.5 0.5 I 39.7 0 47.8 35.9 0.23 49.2 29.4. 0.76 52.8
1 23.2 0 0.75 '7.3
0 1 417.8 0 44.9 0.10 40.0

5Y 311.2 W 0 32.7 0.10 31.3
"I0 0.5 0.5 1 53.2 0.40 59.3 38.7 0.80 68.7 29.6 -1.6 5.

1 - 0.33 48.5 0.63 52.4 0.89 53.5

1.0 1 0.25 64.1 0.60 61.5 1.03 59.3

1 2 V 0.25 115.6 0.0 47.0 5 0.76 48.0

1.0 0.5 1 45.5 0.25 58.2 36.5 0.80 58.7 29.1 1.03 58.3
1 2 021 2. 0 I7 7.3

0 1 0.09 53.8 0.27 50.7 1 0.61 19.0

0.09 38.2 0.261 38.5 0.50 39.2
1.5 0.16 0..5 32.7 0.42 49.6 27.8 0.81 51.1

2 0.16 36.3 1 0.37 38. 0.63 41.4
1. 0 I 0.01 45.8 0.10 43.8 0.30 41.9

0.01 33.2 01 T0 0.7 3.2

1 . 0.5 0.5 I 58.9 0 59.5 39.6 0 7. 30.1 0.20 2..0 1 T39.6 3.2 0.2b •33.

SI1II59.5 117.7 0.01 V0.8

2 31 . 0 9 i o .0 0.6o .

10 0.5 0.9 1 1 43.2 0.01 55.8 38.7 0.11 49.8 73. 0.40 45.7
2 0.01 38.6 i0.14 36.8 0.36 37.0

0 56.4 0.07' 4.4 0.25 43.3
2 0 30.07 39.2 0 0.2S 34.0

I
I
i
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LANDING RATES (A), INTERPOSITION RATES (V- ), AND OPERATIONS RATES (p)

V = 120 KNOTS R 60 KNOTS

m t- A I 4D A.o - 2 MILES ":'3 MILES 4d, = HILES

(MIES MLE Uh. MII. A 1~A' A 1~A~ A V A/ tL MILES DIho.5.Hi. (4o. ___ (oph) U4/) (oph)

2 - 4 0.5 0.5 I 56.3 0.28 67.3 39.0 0.77 68.0 29.4 1.26 58.7
2 1 _F 0.24 46.3 0.61 51.8 3 55.0

1.0 j 0.14 62.1 0. - 59.3 3 58.7

20.13 2.7 0.49 46.9 0.82 60.0

1.0 0.5 1 48.6 0.14 57.2 37.7 0.51 57.8 29.3 1.03 58.5

, 2 1 0.13 Io.q O.q4 q6.0 0.82 49.8

1.0 -1 0 0 53.8 0.17 49.7 C.53 47.7
I , 0 36.0 0.:7 36.9 0.49 -39.

3.5 0.5 1 38.4 0.04 47.6 33.9 0.31 486.9 28.4 0.78 HI

1 2 0.34 34.- 4 j 0.31 38.1 1-0.67 43.3
1.0 I . 0 46.8 0.02 43.6 0.21 41.31 ! 2 0 33.7 0.02 1 32.2 10.21 32.5

10 0.5 C.5 1s 46.8 0.56 69.4 35.9 0.92 60.7 28.5 1.35 56.9
1 21_-' 0.42 49.2 0.66 51.0 0.90 52.0
1.0 I I 0.42 64 3 1 0.7q 62.2 1.14 66.9

o 2 _ _ 0.32 45.5 0.5_ 46.4 ;10.79 47.5
3.0 0.5 1 40.3 0.42 57.8 33.2 0.745S8.1 27.4 114 547

2 0.32 42.1 0.5"4140 10.79 416.0
i.0 I 1 0.22 62.5 0.44 50.8 1 10.77 49.41
* 4 2 0.19 38.6 1 6.34 38.4 10.55 38.8

3.5 0.5 1 33.6 0.31 48.4 29.7 0.58 49.2 25.7 0.95 .0.2

4 2 0.25 
3 6

.6 0.0 38.0 o0.67 40.1
1.0 1 0.39 4q.6 0.24 43.2 0.48 42.0

4 2 0.09 33.3 0.20 32.2 0.35 33.1

4 0.5 0.5 1- - 56.3 0 58.1 39.0 0.01 47. 9 2". 140.28 43.S
S0 39.22 0.01 34.2 0.28 311.5

I.0 I 58.1 0 7.3 0.14 41.3

12 0 3,. 0 I 33.9 0.11 31.8

30 0.5 0.5 I 46.8 0.10 55.1 35.9 0.281 50.2 28.5 0.55 46.9I 0.101 38.9 0.241 37.6 0.42 36.7
10 10.06 j 5q.0 J 0.191 48.4 0.42 14.6

S0.06 38.- 0.37 36.3
I, ,o,, ~ o,,,,.
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